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ABSTRACT 

Ubiquitous access to the Internet and supporting technologies gave birth to online 

labor markets (Malone and Laubacher 1998). Online labor markets enable employers 

(employers) to contract with professionals (service providers) from anywhere in the 

world. Firms now are able to greatly expand their workforce and bring a large arsenal of 

labor to bear on IT jobs, such as software or web development using Internet-enabled 

procurement platforms such as Freelancer.  These markets serve as intermediaries for IT 

services (outsourcers post Call for Bids (CFBs) for services and providers offer bids for 

IT services) that help match employers with service providers across the globe. In my 

dissertation, I try to comprehensively study this Internet-enabled phenomenon from the 

perspectives of these three entities on global online markets with three separate yet 

related essays. The first essay focuses on the “global” nature of the market, and assess the 

effect of global frictions and global labor arbitrage on both provider bidding and 

employer selection. The second essay focuses on the effect of auction mechanism – 

sealed versus open bid auction – on providers’ bidding dynamics, and the market 

performance. The third essay focuses on estimating true consumer (employer) surplus of 

online labor markets with a quality-adjusted measure. I also test its robustness by 

comparing its effects on consumers’ subsequent transactions. I also find that market 

immaturity, consumers’ lack of experience in the market, and consumers’ lack of 

familiarity with IT service providers lead to the difference between the traditional 

measure and the quality-adjusted consumer surplus. 
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION 

Ubiquitous access to the Internet and supporting technologies gave birth to online 

labor markets (Malone and Laubacher 1998). Online labor markets enable employers 

(employers) to contract with professionals (service providers) from anywhere in the 

world. Firms now are able to greatly expand their workforce and bring a large arsenal of 

labor to bear on IT jobs, such as software or web development using Internet-enabled 

procurement platforms such as Freelancer.  These markets serve as intermediaries for IT 

services (outsourcers post Call for Bids (CFBs) for services and providers offer bids for 

IT services) that help match employers with service providers across the globe. The 

economic potential of this type of labor markets has recently become apparent. 

According to Freelancer.com, 1 out of 1,000 people on the planet has used its 

marketplace. Freelancer boasts over 7 million registered professionals who completed 4 

million projects worth over $1B since its founding in 2006. Forbes calls these 

marketplaces “an escape hatch for unemployed professionals”. As a result of this 

explosive growth, the potential of online labor markets was widely touted; since their 

inception, they are expanding at an astounding pace despite the 2008 financial meltdown 

and subsequent economic crisis. These markets serve as intermediaries for IT services 

(outsourcers post RFPs for IT services and providers place bids) that help match 

employers with service providers across the globe. Although global online labor markets 

have attracted much attention from the media, many theoretical and practical issues 

related to online labor markets, such as global frictions, marketplace design mechanisms, 

and societal welfare, due to the emerging nature of the markets and complexity of IT 

services, remain poorly understood. As online labor markets are now establishing 

themselves as an important source of revenue for service providers and a viable way of 

service outsourcing for firms, there is a growing need for a better understanding of 

strategic behavior to provide insights for best practices and design principles. 
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1.1 Study Background 

Online labor marketplaces for the outsourcing of software development services, 

such as Freelancer (www.freelancer.com), serve as intermediaries that bring together 

employers and service providers. Freelancer follows a buyer-determined (BD), reverse, 

scoring auction (Asker and Cantillon 2008, 2010), a mechanism where employers seek 

bids from service providers and evaluate bids with multiple criteria. Along with this 

“request for bids”, employers provide a project description, requested expertise (such as 

java, php, python, etc.), proposed budget, and end time. Registered service providers read 

the project descriptions and decide whether and how much to bid. Majority of the 

projects follow an open-bids format where all service providers can see both the 

competing bids and the characteristics of other providers while the rest follow a sealed-

bids format. The marketplace maintains a reputation system which keeps track of all 

feedback ratings the providers had received from employers of historical transactionsi. 

When auction ends, the employer evaluates all bids and the service providers’ attributes, 

and he makes a decision on whether and to which provider to award the contract. Given 

the distributed global nature of the marketplace, it provides an escrow service to resolve 

disputes if the employer is dissatisfied with the service provider. During the process, the 

providers and employers can exchange private messages through the marketplace. Until 

the end of 2012, Freelancer has about 7 million registered service professionals.  A 

typical posted project is shown in Figure 1, and the project contracting process is 

presented in Figure 2. 
  

                                                
i At the time of the data collection, Freelancer has a single dimensional feedback system with a 
scale of 1 to 10. 
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Figure 1. Project Screenshot 

 

 
Figure 2. Project Process 

 

 

I propose three essays to study the dynamics of the information systems-enabled 

global online labor markets for IT services. Each of these three essay deals with one of 

the major stakeholders of the market: the service providers, the marketplace intermediary 

and the employer, with each piece adding a different component on fully understanding 

the various dynamics of these markets.  

In the first essay, I first build a game-theoretic model to understand the service 

provider’s equilibrium bidding behavior and employer’s winner selection to include 

global frictions and global labor arbitrage factors, by solving a two-stage game. The 

analytical analyses provide me with predictions that could be tested empirically. I then 

use a data set composed of a unique proprietary transaction data from Freelancer 

matched with five public data sources to test my theoretical predictions on provider 
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pricing and employer selection decisions. By looking at these two aspects, I find global 

online labor markets are not level playing fields for service providers from countries 

around the world despite labor arbitrage opportunities, due to global frictions. In the 

second essay, I exam bidder behavior and auction performance under different auction 

formats – sealed bid auction versus open bid auctions. First, I derive propositions based 

on analytical modeling of entry and bidding behavior of service providers under different 

auction designs (by varying bid visibility – sealed versus open bid). I then use 

econometric analyses of proprietary transaction data from Freelancer that includes both 

open bid and sealed bid (hidden from public) to test my propositions. I find sealed bids 

auctions to attract more bids, albeit on average they have lower contract rate, lower 

quality bids and offer less buyer surplus and lower buyer satisfaction. In the third essay, I 

propose a quality-adjusted measure for consumer surplus to estimate the welfare online 

labor global markets offer to employers. I find online labor markets provide huge surplus 

to employers, albeit when providers’ actual quality is adjusted, the welfare estimate goes 

down. My three essays provide implications for understanding global frictions, auction 

mechanism and the societal impact of online labor markets. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
ARE GLOBAL ONLINE LABOR MARKETS TRULY “FLAT”? GLOBAL 

FRICTIONS AND GLOBAL LABOR ARBITRAGE 

 
Abstract 

Visionaries conjecture that the world is becoming a level (“flat”) playing field due to the 

Internet that connects professional labor with employers anywhere around the world. 

Extending the emerging literature on online labor markets, we examine this “flat world” 

hypothesis for global online labor markets for software development services. We 

analytically model and empirically examine the key global factors - global frictions and 

global labor arbitrage - that determine both aspects: pricing of providers and selection by 

employers. We first model the equilibrium pricing strategy of providers via backward 

induction of a two-stage game (which includes the employer’s selection of a provider 

given the provider’s bid price), and we propose a set of hypotheses about the key global 

factors that affect both parties. We test our hypotheses with an integrated dataset formed 

by a sample of 657,739 bids for 55,968 software development projects from a global 

online labor market matched with five archival sources (CIA World Factbook, Geodist 

Database, International Telecommunication Union, World Value Survey, and World 

Economic Forum).  

The econometric results show that when submitting their bids, service providers are 

sensitive to language and time zone differences with the employer, and they bid a higher 

price to offset these global frictions. However, service providers are not sensitive to cultural 

differences, and they bid a lower price to increase their probability of winning the contract 

by offering a higher utility to the employer. On the other end, employers avoid all global 

frictions (language, time zone, and cultural differences). Notably, for an average project of 

about $380 in these global markets, speaking a different language reduces employers’ utility 

by about $22; each hour time difference decreases employers’ utility by about $10. Contrary 
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to the literature, employers favor service providers from richer (higher Purchasing Power 

Parity (PPP)) countries that signal better education, thus forfeiting potential global labor 

arbitrage opportunities. The strong economic effects of global frictions coupled with lack of 

labor arbitrage imply that online labor markets are still not a level (“flat”) playing field, 

particularly for service providers from poor, non-English speaking countries with traditional 

(religious versus secular) values and a large time zone difference from North America and 

Europe. We discuss the study’s theoretical and managerial implications for designing 

“flatter” global labor markets.  

2.1 Introduction 

Global online labor markets are Internet-enabled systems that bring together service 

providers and employers from around the world to transact labor services. Due to the 

ubiquitous access of the Internet, online labor markets emerged as a viable means for 

sourcing labor. Employers can expand their workforce and bring a large arsenal of labor to 

bear on IT jobs, such as software development, using platforms such as Freelancer, 

eLance, and oDesk. Besides offering greater labor selection to firms, online labor markets 

leveled the playing field between large and small service providers. As early as 1998, an 

article featured in Harvard Business Review by Malone and Laubacher (1998) observed 

that by changing the way work is done, global online labor markets lead to a new form of 

economy, the “freelance economy” (WSJ 2009). 

Besides attracting much attention in the popular press (e.g., Wired 2006, WSJ 2009, 

Economist 2010), global online labor markets have gained academic attention with a major 

emphasis on the service providers’ reputation signals, such as their feedback rating (Mill 

2011, Yoganarasimhan 2012, Stoll and Zöttl 2012); credentials, such as verified work 

experience (Agarwal et al. 2013), gold member status (Scholz and Haas 2011, Banker and 

Hwang 2008) and third party certification (Lin and Goes 2012); and prior dyadic 
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interactions (Gefen and Carmel 2008). Although these extant studies provide good basis for 

understanding how various reputation signals facilitate labor transactions in these global 

online markets with asymmetric information (service providers have better information 

about their quality than employers), we have limited understanding of the global dynamics 

of these markets. To the best of our knowledge, none of these studies studied global 

dynamics from both the supply (service providers) and the demand (employers) side of the 

transaction. Extending this rapidly-emerging literature, we examine whether global online 

labor markets render a level playing field for labor around the world, that is, whether they 

are truly “flat” (Friedman 2000), by looking at the global characteristics (global frictions 

and global labor arbitrage) of these online markets. 

Besides answering this important theoretical and practical research question about 

global labor markets, our study also seeks to shed light on the increasingly important 

societal and economic phenomenon of global online labor markets for IT services from the 

perspective of the global outsourcing of IT services (e.g., Ang and Straub 1998, Gefen and 

Carmel 2008), IT labor compensation (e.g., Mithas and Krishnan 2008, Banker and Hwang 

2008), and global distributed software development (e.g., Agerfalk et al. 2009, Cummings 

et al. 2009, King and Torkzadeh 2008). Notably, distributed software development in the 

context of IT outsourcing/offshoring raises new theoretical and practical challenges in 

terms of the increased complexity related to communication, coordination, and culture of IT 

labor (e.g., Agerfalk et al. 2008). Accordingly, global online labor markets for IT services 

are a prime context to better understand the complex global dynamics of IT outsourcing, IT 

labor, and distributed software development.    

The bid pricing of IT services by providers and the selection of service providers 

by employers are the two key aspects of the micro-level transactions in global online 

labor markets. Service providers and employers face uncertainty due to the 
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geographically distributed environment of global labor markets, unfamiliar transaction 

parties, and the complex and idiosyncratic nature of distributed software development. 

Uncertainty arises from the employers’ inability to fully examine the service provider’s 

technical quality to ensure software quality and functional quality to manage the software 

development process (Grönroos 1993, Malone and Crowston 1994). First, given the 

cooperative nature of software development, both employers and service providers must 

work together. Global frictions (language, time-zone and cultural differences) make it 

challenging for service providers and employers to work together efficiently (Herbsleb 

and Grinter 1999); thus, employers are uncertain about the idiosyncratic needs of 

distributed software development, such as close communication and coordination. 

Second, in global online labor markets, opportunities for labor arbitrage due to 

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) differences across countries allow service providers from 

poorer countries to offer lower prices due to their lower cost of production. Labor 

arbitrage can level the playing field by allowing providers from poorer countries to 

compete equally with providers from richer countries.  In sum, we focus on two key sets 

of variables that affect the pricing of service providers and their selection by employers in 

global labor markets for IT services - global frictions and global labor arbitrage - to 

understand the dynamics of software development, IT outsourcing, and IT labor in online 

labor markets.    

In this research, using micro-level (bid level) data composed of proprietary 

transaction data from a leading global online labor market and five publicly available data 

sets on global characteristics from the GeoDist Database, the CIA World Factbook, the 

International Telecommunication Union, the World Value Survey, and the World 

Economic Forum, we seek to answer the following research questions: 
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• Are global online labor markets level (or “flat”) playing fields?  

• How do global frictions and global labor arbitrage affect service providers’ bid 

pricing strategies and employers’ utility, and how do they affect the playing field? 

To answer these research questions, we first model the equilibrium pricing strategy 

of providers via backward induction of a two-stage game (which includes the employer’s 

discrete choice selection of a provider given the provider’s bid price). We then introduce 

our key variables - global frictions (language, time zone, cultural differences) and global 

labor arbitrage (PPP-adjusted GDP per capita) - to propose a set of hypotheses with the 

dual angle of the service provider’s pricing and their selection by employers to test the “flat 

world” hypothesis (which predicts that providers from around the world could compete 

freely, and global factors should not affect either provider’s or employer’s decision). 

However, our econometric results show that when submitting bids, service providers 

increase their bid price to compensate for language and time-zone differences; however, 

they reduce bid prices to increase the probability of winning if there exists a cultural 

difference with the employer. Employers avoid all (language, time zone, and cultural) 

differences. Contrary to findings from prior work (Gefen and Carmel 2008), employers also 

favor providers from richer (higher PPP) countries. Summarizing these results, we show 

that global online labor markets are not truly level playing fields due to both global 

frictions that are detrimental to both the service providers’ pricing and the employers’ 

utility and global labor arbitrage that albeit presumably allows service providers from 

poorer countries to compete with lower prices, it does reduce employers’ utility due to its 

signaling effect. 

This paper makes four key contributions: First, it empirically refutes the famous 

“flat world” hypothesis by quantifying the economic cost of global frictions in online labor 

markets. Although geographical distance does not play a direct role, it indirectly causes 
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language, time zone and cultural differences, thereby eliciting labor market frictions. 

Second, it contributes to the literature on the outsourcing of software development services 

by empirically showing that language and time zone differences reduce both providers’ 

profits and the employers’ utility, implying that communication and coordination hurdles in 

the distributed global environment are still salient in online labor markets. And from the 

two dimensions of culture, traditional versus secular values (as opposed to survival vs. self-

expression values) has a significant effect, indicating that differences in religious values are 

the main factor that causes cultural frictions in global labor markets. Third, this study 

revisits the role of global labor arbitrage. Contrary to the literature that finds employers to 

prefer providers from low PPP countries, higher PPP may also signal a country’s better 

training/education, offsetting the negative effect of higher bid prices on the probability of 

providers from high PPP countries being awarded a contract. Finally, this study shows 

reputation signals to attenuate the negative effect of global frictions and global labor 

arbitrage and help level the playing field for providers around the globe. 

2.2 Background and Related Literature 

Study Context 

 
Online labor markets for the outsourcing of software development services, such as 

Freelancer (www.freelancer.com), serve as online intermediaries that bring together 

employers and service providers for labor exchange. Freelancer follows a scoring auction 

(Asker and Cantillon 2008, 2010), a mechanism where employers seek bids from service 

providers and evaluate bids with multiple criteria such as price and non-price attributes of 

service providers. Along with this “call for bids” (CFB), employers provide a project 

description, requested expertise (such as java, php, python, etc.), proposed budget, and 

auction end time. Service providers then read the project descriptions and decide whether 

and how much to bid on the project. The market maintains a reputation system, which 
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keeps track of all feedback ratings service providers had received from employers in prior 

transactions. When the auction ends, the employer evaluates all bids and the service 

providers’ non-price attributes (such as reputation, residing country, etc.), and he makes a 

decision on whether and to which provider to award the contract. Given the distributed 

global nature of the context, the market provides an escrow service to resolve disputes if 

the employer is dissatisfied with the service provider. Interested readers can read a more 

detailed description of Freelancer in Appendix A. 

Emerging Literature on Online Labor Markets 

 
Functioning as an important market for global labor exchange, online labor markets 

have attracted attention from academic scholars. As geographical dispersion between 

employers and service providers makes global online markets susceptible to becoming 

markets of “lemons” due to fears of adverse selection (lack of ex ante face-to-face 

screening) and moral hazard (lack of ex post monitoring), mechanisms to mitigate 

asymmetric information, such as provider reputation and other signaling systems are 

prevalent themes among both published (Banker and Hwang 2008, Gefen and Carmel 

2008, Stoll and Zöttl 2012) and working papers (Scholz and Haas 2011, Yoganarasimhan 

2012). Other studies tried to model the moderating role of the labor marketplace to 

facilitate communication among employers and service providers (Allon et al. 2012) and 

enable different auction designs (Hong et al. 2013). In sum, most studies have focused on 

employers’ hiring decision factors from the demand perspective. Given both supply and 

demand forces drive the success of global labor markets, a dual provider-employer angle 

could offer deeper insights. Besides, there is a dearth of research on the global dynamics of 

labor exchange, which may have a salient impact on both supply and demand. Extending 

the rapidly-growing literature on online global labor markets, we focus on both sides of the 

market with special attention on global frictions and global labor arbitrage. 
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Table 1. 
Study 1: Related Papers in Online Labor Markets 

Paper Focus Data Methodology 
Snir and Hitt 
2003 
(Management 
Science) 

The effect of project size on project 
outcomes 

eLance.com Analytical 
Modeling 
Empirical: 
Regression 

Banker and 
Hwang 2008 
(CAR) 

Employer iiselection factors, with a focus 
on reputation. 

eLance.com Empirical: 
Conditional Logit 

Gefen and Camel 
2008 
(MIS Quarterly) 

Focus on buyer selection factors, with a 
focus on reputation. 

Rentacoder.com Empirical: Logistic 
regression 

Scholz and Haas 
2011 
(ECIS) 

Buyer selection factors, including bid 
amount, time to delivery, average feedback 
rating, number of reviews, incomplete 
projects, gold member status, and cultural 
similarity. 

2,662 projects, 
bootstrapping to 
50,000 
from 
freelancer.com 

Empirical: Logistic 
regression 

Yoganarasimhan 
2012 
(Marketing 
Science) 

Structural estimation of the value of 
providers’ reputation on buyer selection. 

Sample from an 
anonymous firm 
(01/2008 – 
12/2010) 

Empirical: 
Structural 
estimation 

Allon et al. 2012 
(Management 
Science) 

“Expected” gains of operational 
efficiency, the moderating firm (labor 
market) may need to complement 
operational efficiency by enabling 
communication among service providers 
and employers. 

N/A Analytical 
Modeling 

Yoganarasimhan 
2012 
(Working paper) 

Unobserved auction types and 
distributions of bids are non-
parametrically identified, which are used 
to recover cost distributions. An 
application of this method is presented in 
the online labor market context. 

4002 auctions 
posted from 
1/1/2006 to 
12/31/2010 from an 
anonymous firm 

Structural 
modeling and 
estimations 

Hong et al. 2013 
(NET working 
paper) 

The performance of open versus sealed 
bid auction design in online labor 
markets 

Freelancer.com Analytical 
Modeling 
Empirical: 
Propensity Score 
Matching 

Agarwal et al. 
2013 
(NBER) 

Role of verified work experience 
information on buyer selection in online 
labor markets. 

36,921 projects in 
Jan 2012 from 
oDesk.com 

Empirical: 
Conditional Logit 

 
 
This Paper 

Focus on how global labor market 
frictions (language, time-zone and 
cultural differences) and global labor 
arbitrage affect both providers’ 
strategic pricing and buyer’s selection 
in the context of distributed software 
development services. Quantified the 
economic value of global frictions. 

657,739 bids for 
55,968 software 
development 
projects from 
Freelancer.com 

Analytical 
Modeling 
 
Empirical: 
Conditional Logit 
and fixed effect 
OLS; 
Moderation effects. 

                                                
ii The papers we surveyed may have used various terms for employer (e.g., buyer, firm, client, 
project poster) and service provider (e.g., supplier, seller, bidder, freelancer), we use “employer” 
and "(service) provider" in this paper. 
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Software Development Services 

 
Today’s economy has been characterized as a ‘services economy’ (Vargo and 

Lusch 2008). Research on services goes back to the 18th century when Adam Smith 

(1961) proposed the term “non-productive economic activities”. Later the role of services 

in the industrial economy was conjectured by academics (Chandler 1977, Clark 1967), 

with later emphasis on IT services (Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2011), such as software 

development. By reviewing the literature on services, Chase and Apte (2007, p. 380) 

concluded, “service performances cannot be guaranteed since they are generally 

delivered by human beings who are known to be less predictable than machines.”  

Software development services add a layer of complexity (e.g., Banker et al. 1998, 

Banker and Slaughter 2000) because they are co-created by the provider and the 

employer. Ex-ante uncertainty about service quality is significant because providers 

know more about their own characteristics than employers who can only infer quality 

from information available on the market.  

The literature has also identified other characteristics of software development 

services using commodity products as a benchmark. Compared to tangible goods, software 

development services are more idiosyncratic, complex and intractible (Snir and Hitt 2003), 

non-contractible (Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000, Mithas et al. 2008), with highly variable 

quality (Rust et al. 1999), while they are often, highly customized. First, unlike tangible 

products in online markets that can be easily contracted on product descriptions, condition, 

and warranties; services have multiple complex components of labor that cannot be 

perfectly described ex ante (Spence 1973), nor can they be easily contracted upon (Bakos 

and Brynjolfsson 1993). Non-contractible elements include factors such as responsiveness, 

which affects governance mechanisms because customized software is co-created by the 

service provider and employer (Heide and John 1992).  
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Software development services are also complex and highly specific (such as 

software for inventory management). Complexity and specificity require that the service 

provider have expertise that fits the project. This implies that employers cannot separate 

their perception of quality of service from quality of the provider. Gronroos (1984) noted 

two dimensions of service quality: technical quality and functional quality. First, the 

provider’s technical quality is essential to ensure that the service (e.g., software) is 

satisfactory to the employer. Second, the provider’s functional quality in managing the 

process also has an impact on service quality perceptions (e.g., Surprenant and Solomon 

1987; Bitner et al. 1994; Hartline and Ferrell 1996). Integrating the literature, the provider’s 

technical quality and functional quality are two key aspects that affect the employers’ 

expectations of the software development outcome and process, respectively. 

2.3 Theoretical Model and Hypotheses 

We build a theoretical model to analyze the “flat world” conjecture from the dual 

angle of both the service provider’s pricing and the employer’s selection of providers. 

Specifically, we examine the service providers’ strategic pricing by taking into account their 

expectation of the employer’s selection to maximize her utility.  Our model closely follows 

the real-life market mechanism (Appendix A): A single employer seeks a service provider 

to complete a software development project by using an open-bid format auction facilitated 

by the market. The employer submits a CFB by specifying project requirements, estimated 

budget, and auction duration. Our two-stage model commences after a project has been 

posted on the labor market. In Stage 1, service providers with heterogeneous attributes 

observe the CFB and decide whether to enter and what amount to bid, and bidding service 

providers submit a brief description along with a fixed price bid for completing the project. 

In Stage 2, the auction ends, the employer awards the contract to the service provider that 

maximizes her expected utility, given her information on bid prices and observable non-

price attributes of service providers. Thus, our context essentially follows an open-bid, 
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reverse, scoring auction mechanism (Asker and Cantillon 2008). Each service provider 

directly observes the price and non-price attributes of all service providers who are bidding 

on a CFB and may revise his bid price any time before the auction ends.iii Our context is 

similar to a scenario where providers learn each other’s characteristics and simultaneously 

enter the auction. We also assume that employers are homogeneous, risk-neutral, and award 

the contract to only one provider who maximizes their utility, thereby giving us a discrete 

choice framework. In our model, each service provider has complete information of the 

employer’s selection criteria and makes a strategic decision on his bidding price.iv Finally, 

in our model, we specifically seek to understand how global frictions and global labor 

arbitrage affect provider’s pricing and employer’s selection. By solving a two-stage game, 

we look at the dual angle of the flat world hypothesis from both the employer’s and 

provider’s perspectives.  

Stage 1: Employer’s Selection of Service Providers 

 
There are two entities in online labor markets: employers, who are offering jobs and 

service providers, who seek those jobs. Providers face a pricing decision, while employers 

face a selection decision. We consider two factors when investigating employer selection 

decisions: global frictions and labor arbitrage. We use i to index providers, j to index 

projects, and t to index employers. Among these types of factors, global frictions affect the 

interaction between a provider and an employer (denoted as Wit), labor arbitrage is related 

to the provider’s country of residence, and hence it does not vary across projects or over 

time (Zi). A provider has indicators of his technical quality (Xij), which affects the 

employer’s utility.  

                                                
iii Based on data from Freelancer, about 8% of all bids are typically revised before the end of the 
auction. 
iv Out of the projects that are contracted, only about 3% have multiple winners. We ignore those 
projects in our study, and we only focus on those (97%) projects where employers have a discrete 
choice for a single service provider. 
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Role of Global Frictions in Employer’s Selection of Service Providers 

 
Prior research suggests that in the context of software development services, 

geographical distance and language barriers between employers and service providers 

impose “frictions” (e.g., Ang and Straub 1998; Gefen and Carmel 2008). These frictions 

broadly relate to requirements specification, communication, and coordination, which are 

important in determining the success of outsourced software development projects 

(Dibbern et al. 2008). In this sense, global frictions exogenously affect service providers’ 

functional quality (e.g. a provider in India cannot easily work during the same working 

hours as an employer in the US). We propose three aspects of global frictions: language 

difference, time-zone difference and cultural difference. First, evidence from a two-panel 

Delphi study showed language and time-zone differences to affect offshore contracts by 

shaping provider-employer communications and coordination (Nakatsu and Iacovou 2009). 

Second, cultural differences were also shown to affect financial contracts (Giannetti and 

Yafeh 2012). Because cultural differences make negotiations more cumbersome and 

increase contracting costs, they were also shown to affect contract-related decisions 

(Nakasu and Iacovou 2009). Therefore, ceteris paribus, we expect employers to select 

service providers with whom they anticipate to experience lower global frictions.  

Role of Global Labor Arbitrage in Employer’s Selection of Service Providers 

 
Global labor arbitrage happens when labor cost differs across countries. Labor cost 

is closely associated with the overall wealth of a country and the purchasing power of its 

currency (termed PPP). Labor cost has important implications for both the competitive 

interactions among service providers and also between the provider and employer because it 

is associated with the provider’s relative production costs. For example, prior work showed 
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that employers prefer service providers from poorer countries (Gefen and Carmel 2008). 

Even controlling for bid price (that is, the same amount of compensation), providers from 

poorer countries are expected to work harder and less likely to “shirk.” The logic behind 

this argument is that given the same amount of compensation, providers from low PPP 

countries are expected to work harder because their valuation of the (same) compensation 

will be higher than that of service providers from higher PPP countries. Accordingly, ceteris 

paribus, we expect employers to prefer service providers from low PPP countries.  

Service Provider’s Pricing Decisions 

Theoretical Analysis 

 
Similar to the literature (Athey et al. 2011), our model assumes service providers 

learn about their private values for the project after deciding to bid on a CFB, and we focus 

on type-symmetric equilibrium, while ignoring the effect of bid ordering on pricing. We 

also only focus on open CFBs where the providers’ information is symmetric. This 

assumption is compatible with the practice of the focal labor market where providers are 

allowed to revise their bids until the CFB ends; this mechanism makes the bidding problem 

similar to a scenario that service providers observe each other’s attributes and 

simultaneously place their bid. Given the model set up, the Sub-game Perfect Nash 

equilibrium (SPNE) pricing strategies of service providers are determined by backward 

induction. In Stage 2, the employer faces a selection decision. Assuming the employer 

evaluates all bids, the employer faces a choice of selecting a bundle of attributes to 

maximize her expected utility. We use i to index providers, j for projects and t for 

employers. 

max 𝑓 𝑾!" ,𝑿!" ,𝒁! ,𝑝!    (1) 
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where 𝑾!" is a vector of global frictions (provider-employer factors), 𝑿!" is a vector of 

reputation signals  (provider-project factors), 𝒁! is a vector of provider-specific cost factors 

(such as labor arbitrage), and 𝑝! is provider i’s bid price. The employer solves a discrete 

choice problem of selecting a service provider to maximize her expected utility. Each bid’s 

probability of getting contracted, is given by:  

𝑝!"# 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 1|  𝑾!" ,𝑿!" ,𝒁! ,𝑝!"# , 𝜀!"# = Pr 𝑓 𝑾!" ,𝑿!" ,𝒁! ,𝑝!"# + 𝜀!"#  (2) 

where 𝜀!"# is not observed by the researcher but is i.i.d. draws from a Type I extreme-value 

distribution. The extreme value specification is ideal for our context because it entails a 

closed-form expression for the employer’s choice probabilities (e.g., MacFadden 1978, 

Seim 2006, Banker and Hwang 2008). This specification results in a Logit form for 

employer choice. We write the probability of each provider’s bid in the parameterized form 

as:  

𝑃!"# =
!

!!!"# ! 𝑾𝒊𝒕!!𝑿𝒊𝒋!!𝒁𝒊!!!!!"#
         (3) 

In Stage 1, each service provider evaluates the employer’s CFB and attributes, and 

other providers’ price and non-price attributes. The provider gets net utility of 𝑝!"# − 𝑐𝒁𝒋 −

𝑐!𝑾!" if he is awarded the contract and completes the software development project, 

where c is the relative production cost parameter, and cw is a vector of the provider’s 

sensitivity to global frictions. A high sensitivity means providers care a lot about global 

frictions (such as language difference, time-zone difference, and cultural difference) in 

their bid pricing decision making. Since the chance of being awarded the contract is given 

by Pr 𝑓 𝑾!" ,𝑿!" ,𝒁�,𝑝!"# , each service provider makes a decision of optimal price to bid 

by solving: 

max! 𝑝!"# − 𝑐𝒁! − 𝑐!𝑾!" ∙ Pr 𝑓 𝑾!" ,𝑿!" ,𝒁! ,𝑝!"#       (4) 
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Thus, integrating bid-winning probability, each service provider aims to maximize 

his net profit 𝜋!"#: 

𝜋!"# =   max!
!!"#!!𝒁𝒋!!!𝑾!"

!!!"# ! 𝑾𝒊𝒕!!𝑿𝒊𝒋!!𝒁𝒊!!!!!"#
    (5) 

Taking the first order condition w.r.t. price, 
!!!"!
!!!"#

= 0, we solve: 

1+ 𝑒𝑾𝒊𝒕!!𝑿𝒊𝒋!!𝒁𝒊!!!!!"# + 𝜆 𝑝!"# − 𝑐𝒁! − 𝑐!𝑾!" = 0 (6) 

Let 𝑄 = 𝑒𝑾𝒊𝒕!!𝑿𝒊𝒋!!𝒁𝒊!!!!!"#    𝑄 > 0 , the model provides the following 

conclusions:  

(a) The equilibrium pricing strategy w.r.t. global frictions (𝑾!") depends on 

providers’ sensitivity to global frictions 𝑐!. The proof is shown in Appendix B. 

𝜕𝑝!"#
𝜕𝑊!"

= −
𝜆 𝑄 + 1
𝛾𝑄 − 𝜆𝑐! ,𝑄 > 0, 𝜆 < 0, 𝛾 < 0; 

As 𝜆 and 𝛾 have been empirically estimated to be negative, the sign of the partial 

derivative depends on the value of 𝑐!. 

The equilibrium pricing strategy w.r.t. labor arbitrage (relative labor cost) is derived 

as follows: 

𝜕𝑝!"#
𝜕𝑊!"

= −
𝜆 𝑄 + 1
𝛿𝑄 − 𝜆𝑐 ,𝑄 > 0; 

Similarly, as 𝜆 and 𝛾 have been empirically estimated to be negative, the sign of the 

partial derivative depends on the value of parameter c. 

 

 

In what follows, we discuss the role and condition of each factor on provider’s 

equilibrium pricing, and propose hypotheses for empirical testing from the perspective of 

the service provider (Stage 2). 

∂pijt
∂Wit

= −
λ Q+1( )
γQ−λcw

, ∂pijt ∂Xij
= −

λ Q+1( )
βQ

,  ∂pijt ∂Zi
= −

λ Q+1( )
δQ−λc
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Global Frictions 

 
Theoretically, since , how each of the proposed 

global frictions affect the service provider’s price depends on the values of ,  and . 

Based on the empirical results of prior research in a similar context (i.e., Scholz and Haas 

2011, Stoll and Zöttl 2012), we assume that (parameter for bid price) and (vector of 

parameters for employer’s global frictions) will be negative in the employer’s selection. 

Since Q is always positive, the sign of depends on (service provider’s 

sensitivity to global frictions).  The insight from this theoretical result is that, if providers 

are very sensitive to online frictions (when ), they will bid a higher price to offset 

that particular global friction. However, if service providers are not very sensitive to global 

frictions (when ), they will bid a lower price to increase their probability of 

winning the contract by offering a higher surplus to the employer. 

Since a key function of online global markets is to match employers with service 

providers, conventional wisdom notes that these markets can reduce frictions, such as 

search or transaction costs (Friedman 2007). Still, other types of global frictions exist. As 

noted earlier, the need for close interactions between the service provider and the employer, 

software development projects are usually co-produced.  The challenges of service co-

production increase with global frictions, which exacerbate impediments for employers and 

service providers to communicate, coordinate and effectively manage their 

interdependencies (Malone and Crowston 1994). Hence, we argue that service providers 

will have a certain level of sensitivity to global frictions when making their bid pricing 

decisions. Since global frictions are interpersonal and dyadic, they affect both service 

providers and employers. We focus on three aspects of global frictions: (1) language 

∂pijt ∂Wit = −λ Q+1( ) γQ−λcw( )

λ γ cw

λ γ

∂pijt ∂Wit cw

cw > γQ λ

cw < γQ λ
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differences, (2) time-zone differences, and (3) cultural differences, as described in detail 

below:  

Language Differences 

 
Language barriers may impose difficulty on effective communication between 

providers and employers. Accurate usage of words can eliminate ambiguity, reduce 

communication costs, and avoid redundant work. While the Internet has presumably made 

the world flat (Friedman 2007), since service providers from the world can compete on the 

same market, service providers and employers often speak a different language. Expected 

frictions increase when the two transaction parties speak different languages. Thus, ceteris 

paribus, service providers who speak a different language than that of the employer are 

likely to bid a higher price. 

Time Zone Differences 

 
Even when both parties speak the same language, horizontal geographical distance 

(difference in time zones in which the provider and the employer reside) may lead to higher 

uncertainty. Time zone differences may impose coordination challenges for employers and 

providers due to temporal and spatial boundaries. As most firms usually operate 9AM to 

5PM, a large time zone difference will make real-time coordination (such as conference 

calls for updates and feedbacks) difficult. Even with asynchronous communication 

technologies, such as email, allowing employers and providers to interact intermittently, 

coordination delays in different cities with non-overlapping work hours cannot be reduced 

(Cummings et al. 2009). Thus, ceteris paribus, time-zone differences are likely to have a 

positive effect on the service provider’s bid price. 
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Cultural Difference 

Cultural differences were shown to have an effect on contracting parties (Giannetti 

and Yafeh 2012) because communication would be more effective when the two 

transaction parties share codes and norms (Rogers and Bhowmik 1970). Cultural 

differences in organizations also increased specification effort (Dibbern et al. 2008); for 

example, in software development, service providers from countries that promote high 

conformism would need the requirements specifications to be very accurate. In online labor 

markets, negotiation and information gathering are also important aspects of pre-

contractual activities due to the complexity of software development. Cultural differences 

could also make negotiations more cumbersome and increase the cost of contracting and 

information gathering (Giannetti and Yafeh 2012). Therefore, ceteris paribus, cultural 

differences are likely to have a positive effect on the service provider’s bid price. 

To sum up, we argue that service providers have high sensitivities to all three types 

of global frictions ( ) and propose the following directional hypotheses. Based on 

the empirical testing, we can then infer the service providers’ level of sensitivity to the 

three proposed global frictions. 

Hypothesis 1 (Global Frictions): Ceteris paribus, (a) language differences, (b) 

time zone differences, and (c) cultural differences between a service provider and an 

employer are positively associated with the provider’s bid price. 

Global Labor Arbitrage 

 
As theoretically derived, . As shown in the 

literature, labor arbitrage advantage is supposed to have a positive effect on the employer’s 

selection of service providers. Therefore, the sign of the partial derivative depends on 

cw > γQ λ

∂pijt ∂Zi = −λ Q+1( ) δQ−λc( )
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parameter c. Providers from higher PPP countries will bid lower prices if . 

However, empirically this may not hold true. Different people’s valuation of $1 differs. The 

utility a service provider can derive from the dollar amount largely depends on its 

purchasing power in the provider’s locale. As online labor markets are global and services 

are “tradable” across borders, offshoring comprises of a large portion of projects in the 

focal market. Providers from poorer countries incur lower production cost in finishing a 

project of certain quality and may bid a low price to increase their chances of winning. 

Therefore, service providers from poorer countries incur lower production costs, and they 

are thus able to underbid providers from richer countries with higher purchasing power, 

ceteris paribus.  

Hypothesis 2 (Global Labor Arbitrage): Ceteris paribus, a service provider’s 

global labor arbitrage advantage (lower PPP adjusted GDP per capita) is negatively 

associated with the provider’s bid price. 

We also test our assumptions about the preference parameters of employers by 

empirically examining the employers’ selection of service providers: 

Hypothesis 3 (Employer’s Selection): Employers prefer service providers with 

(a) lower global frictions (language difference, time-zone difference and cultural 

difference), (b) from countries that have a labor arbitrage advantage (lower PPP-

adjusted GDP per capita). 

 

By testing the Hypothesis 3, we will be able to quantify how these three proposed 

factors affect employers’ utility. The parameter estimates in the employer selection stage 

can then be used to infer the service providers’ sensitivity to global frictions in our first 

stage analysis. 

c < δQ λ
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Control Variables 

We control for the following variables on the study’s dependent variables (Table 2): 

Table 2. 
Study 1: Control Variables 

Service provider’s reputation: In our context, technical quality is transmitted 
through signals that reflect ability to deliver a service. Reputation can serve as tools for 
employers to infer the technical quality of service providers. An information signal is seen 
as effective when it is visible, clear, credible and differentially costly (Rao and Monroe 
1989; Dimoka et al. 2012). Signals that are differentially costly can lead to a “separating 
equilibrium”, where only high quality providers can afford and therefore would transmit 
such a signal. Online labor markets have a feedback system with multiple reputation 
signals, most common being average feedback rating (Scholz and Haas 2011, Mill 2011, 
Yoganarasimhan 2012, Stoll and Zottl 2012), project experience (Scholz and Haas 2011), 
market accreditation (e.g., gold member status) (Banker and Hwang 2008, Scholz and Haas 
2011)), and also the project completion rate (Scholz and Haas 2011). These reputation 
signals are expected to mitigate both ex ante adverse selection and ex post moral hazard. 
Moral hazard can be mitigated by sanctioning devices (Dellarocas 2006), such as these 
reputation signals,  which reduce the probability of winning contracts if the provider 
engages in post-contractual opportunism by “shirking” (e.g., exerting less effort as needed, 
or refuse to cooperate with the client). Accordingly, we expect employers to prefer service 
providers with better reputation and we control for these variables in employer selection 
estimations.  

Prior Familiarity: Familiarity is important in software development projects, 
especially in the outsourcing context.   Prior studies showed that a prior relationship 
between a service provider and an employer can increase the chance of the provider 
winning a contract (Gefen and Carmel 2008) because past experience helps reassure the 
employer that the service provider can perform up to her expectations. Newly formed 
relationships may lack familiarity, such as common agreements about the requirements and 
work routine of the other party on the team (Littlepage et al. 1997). Familiarity between 
service providers and employers also helps them become familiar with the task domain of 
their interactions (Katz 1982), handle complexity associated with software development 
effectively (Espinosa et al. 2007) and develop a common knowledge base (Alavi and 
Leidner 2001). Thus, prior familiarity alleviates the service provider’s transaction 
uncertainty with the employer. With lower uncertainty, providers are more willing to bid 
lower prices to employers. 

Time to Delivery: Time to delivery is the service provider’s estimated days of 
finishing the project (Scholz and Haas 2011). We control for project duration on both the 
employer’s selection and service provider’s pricing. 
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2.4 Methodology 

Integrated Dataset 

We relied on six archival data sources to compile our data set. Our main data 

source is the proprietary transaction database of Freelancer. We obtained a large random 

sample from all software development projects between August 1, 2009 and February 27, 

2010. The main transaction dataset were retrieved with queries by joining multiple tables 

on projects, bids, employers, and providers. The archival data sources are summarized in 

Table 3 and described in detail below. Descriptive statistics of our sample of 662,028 bid 

level observations is shown in Table 4, and the geographical distribution of service 

providers and employers are shown in Figure 1. 

 
Table 3. 

Study 1: Data Sources 
Data Source 
Project, auction, user and bid characteristics Freelancer Database 
Language data GeoDist database, CIA World Factbook 
Time-zone data International Telecommunication Union 
Longitude and latitude data GeoDist database 
Cultural distance data World Value Survey 
PPP-adjusted GDP per capita data CIA World Factbook 
Education and training index data World Economic Forum 
Exchange Rate data IMF 
 

Second, we drew on a dataset by Mayer and Zignago (2005) that includes all 

official languages for 246 countries and independent regions, as well as an indicator of 

shared major languages (a binary indicator reflecting the existence of at least one language, 

spoken in both countries, by at least 7% of the population) (Figure 2). We chose a binary 

indicator of at least one shared language (or not). Although a binary indicator is likely to be 

noisier, it was chosen for the sake of simplicity. Wherever possible, additional data on 

language was supplemented from the CIA World Factbook to replace missing values. 

Third, we drew on the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) on the world’s 
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official legal time (Figure 3) to obtain our raw data on time zone of the residing cities of 

service providers and employers in our transactional data set.v We calculated the absolute 

time zone distance based on the raw data for service provider-employer pairs. 

 

  
(a) Service Provider Distribution (b) Employer Distribution 

Figure 1. 
Study 1: Service Providers’ and Employers’ Countries of Residence by Percentage 

 

 
Figure 2. 

Study 1: World Language Map 

 

                                                
v The report can be downloaded from here: http://www.itu.int/dms_pub/itu-t/opb/sp/T-SP-LT.1-
2011-PDF-E.pdf.  
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Figure 3. 

Study 1: World Time Zone Map 

 
Fourth, we drew on a data set by the World Value Survey on cultural differences 

(Figure 4). We used a measure by Inglehart and Weitzel (2010) that captures the 

Euclidean distance between pairs of countries with regard to two dimensions of culture: 

traditional/secular rational values (whether the society emphasizes traditional (religious) 

value versus secular values) and survival/self-expression orientations (whether the 

society emphasizes survival values versus self-expression). These two dimensions 

explain 70% of the variation in different cultures. This measure has been used in recent 

studies about the effect of cultural distance on financial contract decision by syndicated 

banks (Giannetti and Yafeh 2012). 

 
Figure 4. 

Study 1: World Culture Map (Inglehart and Weitzel 2010) 
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Fifth, we obtained PPP-adjusted GDP per capita from the CIA World Factbook 

(Figure 5).vi We also obtained PPP data from the International Monetary Fundvii and World 

Bankviii for countries not included in the CIA World Factbook. We ensured that these three 

indices were consistent with each other. PPP data were merged to the main transaction data 

set. Additionally, we obtained country education and training index from The Global 

Competitive Report 2010-2011, which is published by the World Economic Forum. 

 
Figure 5. 

Study 1: GDP Per Capita Adjusted for Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 
 

Operationalization and Measurement 

Dependent Variables 

 
Choice of the employer is our dependent variable in the employer selection model. 

Choice is captured as a dummy variable with value 1 if a provider is selected, and 0 if a 

provider is not selected. For the majority of the projects, there is only one winner, and we 

do not include projects with multiple winners. Therefore, the dependent variable “choice” 

is a discrete choice of an employer in a software development project. In the robustness 

check, we include the analysis for the actual contracting decision of an employer. 

                                                
vi CIA World Factbook (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/index.html).  
vii International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Database. Data for 2010. 
viii World Development Indicators database, World Bank - 29 September 2010. 
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Bid price of a service provider is our dependent variable in the provider pricing 

model. In subsequent empirical analysis, we use the natural logarithms of the bid price 

(ln(Bid)). First, it is consistent with prior work (i.e., Snir and Hitt 2003, Banker and Hwang 

2008, Gefen and Carmel 2008). Second, the distributions of log-transformed data are closer 

to normal. Third, log-transformed data are more homoscedastic. 

Independent Variables 

 
Global Frictions is measured with three variables. The first dummy variable 

(language difference) measures whether the residing countries of the employer and the 

service provider share the official language (0) or not (1). The second variable (ratio scale) 

measures the absolute distance of the time zones between the service provider’s and the 

employer’s cities. The third variable (ratio scale) measures the Euclidean distance between 

two countries on the world cultural map (Figure 4). Since temporal variation in cultural 

values is limited, our main analysis uses the most recent available survey results. We 

repeated the analysis with the average cultural values over time, and the results were 

qualitatively the same. 

Labor Arbitrage Advantage is measured with PPP-adjusted GDP per capita of the 

provider’s country of residence. PPP is an economic measure for the relative value of 

global currency by estimating the amount of adjustment needed on the exchange rate 

among countries for the exchange to be on par with each country’s purchasing power. 

Following Gefen and Carmel (2008), we use PPP-adjusted GDP per capita of the service 

provider’s residing country since here is a need for adjustment of the PPP to normalize the 

cost comparison across countries to account for the relative local value of money. Lee and 

Tang (2000) and Lothian and Taylor (1996) provided similar arguments in support of 

using PPP over other indices, such as GDP and exchange rates. Using US as baseline, 

Equation (7) shows the formula for PPP. 
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Where is the PPP exchange rate of country X for year i,  is 

the PPP exchange rate of country X for the benchmark year,  is the PPP 

exchange rate of the US for the benchmark year (equal to 1),  is the GDP 

deflator of country X for year i, is the GDP deflator of country X for the 

benchmark year, is the GDP deflator of the US for year i, and  is the 

GDP deflator of the US for the benchmark year. 

Table 4. 
Study 1: Descriptive Statistics of Main Variables (Bid Level) 

Variable Mean STD 
Service Provider’s Bid Price 371.053 621.035 
Prior Interactions 0.115 3.563 
Same Official Languages 0.244 0.429 
Same Majority Language 0.200 0.400 
Time Zone Difference 4.220 3.365 
Longitude Difference 61.268 49.263 
Latitude Difference 21.057 19.553 
Distance 6012.522 4140.798 
Cultural Difference 1.519 0.928 
Cultural Difference (Traditional vs. 
Secular/Rational) 0.760 0.635 
Cultural Difference (Survival vs. Self-
expression) 1.182 0.889 
Provider’s Average Feedback Rating 6.037 2.304 
Provider’s Project Experience 35.623 130.205 
Provider’s Gold Member Status 0.484 0.500 
Project Completion Rate 0.529 0.499 
Provider’s PPP 6917.391 9632.970 
Provider’s Hourly Rate 15.554 23.434 
Days to Finish 10.396 23.019 
Invited Provider 0.010 0.101 
Provider Education Competitiveness  3.873 0.649 
Selected 0.043 0.203 
Contracted 0.035 0.184 

 

PPP-adjusted GDP per capitaX ,i  (PPPX ,i ) =
PPPrateX ,b ×

GDPdefX ,i

GDPdefX ,b

PPPrateU,b ×
GDPdefU,i

GDPdefU,b

 ×GDP per capitaX ,i         (6)

PPPrateX ,i PPPrateX ,b

PPPrateU,b

GDPdefX ,i

GDPdefX ,b

GDPdefU,i GDPdefU,b
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Table 5. 
Study: Measurement of Control Variables 

Service Provider’s Reputation is measured with four variables that capture the provider’s 
reputation on the market. First, the service provider’s average feedback rating (scale 1-
10) captures the average ratings employers from all previous transactions posted for the 
provider. Second, the provider’s project experience is measured with number of 
completed projects. Third, provider’s gold member status is a binary variable capturing 
whether the provider was a gold member (1) or not (0). Being a gold member is costly (a 
monthly subscription fee) and also is subject to more strict performance evaluations than 
regular members. Fourth, the provider’s project completion rate is calculated as the 
percentage of completed projects over total contracted projects. These four indices are 
actively maintained by the market and are shown on all service providers’ pages. 
Prior Interactions measures familiarity between a provider and the employer. We capture 
the number of prior dyadic transactions between the provider and the employer. 
Time to Delivery is measured with a continuous variable that captures the service 
provider’s estimated days of finishing the project.  
Provider Wage Rate is self-reported by the service provider and shown on provider 
personal page. 
Higher Education and Training Index is provided by world economic forum’s Global 
Competitiveness Report 2010-2011ix. As explained by the report, “this index measures 
secondary and tertiary enrollment rates as well as the quality of education as evaluated by 
the business community. The extent of staff training is also taken into consideration 
because of the importance of vocational and continuous on-the-job training.” 
Invited Service Provider measures whether a service provider was invited by the 
employer to bid on the project. 

Econometric Specifications and Estimations 

Employer’s Selection Model 

 
We first estimate the factors that affect employer selection of winners. Employer i’s 

utility derived from a bid is given as , where  are 

unobservable characteristics affecting preferences.  In other words, the employer’s 

expected utility is a function of the provider’s observed quality exogenously determined by 

global frictions, Wit, such as language difference, with a common parameter vector ; and 

his technical quality, Xij, such as average feedback rating and project experience, with a 

                                                
ix 2010-2011Global Competitive Report: 
www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2010-11.pdf.    

Uijt
e =Witγ +Xijβ +Ziδ − pijλ +εijt εijt

γ
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common parameter vector ; and global labor arbitrage, Zi, with a parameter ; and price 

pijt. However, we do not directly observe an employer’s utility. Instead, we observe the 

employer’s choice (selection of a winner). Following McFadden (1974)’s discrete choice 

framework with conditional Logit specification, let I=i employer t awards the project to 

bidder i in particular, then we assume that among the N providers who bided on the project, 

provider i maximizes employer t’s utility for project j. Hence, for all .  If the 

error term follows a Gumbel (Type I extreme value) distribution (McFadden 1974), then 

the probability that the winning bidder for the project is i (and not any of the other 

providers) is: 

 

Therefore, we estimate the following Equation: 

 

 

Table 6. 
Study 1: Estimation Results for Employer’s Discrete Selection Model 

Variables Estimate Standard Error 
   ln(bid) -0.997*** 0.019 
   Language Difference -0.069*** 0.022 
   Time Zone Difference             -0.0211*** 0.0039 
   Cultural Difference -0.0315** 0.0144 
   Service Provider’s PPP 0.0178*** 0.0008 
Control Variables   
   Prior Interactions 0.910*** 0.0715 
   Project Experience 0.0008*** 4.18e-05 
   Gold Member Status 0.0385** 0.0157 
   Project Completion Rate 0.684*** 0.0254 
   Provider Average Rating 0.106*** 0.00311 
   Days to Finish 0.00014 0.00058 
   Invited Provider 2.139*** 0.0712 
Pseudo R2 0.14 
Observations 312, 252 

Note: Conditional Logit Estimation Employed with cluster-robust standard errors; 
Coefficient significant at *0.1, **0.05, and ***0.01 

 

β δ

Uijt >Ukjt k ≠ i

εijt

Pr I = i( ) =
exp Witγ +Xijβ +Ziδ − pijtλ( )

exp Witγ +Xijβ +Ziδ − pijtλ( )
i=1

N

∑
       (7)

Logit(I = i) =Witγ +Xijβ +Ziδ −λpij + cjt +uijt; E uijt |Xit,cit( ) = 0, j =1, 2, ... , N;      (8)
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The estimation results confirm our assumptions about the parameter values in our 

theoretical model on the employer’s selection, except the estimated parameter for PPP. 

Therefore, H3 is only partially supported. Notably, we find that conditional on bid price, all 

global frictions have a negative effect on the employer’s selection (𝛾!!! < 0,𝑝 < 0.01), 

while provider’s PPP has a positive effect on the employer’s selection (𝜆 = 0.0178,𝑝 <

0.01). As expected, all four information signals for reputation have a positive effect on the 

employer’s selection (Scholz and Haas 2011, Mill 2011, Yoganarasimhan 2012, Stoll and 

Zottl 2012). 

Service Provider’s Pricing Model 

 
Our main identification strategy is to control for project-level heterogeneities using 

fixed effects. We further use random coefficients model as a robustness check. With project 

fixed effects, a provider i would place a bid yij for project j, initiated by employer t. Wit are 

provider-employer specific vector regressors (e.g., language difference, prior experience); 

Xij are the observed vector regressors that are provider-project specific (e.g., observable 

provider average rating, number of ratings); Zi are provider-specific regressor (PPP 

adjusted GDP per capita, etc.); cjt is the unobserved project-level fixed effect (e.g., project 

and employer characteristics); uijt is the unobserved individual random error for each bid, 

which are only known by the service provider (but not observed by others). For example, 

uijt could represent unobserved factors, such as a provider’s private communication with an 

employer or some provider-specific information, such as demographic traits that cannot be 

readily captured. The estimation model is presented in Equation (9): 

 

We tried to estimate the set of parameters for Wit, Xij and Zi. With project-level 

fixed effect cjt, a within transformation method was applied to overcome the project 

invariant effect. 

yijt =Witα1 +Xijα2 +Ziα3 + cjt +uijt;   E uijt | Xit,cit( ) = 0, j =1, 2, ... , J;        (9)
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Estimation Results and Hypotheses Testing 

 
The fixed effects model is suitable to elicit the within-variance for each project, i.e., 

the effect of the theorized variables on the bid price within each project. Cluster-correlated 

standard errors (Williams 2000; Wooldridge 2002) is constructed for the fixed effects 

model. Even though pooled OLS and random effects models are also possible in this 

scenario and the estimations would yield comparable level of coefficients, for robustness, 

ex-post we test whether the fixed effects model should be preferred over pooled OLS and 

random effects model. We employ the Hausman (1978) test to identify whether a fixed 

effect is required to obtain consistent estimates. Since we observe the difference between 

the cluster-robust standard errors and the default standard errors of the random effects 

estimators, we are concerned that the crucial assumption that 𝛼! and 𝑢!"  being 

independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) may be invalid. Therefore, we correct the 

shortcoming of standard Hausman test by employing the approach suggested by 

Wooldridge (2002) to construct a robust Hausman test. We use the user-written command 

(Schaffer and Stillman 2006) following the suggestion of Cameron and Trivedi (2009). 

Since both Hausman test and the robust Hausman test for fixed effects strongly reject the 

null hypothesis that random effects estimation provides consistent estimates, we are obliged 

to interpret the results based on the fixed effects estimations.  

 
As shown in Table 7, the results in the first block indicate the effect of the proposed 

global frictions on the service provider’s pricing. We find that language difference 

(β=0.0183, p<0.001) with the employer will have a positive effect on the provider’s bid 

price. Notably, on average, language difference will increase the bid price by 1.83%. Time 

zone difference also increases the bid price (β=0.0021, p<0.001), while cultural difference 

has a negative effect. Therefore, H1 on the effect of global frictions on providers’ pricing is 

partially supported. The results imply that providers are very sensitive to language 
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differences and time zone differences; however, they tend to have a relatively low 

sensitivity to cultural differences. 

Second, H2 on global labor arbitrage is supported, as the provider’s PPP shows a 

significant effect on bid price (β=0.0023, p<0.001), translating to 2.3% increase in bid 

price per $10,000 change in PPP. 

Finally, we found reputation signals - average feedback rating, project experience, 

gold member status - to have a significant positive effect on bid price, indicating the 

signaling mechanism is incentive compatible.  

Table 7. 
Study 1: Estimation Results for Service Provider’s Pricing Model 

 Fixed Effect Estimation 
Variables Estimate Standard Error 
  Language Difference 0.0183*** 0.0020 
  Time Zone Difference 0.0021*** 0.0004 
  Cultural Difference -0.0166*** 0.0014 
  Labor Arbitrage (Provider PPP) 0.0023*** 0.0001 
Control Variables   
   Prior Interactions -0.0012*** 0.0001 
   Project Experience 0.0003*** 0.0000 
   Gold Member Status 0.0278*** 0.0013 
   Project Completion Rate 0.0018 0.0021 
   Provider Average Rating 0.0040*** 0.0003 
   Days to Finish 0.0039*** 0.0001 
   Invited Provider -0.0242** 0.0089 
   Provider Wage Rate 0.0015*** 0.0001 
   Constant 4.9140*** 0.0036 
Observations 662,028 
Number of Groups (Project id) 56,005 
R-squared 0.11 

Note: Cluster-robust standard errors were employed;  
Coefficient significant at *0.05, **0.01, and ***0.001 

 

Since there is heterogeneity in the software development projects and the providers 

who bid for them, the bidding strategies of small providers are likely to be different from 

that of large/firm ones; accordingly, selection criteria used by large employers are likely to 

be different from those of small employers.  Hence, to test whether we can pool all service 
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providers together in the analysis, we performed an additional analysis with a random 

coefficients model to look at the different bidding strategies of the variable provider type 

(firm vs. individual); the estimate of the variation (STD) of provider type on bidding 

strategies is very small (95% confidence interval of 1.86e-07 to 5.60e-07), indicating that 

our analysis is robust. 

Quantifying the Economic Value of Global Frictions 

 
By estimating the employer’s discrete choice model, we were able to obtain 

estimates for global frictions and labor arbitrage relative to price, thereby quantifying global 

frictions. In order to calculate the expected employer utility for each non-price attribute, we 

re-estimated the selection model using the actual bid price in lieu of the log-transformed bid 

price.  As price coefficient can be seen as the negative of marginal utility of income, by 

comparing the estimated price coefficient with the coefficient for non-price provider 

attributes (𝛽!""#$!"#$/𝛽!"#$%), we extrapolate the expected marginal utility to employer of 

each attribute (Train 2009). As the results in Table 8 attest, the estimated effects of the 

variables comprising global frictions are all negative, indicating that the employer’s 

expected utility decreases with global frictions based on the revealed preference of 

employers’ choice. Notably, on average, speaking a different language reduces the 

employer’s utility by $22; a provider living in Mumbai with 11.5-hour difference decreases 

expected utility of an employer living in Los Angeles by $105 than a provider living in the 

same time zone (e.g., Vancouver); while a Pakistani provider (with 3.9 point cultural 

difference on a 1-5 scale) reduces a Swedish employer’s expected utility by $43.7 versus a 

provider from Denmark (0.3 point difference). In contrast, a provider would charge $5.88 to 

avoid frictions if he speaks a different language from the employer, and $3.4 higher to avoid 

the friction from the 12-hour time-zone difference with the employer (e.g., from Beijing to 

New York). However, since providers are not very sensitive to cultural difference with the 
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employer, they would actually offer a discount of $22.6 (given a 3.9-point distance on the 

cultural map, such as Pakistan from Sweden). 

 

Table 8. 
Study 1: Measured Economic and Welfare Effect Estimates 

  Employer’s Selection 
Model 

Provider’s Pricing 
Model 

Variable Unit 
Change 

Expected Utility to 
Employer 

MFX ($) 

   Language Difference Dummy -$22.57 $5.88 
   Time Zone Difference 1 -$9.14 $0.34 
   Cultural Difference 1 -$12.16 -$5.79 
   Labor Arbitrage (PPP) $1,000 $6.06 $0.8 
 

 

 
Table 9. 

Study 1: Additional Analyses for Employer Selection Estimations 
 Model 1 Model 2 

Bid  -0.00268***(0.000149) -0.00268***(0.000149) 
Language Difference  -0.0605**(0.0239) -0.0529**(0.0241) 
Time Zone Difference -0.0245***(0.00429)  
Longitude Difference  -0.00139***(0.000301) 
Latitude Difference  -0.000707(0.000772) 
Euclidean Cultural Diff -0.0326**(0.0158)  
Cultural (Traditional) Diff  -0.0697***(0.0183) 
Culture (Survival) Diff  0.0148(0.0168) 
Labor Arbitrage (Provider’s PPP) 0.0162***(0.001) 0.0163***(0.001) 
Control Variables   
Provider Wage Rate -0.00102**(0.000465) -0.000941**(0.000463) 
Prior Interactions 0.887***(0.0782) 0.887***(0.0783) 
Provider Experience 0.000645***(4.31e-05) 0.000643***(4.31e-05) 
Provider Gold Member 0.0236(0.0168) 0.0240(0.0168) 
Project Completion Rate 0.663***(0.0283) 0.663***(0.0283) 
Provider Average Rating 0.101***(0.00333) 0.101***(0.00333) 
Invited Provider 2.120***(0.0774) 2.121***(0.0774) 
Observations 246,900 246,900 

Notes: Conditional Logit Model employed with cluster robust standard errors in parentheses;  
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; PPP data is in thousands of US dollar. 
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Robustness Analyses 

We consider different measures for language difference, time-zone difference, and 

cultural difference. First, for language, as an alternative measure, we use official or national 

languages and languages spoken by at least 20% of the population of the country (and 

spoken in another country of the world) following the same logic than the “open-circuit 

languages” in Mélitz (2002), following Mayer and Zignago (2011)’s GeoDist database 

(Column 4). Second, for time zone difference, it is possible that the significant effect is due 

to geographical distance but not time zone difference. Therefore, we used two measures to 

identify the effect of time zone differences: (a) we controlled for absolute geographical 

distance between the employer and the service provider’s countries (Column 1 in Table 

10); (b) we collected data for both longitude and latitude differences between the provider 

and the employer, in this way, we further identified the effect of time zone difference as 

longitude difference is the basis for time zone difference, and latitude difference is 

orthogonal to longitude difference (Column 2). Third, we further dissected cultural 

difference into the two orthogonal dimensions and measured cultural difference on these 

two dimensions, in lieu of the Euclidian distance on the cultural map used by Inglehart and 

Welzel (2005): secular/rational values and survival/self-expression orientations. Fourth, we 

controlled for service provider’s self-reported wage rate for global labor arbitrage variable 

PPP-adjusted GDP per capita (Column 5) and replaced PPP-adjusted GDP per capita with 

the country’s Education and Training Competitiveness Index (Column 6). Finally, we 

utilized an alternative measure for selection, which is the actual contract reached between 

an employer and a service provider.  The robustness tests indicate the rigor of the main 

findings. 

Besides attesting the validity of the main findings, the robustness analyses provide 

additional insights. First, when the employer makes a selection decision, geographical 

distance matters only with regard to the longitude difference (horizontal on the globe in 
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Figure 6) but not latitude difference (vertical on the globe), providing additional support 

that time zone matters (Columns 1 and 2). Second, when cultural difference is dissected 

into two orthogonal dimensions (Column 3), only the traditional vs. secular/rational 

dimension has a significant effect but not the survival vs. self-expression. This indicates 

that employers do care about religion and faith related cultural factors, but not self-

expression (individualism) related factors. A potential explanation could be that employers 

are generally reluctant to transact with unfamiliar partners (such as people with a different 

religion or faith), but they are generally indifferent whether service providers care about 

their own self-expression. Third, after controlling for service provider’s hourly wages 

(Column 5), PPP was still positively associated with employer contract selection decision, 

indicating that country itself maybe a signal for reputation or quality. Ex-post we found 

high correlation between PPP and the country’s education and training competitive index 

(ρ>80%). Specifically, when we replaced PPP with education and training competitive 

index, we found a significant effect with the same sign (+) and at similar level. 

 
Figure 6. 

Study 1: Longitude and Latitude of the Globe 
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Table 10. 
Study 1. Robustness Analyses for Employer Selection Estimations 

 (1)Zone-
control 

(2)Zone-
proxy 

(3)Culture-
dissect 

(4)Language-
proxy 

(5)PPP-
control 

(6)Education2 (7)Alternative 
DV 

Variable: Selected Selected Selected Selected Selected Selected Contracted 
ln(bid) -0.997*** -0.996*** -0.997*** -0.997*** -1.040*** -1.041*** -1.009*** 

 (0.0193) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.0212) (0.0213) (0.022) 
Language Diff (7%) -0.066*** -0.063*** -0.06***  -0.0562** -0.0413* -0.055** 

 (0.022) (0.022) (0.0224)  (0.0246) (0.0228) (0.027) 
Language Diff (20%)    -0.0507**    

    (0.0232)    
Zone Diff -0.0134**       

 (0.0068)       
Distance -7.38e-06       

 (5.28e-06)       
Longitude Diff  -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.0012*** -0.0013*** -0.00143*** -0.0017*** 

  (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.000317) (0.0003) 
Latitude Diff  -0.0001 -0.0006 -0.0007 -0.0005 -0.000835 5.45e-05 

  (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0008) (0.000809) (0.0009) 
Euclidian Cultural Diff -0.0317** -0.0351**      

 (0.0144) (0.0143)      
Culture (Traditional) Diff   -0.0725*** -0.0666*** -0.0804*** -0.0329* -0.0810*** 

   (0.0169) (0.0181) (0.0185) (0.0198) (0.0202) 
Culture (Survival) Diff   0.0128 0.0123 0.0104 -0.0252 0.0073 

   (0.0153) (0.0154) (0.0172) (0.0180) (0.0186) 
Labor Arbitrage 
(Provider’s PPP1) 

0.0177*** 
(0.0008) 

0.0177*** 
(0.0008) 

0.0178*** 
(0.0008) 

0.0177*** 
(0.0008) 

0.0173*** 
(0.0009) 

0.189*** 
(0.0147) 

0.0173*** 
(0.001) 

Provider Wage Rate     7.16e-05 0.000677 0.00055 
     (0.00044) (0.000418) (0.0004) 

Control Variables        
Prior Interactions 0.910*** 0.910*** 0.910*** 0.911*** 0.886*** 0.884*** 0.927*** 

 (0.0715) (0.0715) (0.0715) (0.0715) (0.0784) (0.0784) (0.0849) 
Provider Experience 0.0008*** 0.0008*** 0.0008*** 0.0008*** 0.000813*** 0.000787*** 0.0008*** 

 (4.18e-05) (4.18e-05) (4.18e-05) (4.18e-05) (4.30e-05) (4.31e-05) (4.59e-05) 
Provider Gold Member 0.0384** 0.0384** 0.0384** 0.0384** 0.0491*** 0.0437** 0.0318* 

 (0.0157) (0.0157) (0.0157) (0.0157) (0.0170) (0.0171) (0.0188) 
Provider Completion Rate 0.684*** 0.684*** 0.684*** 0.684*** 0.673*** 0.674*** 0.622*** 

 (0.0254) (0.0254) (0.0254) (0.0254) (0.0287) (0.0287) (0.0315) 
Provider Rating 0.106*** 0.106*** 0.106*** 0.105*** 0.107*** 0.107*** 0.106*** 

 (0.00311) (0.00311) (0.00311) (0.00311) (0.00337) (0.00337) (0.00367) 
Days to Finish 0.000140 0.000147 0.00014 0.000137 0.000520 0.000520 0.00055 

 (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.000592) (0.000598) (0.0006) 
Invited Provider 2.139*** 2.140*** 2.139*** 2.139*** 2.128*** 2.139*** 2.243*** 

 (0.0712) (0.0712) (0.0712) (0.0712) (0.0780) (0.0780) (0.0857) 
        

Observations 312,252 312,252 312,252 312,252 248,018 247,212 218,302 
Notes: 1. Cluster Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
2. PPP data is in thousands of US dollar.  
3. PPP variable is replaced with Education and Training Competitiveness in the 
“Education” column. 
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Interaction Effects 

 
We are intrigued by the question about how global frictions take the effect. We 

identified two interaction effects: provider individual reputation and global frictions; 

provider reputation and provider’s country reputation. First, as global frictions could come 

from asymmetric information in the market, reputation signaling could potentially reduce 

the frictions (Akerlof 1970). Second, some countries are expected to have lower education 

competitiveness/reputation than others; however, if an individual provider is able to show 

his competency through his individual reputation, the country education reputation effect 

would go away. 

First, we test the asymmetric information logic. We performed the following 

additional analyses to test whether the existing reputation signals provided by the 

intermediary (market) (Allon et al. 2013) could mitigate the proposed global frictions.   We 

found the service provider’s reputation signals to attenuate the negative effects of time 

zone difference, cultural difference. Based on the estimates (Table 11), we found that if a 

provider has a perfect reputation (rating=10), the effects of global frictions (time-zone and 

cultural difference) and global labor arbitrage are partially mitigated. Still, the negative 

effect of language difference is not mitigated by reputation signals. The results imply that 

the reputation system may serve as an effective tool to overcome some (but not all) sources 

of global frictions in online labor markets. Second, individual reputation is shown to 

moderate the effect of PPP (country’s reputation) on employers’ selection.  

 

Prob(Select=1)=-0.997*ln(bid)-0.047*Language Diff+0.103*Rating -Zone 

Diff*(0.032-0.002*Rating)-Cultural Diff*(0.056-0.006*Rating)+PPP(0.025-

0.002*Rating)+Control Variables  (10) 
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Table 11. 
Study 1: Interaction Effects 

  Model 1: Main Effects  Model 2: Interaction  Model 3: Interaction 
DV Selected Selected Contract 

    
ln(bid) -0.997***(0.019) -0.999***(0.0191) -0.970***(0.0200) 
Language Diff (7%) -0.069***(0.022) -0.047*(0.0252) -0.032*(0.0181) 
Zone Diff -0.0211***(0.0039) -0.032***(0.00523) -0.037***(0.00575) 
Euclidean Cultural Diff -0.0315***(0.0144) -0.056***(0.0193) -0.067***(0.0211) 
Labor Arbitrage (Provider’s PPP) 0.0178***(0.0008) 0.025***(0.00108) 0.025***(0.00115) 
Provider Rating 0.106***(0.00311) 0.103***(0.00691) 0.091***(0.00744) 
Provider Rating X Language Diff  -0.003(0.00479) -0.008(0.00514) 
Provider Rating X Zone Diff  0.002***(0.000788) 0.003***(0.000853) 
Provider Rating X Cultural Diff  0.006*(0.00298) 0.010***(0.00320) 
Provider Rating X PPP  -0.002***(0.0002) -0.002***(0.0002) 
Control Variables    
Prior Interactions 0.0910*** (0.0715) 0.998***(0.0742) 1.049***(0.0799) 
Project Experience 0.0008*** (4.18e-05) 0.0008***(4.12e-05) 0.0008***(4.38e-05) 
Gold Member Status 0.0385**(0.0157) 0.0288*(0.0156) 0.0147(0.0172) 
Project Completion Rate 0.0684*** (0.0254) 0.716***(0.0254) 0.675***(0.0281) 
Days to Finish 0.0001(0.00058) -3.38e-05(0.000565) 0.0003(0.000564) 
Invited Provider 2.139***(0.072) 2.14(0.071) 2.245***(0078) 
Pseudo R2      0.14 0.16 0.17 
Observations 312,252 310,961 274,881 

Notes: Cluster Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
PPP data is in thousands of US dollar. 

Finally, to assure that multi-colinearity would not pose a serious concern in our 

results, we checked the variance inflation factor (VIF) statistics using linear probability 

regressions. The mean VIF statistic is 3.21, while the highest (provider rating) is 7.21, 

alleviating such concerns. 

Endogeneity of Bid Price 

One may argue that the bid price is endogenously (strategically) offered by a 

provider to maximize his expected surplus. For example, a provider with a higher rating 

is likely to price his services higher to charge for the reputation premium; also, a provider 

with less friction with the employer may either price his services higher or lower, 

depending on his sensitivity to global frictions. Therefore, an instrumental variable for 

price may be needed to address endogeneity of bid price. This instrumental variable 

should affect providers’ bid price but does not affect the likelihood of being selected or 

contracted by the employer. 
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We use exchange rates to the US dollar as an instrument. On most of the online 

labor markets (including the one we obtain data), price bids are given in US dollars but 

funds are usually cleared in the local currency (through local banks or credit card service 

companies). The rationale behind using exchange rate fluctuation as the instrumental 

variable is that when exchange rate goes up (1 dollars exchanges more local currencies), 

the provider needs a higher compensation in order to have the same amount of local 

currency to maintain same level of income; therefore he will bid a higher price. This 

relationship is visualized in Figure 7. 
 

  
a. Plot of Exchange Rate Fluctuation b. Exchange Rate Fluctuation and Bids 

Figure 7. 
Study 1. Exchange Rate Fluctuations 

 
We first construct a standardized measure for exchange rate fluctuation across different 

countries. First, the exchange rate is denoted as the amount of local currency needed to 

exchange for one US dollar, on a daily basis, using exchange rate data provided by IMF. 

Second, for each country, the exchange rate to US dollar is standardized by dividing its 

base exchange rate (the exchange rate to US dollar on July 31, 2009). Specifically, the 

instrumental variable exchange rate fluctuation is calculated as follows: 

𝑒𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑐, 𝑡 =
𝑒𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑡𝑜𝑈𝑆𝐷 𝑐, 𝑡

𝑒𝑥_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑡𝑜𝑈𝑆𝐷 𝑐, 7/31/2009                                                                     (11) 

where c indexes a currency, such as USD, CNY, GBP, etc., and t indexes date. 
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Figure 7a shows the exchange rate fluctuations of top local currencies used on the providers 

in the marketplace between August 1, 2009 and Feb 27, 2010. Figure 7b shows the model 

free fitted plot of fluctuation and provider bid price. We use panel data IV estimator to 

account for endogeneity of price, and the results are reported in Table 12. The validity of 

instrument is assessed with first stage F-statistic and also the Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic 

and Kleibergen-Paap Wald F statistic and weak instrument is not a concern. The results 

indicate the robustness of our main conditional Logit estimation results. 

Table 12. 
Study 1: Instrumental Variable Estimations of Employer Selection 

 (1) (2) (3) 
VARIABLES Selected Selected Contracted 
ln(bid) -0.144***(0.0426) -0.149***(0.0507) -0.137***(0.0469) 
Language Diff -0.004***(0.001) -0.004***(0.001) -0.004***(0.001) 
Zone Diff -0.0007***(0.0002)   
Longitude Diff  -5.5e-05***(1.3e-05) -5.0e-05***(1.2e-05) 
Latitude Diff  -2.5e-07(3.31e-05) 5.9e-06(3.1e-05) 
Cultural Diff -0.003***(0.0009)   
Traditional Diff  -0.003**(0.001) -0.002(0.001) 
Survival Diff  -0.002***(0.0008) -0.002***(0.0007) 
Labor Arbitrage  6.8e-07***(8.8e-08) 6.9e-07***(1.0e-07) 6.05e-07***(9.5e-08) 
Prior Interactions 0.005***(0.0004) 0.005***(0.0004) 0.005***(0.0004) 
Provider Exp. 6.5e-05***(9.7e-06) 6.56e-05***(1.1e-05) 6.1e-05***(1.05e-05) 
Gold Member 0.00484***(0.00132) 0.00498***(0.00154) 0.00411***(0.00142) 
Completion Rate 0.00787***(0.000729) 0.00787***(0.000735) 0.00525***(0.000657) 
Provider Rating 0.004***(0.00019) 0.00429***(0.000213) 0.0037***(0.000195) 
Days to Finish 0.0005***(0.00016) 0.0005***(0.000190) 0.0005***(0.000176) 
Invited Provider 0.185***(0.00984) 0.185***(0.00984) 0.165***(0.00910) 
#.of Observations 485,678 485,678 485,678 
Number of Projects 44,118 44,118 44,118 
F-Statistic (1st 
Stage) 

402.36 350.11 350.11 

Cragg-Donald F 73.96 53.86 53.86 
Notes: 1. Cluster robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. 2. Stock and Yogo 
(2005) critical value for relative bias > 10% is 16.38; 3. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  
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2.5 Discussion  

Key Findings 

 
Our theoretical framework and empirical evidence answer our research questions 

about the role of global frictions and global labor arbitrage advantage in predicting the 

service providers’ pricing and the employers’ selection. Global online labor markets do not 

seem to be a level playing field, as revealed by the employer’s criteria for selecting service 

providers and the providers’ pricing of their services by taking into account the employer’s 

decisions. Despite accumulating labor from all over the world, online labor markets still 

suffer from global frictions that affect both the service providers’ profits and the 

employers’ surplus. 

First, besides showing global frictions to affect both employers and service 

providers, we quantified global frictions (language, time zone and cultural differences). We 

attribute the effect of global frictions on the employers’ expectations of the performance of 

service providers in the context of software development, such as effective communication 

and coordination. Interestingly, although geographical distance does not seem to play a 

direct role in global frictions, its by-products - language, time-zone and cultural differences 

– generate global frictions that prevent online global labor markets from being a level 

(“flat” playing field.  Moreover, out of the two dimensions of cultural difference, only 

traditional/religious versus secular values (as opposed to survival versus self-expression 

values) have a significant effect, indicating that differences in religious beliefs might be the 

primary factor that causes cultural frictions in global labor markets. Besides, following the 

logic that uncertainty lies mostly on the demand side of IT outsourcing (Ang and Straub 

1998), we show that both service providers and also employers are sensitive to uncertainty 

from global frictions. The service provider’s pricing model indicates that service providers 

are highly sensitive to language and time zone differences, but less sensitive to cultural 
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differences. Service providers charge a premium for expected global frictions from 

language and time zone differences to shield themselves from uncertainty.  

Second, in terms of global labor arbitrage, we find PPP to be positive on both the 

provider’s pricing and the employer’s selection. The results contradict the findings from 

Gefen and Carmel (2008), in which the authors used a pooled Logit model for parameter 

estimation and found PPP to be negatively associated with a service provider’s probability 

of winning a contract. Gefen and Carmel favored the view that the employer would expect 

a service provider to work harder if he comes from a poorer country, conditional on bid 

price. We attribute our results to the potential signaling effect of PPP, which is highly 

associated with a country’s spending budget, and thus its competitiveness on higher 

education and training. Accordingly, ceteris paribus, a provider from a high PPP country 

may be viewed as having better education and training (thus higher technical quality). 

Additional data from the “higher education and training competitive index” showed PPP to 

be significantly correlated with a higher education and training competitive index (ρ>80%). 

Therefore, we re-estimated our original discrete choice analysis (Table 3) by replacing PPP 

with higher education and training, and the results remained almost the same (Column 6 in 

Table 7). The results showed to be strictly positive. Since 

employers derive utility from high PPP, service providers from high PPP countries may 

still be behaving in equilibrium when they bid higher than providers from low PPP 

countries. Our results offer support for the phenomenon that a substantial number of 

providers from high labor cost countries (e.g., United States and Canada) are not shaken 

out of the labor market due to the quality signaling effect of PPP in global labor markets: 

although global labor arbitrage theory will simply predict work flow from higher to lower 

PPP countries, providers from high PPP countries are able to compete because they may be 

perceived as having a higher technical quality.  

∂pijt ∂Zi = −λ Q+1( ) δQ−λc( )
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Third, in terms of the control effect of reputation signals, we found that employers 

derive utility from the service providers’ reputation, and service providers tend to bid 

higher if they have a better reputation. This finding implies that high quality (reputable) 

service providers still enjoy a price premium. Therefore, these four reputation signals help 

prevent global online markets from becoming a “market of lemons”.  Besides, we found 

significant interaction (attenuating) effects between provider reputation (average rating) 

and time zone differences, cultural differences, and PPP on employer contract selection. 

The results indicate that reputation systems could serve as a valuable tool to overcome 

some (albeit not all) global frictions. 

In sum, we find strong empirical evidence that global frictions and global labor 

arbitrage affect both the service provider’s pricing and the employer’s selection of service 

providers. In particular, evidence for the salient effect of global frictions on both the 

service provider’s pricing and the employer’s selection offers a two-sided view of 

uncertainty in the domain of IT services outsourcing and imply that global labor markets 

are not a level playing field, albeit they could potentially be leveled by more effective 

reputation systems. 

Theoretical Implications for Global Online Labor Markets 

 
First, our results provide insights for understanding the “flat world” hypothesis in 

global labor markets, particularly for outsourcing of software development. Conventional 

wisdom is that global labor markets are level playing fields; thus, jobs will flow from high 

PPP countries with high labor costs to low PPP countries with low labor costs, controlling 

for service quality. We find evidence of at least two factors that prevent global labor 

markets from being “flat”. First, online labor markets may have eliminated some forms of 

transaction/search costs, but they have also created other types of global frictions 

originated from language, time zone, and cultural differences. The “flat world” hypothesis 
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asserts that providers should be able to compete freely and geography related factors 

should not affect either provider’s or employer’s decision. However, the global frictions 

that result from geographical dispersion hurt both providers’ profits and the employers’ 

utility.  While these frictions are essentially exogenous to the employers’ hiring decisions, 

global online labor markets should be geared towards inventing and implementing new 

approaches, such as effective reputation systems to overcome these global frictions. 

Second, evidence from prior research shows that even conditional on labor cost (bid price 

and wage rate), employers still favor service providers from low PPP countries because 

these service providers are expected to work harder and are less likely to “shirk” (Gefen 

and Carmel 2008). Our results show updated evidence that conditional on labor cost, 

employers are more willing to award contracts to service providers from high PPP 

countries. We attribute our results to the signaling effect of a country’s PPP. Our results 

favor high PPP as a signal of higher quality than a signal of labor arbitrage; that is, ceteris 

paribus, an employer will view a service provider from the US to have better quality than a 

provider from Malaysia.  Our data confirm that a country’s PPP is highly correlated with its 

competitiveness in higher education and training. Therefore, our research suggests that in 

this knowledge-intensive industry (specifically software development), labor cost may not 

be the main differentiator. 

Second, our results provide insights to the issue of labor attrition, also known as 

“shake-out”, a common situation when a disproportionately large percentage of service 

providers engaged in a market are forced to withdraw from the competition within a 

relatively short time (e.g., Willard and Cooper 1985). As conventional wisdom on labor 

arbitrage suggests, providers from rich countries are unable to compete with their 

counterparts from poor countries due to differences in production cost, leading them to be 

shaken out of the market. In our study, we observed that service providers with higher PPP 
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are more likely to command a higher price and still win a contract, which prevents “shake-

out” of providers from high PPP countries.  

Third, an efficient labor market needs to ensure that an employer awards the 

contract to the right provider at an appropriate price. It is shown that service providers with 

a higher average feedback rating, more project experience, gold member status, and higher 

project completion rate are more likely to win a project (e.g., Scholz and Haas 2011, Mill 

2011, Yoganarasimhan 2012, Stoll and Zottl 2012).  We also observe that service providers 

with higher reputations are more likely to bid at a premium than their lower quality 

competitors. This finding indicates that on the labor market, overall provider’s bidding 

strategy is incentive compatible. For a labor market to be successful, it is important for 

employers to select providers that at least meet or ideally exceed their expectations. 

Additionally, we found the service provider’s reputation signals to attenuate the negative 

effects of time zone difference, cultural difference and PPP (country education 

competitiveness), suggesting the potential of reputation systems to mitigate some global 

frictions and level the playing field for service providers. Accordingly, it is important for 

the market to ensure that reputation signals are differentially costly, visible, clear, and 

credible (Rao and Monroe 1989), particularly for global online labor markets for IT 

services where the quality of labor is difficult to signal. 

Implications for the Design of Global Online Labor Markets 

 
By analyzing the micro-level interactions in global online labor markets, i.e., how 

global characteristics, labor arbitrage, and reputation signals affect decision-making; we 

seek to prescribe recommendations for the design of global labor markets for IT services. 

First, as our results show, global frictions actually reduce employers’ utility. For example, 

ceteris paribus, employers from English speaking countries are less likely to award a 

contract to a Chinese provider than to a US provider. Clearly it would be unfair if the 
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Chinese provider can fluently speak English. Hence, the labor market could either 

encourage service providers to demonstrate their language fluency, or host language tests 

for service providers. For time-zone difference frictions, the labor market could ask service 

providers to publish their willingness to work after hours or around the clock, which could 

partially mitigate the employers’ concerns about communication with service providers 

who are unwilling to accommodate their work schedules. Second, the labor market could 

enhance the credibility of reputation signals in order to protect employer’s utility by 

preventing rating manipulation and retaliation. The market can also add new information, 

such as “earned revenue” and “certifications” as means to present other reputation signals 

about the quality of service providers.  

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

 
This study also has limitations, which elicit several interesting opportunities for 

future research: 

First, we presented a restricted static theoretical model with simultaneous entry for 

tractability and simplicity of the close form analytical solution. Although this assumption 

is consistent with the market’s actual mechanism, it could be useful to examine the 

potential of sequential bidding dynamics. Dynamic structural models could examine how 

bidding dynamics may have an effect on bid pricing, and how service providers revise 

their price bids during an auction to take advantage of any new information.  

Second, we did not try to comprehensively study multiple types of services, such as 

data entry or content writing due to our primary focus on IT services (software 

development). Future research can compare different services and try to examine whether 

and how the factors identified in this paper may have a different role on the interactions 

between service providers and employers for different types of services. 
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Third, we solely focused on “open-bid” auctioned projects in this paper. There are 

about 10% of the total projects that follow “sealed bid” auction mechanisms (Hong et al. 

2013), where service providers cannot observe each other’s bid price or non-price attributes 

when submitting their bids. Future research could study how the choice of auction format 

might have an effect on bidding participation, service provider-employer interactions, and 

overall auction performance. 

Fourth, two of our measures for global frictions – language difference and cultural 

difference - are based on aggregative data from archival data sources due to lack of data on 

the individual level (e.g., a Chinese provider could potentially speak English at perfect 

working proficiency). Although at first blush, the estimated effect could be biased due to 

ecological fallacy in terms of unit of analyses, it would not actually jeopardize our 

estimates because when providers and employers make the pricing and selection decision, 

they form an probabilistic expectation on the differences without actual interactions with 

each other (e.g., as English is one official language of India, an employer would expect an 

Indian provider to be fluent in English; however, an employer would not expect such from 

a Chinese provider). Therefore, official language or the cultural difference based on large-

scale survey could measure an average person’s expectation of the difference with other 

transaction party quite precisely. Same aggregative measure for cultural difference has 

been used in the literature (Giannetti and Yafeh 2012). Nevertheless, we acknowledge 

using these two aggregative measures as a limitation. It would be interesting for the future 

research to examine individual level information such as language fluency or certifications 

of language exams, should such information become available in online labor markets. 

Finally, it may appear that our results would be limited in their generalizability, 

given that we study economic activities in an emerging market. However, we would argue 

that the results offer insights to other online markets. There are many other online markets 

for interpersonal or inter-organizational transactions that bear great risks related to global 
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frictions, for example, online peer-to-peer lending markets (such as Kiva.org), where the 

lenders decide whom to lend money to; online consumer to consumer markets (such as 

eBay.com), where individual buyers purchase goods from sellers; and online procurement 

markets (such as Alibaba.com), where firms source original material or products from other 

firms. Future research could use similar measures and data from our study to test global 

frictions in other online markets. 

2.6 Concluding Remark 

Integrating global frictions and global labor arbitrage (controlling for information 

signals for reputation), we developed a theoretical model of key important aspects of global 

online labor markets, and we leveraged a unique data set by integrating a random sample 

from proprietary firm data with publicly-available archival data to empirically validate our 

theoretical predictions. We show that the frictions that originated from the global nature of 

these markets may be detrimental to both service providers’ profit and employers’ utility. 

Interestingly, for an average project (about $380), speaking a different language reduces 

employers’ utility by about $22; each hour time difference decreases employers’ utility by 

$10. Contrary to the literature, employers favor service providers from richer (higher 

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)) countries that signal better education, forfeiting potential 

global labor arbitrage opportunities. The strong economic effects of global frictions strongly 

refute the “flat world” hypothesis, attesting that online labor markets are still not a level 

playing field. As majority of the employers are from English-speaking countries in North 

America and Europe with secular values, service providers from poor (lower PPP), non-

English speaking countries with traditional (religious versus secular) values and a large time 

zone difference from North America and Europe will suffer the most from global labor 

market frictions.  Nevertheless, we show that reputation systems could potentially mitigate 

some global frictions and level the playing field for service providers around the globe. Our 

study invites academics and practitioners to look at the broader strategic aspects of the 
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global dynamics of global online labor markets for the outsourcing of IT services toward 

developing truly “flat” platforms that both service providers and employers can effectively 

compete on a level playing field. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
HOW DOES BID VISIBILITY MATTER IN BUYER-DETERMINED 

AUCTIONS? COMPARING OPEN AND SEALED BID AUCTIONS IN 
ONLINE LABOR MARKETS 

Abstract 

Online labor markets are platforms that facilitate Buyer-Determined (BD) 

auctions in which buyers can identify and hire service providers who bid to offer IT 

services. We examine the effect of bid visibility (i.e., open bid versus sealed bid) on the 

bidders’ entry strategies (number of bids and quality of bids) and auction performance 

(buyer surplus, contract probability, and buyer satisfaction). We first theoretically 

analyze equilibrium bidding, and we derive hypotheses on the effect of open bid versus 

sealed bid on bidder entry strategies and auction performance. Our proprietary large-scale 

dataset from a leading online labor market allows us to 72,204 open bid BD auctions and 

7,535 sealed bid BD auctions posted by 21,799 unique buyers. We find that, while sealed 

bid BD auctions attract more bids, open bid BD auctions outperform sealed bid BD 

auctions in terms of buyer surplus. The results of our analyses are robust to different 

econometric identifications, such as buyer-level fixed effect, propensity score matching, 

and instrumental variable by leveraging exogenous variation of different GDP_PPP 

(purchasing power parity adjusted GDP per capita) of buyers’ residing countries as an 

instrumental variable. Specifically, compared with sealed bid BD auctions, while open 

bid BD auctions attract 11.7% fewer bids, they are 50% more likely to get contracted, and 

they result in $10.43 more in buyer’s surplus per average project. The performance 

difference is attributed to the “screening effect” of open bid BD auctions that filters out 

low quality, inexperienced, bidders. Notably, the additional bids in sealed bid BD 

auctions result from the lack of pre-evaluation self-screening, and they are thus unusable, 

if not harmful, to auction performance by increasing buyers’ bid evaluation costs. 

Contrary to the literature, industry practice, and conventional wisdom that posit “the 
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more bids, the better”, which favors sealed bid BD auctions, our results demonstrate that 

open bid BD auctions are the preferred design option for online labor markets. 

3.1 Introduction 

Labor, traditionally supplied offline, has recently moved onto the Internet with 

online labor markets emerging as a viable means for sourcing and procurement (Howe 

2006). Nowadays, online labor markets such as Freelancer, eLance, and TopCoder, have 

expanded their reach globally and have brought a large arsenal of labor to bear on IT 

services, notably software development projects (e.g., Cummings et al. 2009, Espinosa et 

al. 2007). Online labor markets are economically attractive and practically important, and 

they have been touted for their significant trading volume and societal benefits (Malone 

and Laubacher 1998). For example, eLance alone has nearly 2.9 million jobs posted and 

has facilitated transactions worth over $3 billion by the end of 2012x. Another website, 

Freelancer, has connected over 8 million buyers and service providers from over 200 

countries and regions, and it has over 4.7 million posted projects worth over $9 billion. 

While online labor markets strive to help buyers hire quality labor (service 

providers), a key factor that contributes to their success is the use of reverse Buyer-

Determined (BD) auctionsxi, a mechanism that matches buyers with service providers 

(e.g., Asker and Cantillon 2008). Typically, in BD auctions, a buyer who seeks a service 

will create a Call for Bids (CFB) with a project description to elicit bids from service 

providers who offer to complete the project at a certain bid price. Buyers face several 

decisions with regard to CFBs – from estimating the project budget, writing the project 
                                                

x https://www.elance.com/trends/skills-in-demand, accessed in June 2013. 
xi A Buyer-Determined auction (BD) is a type of reverse auction in which the winning bid is 
selected by the buyers rather than determined by some pre-specified rule (such as the lowest 
price). In a reverse auction, the roles of the buyer and the seller are reversed relative to a forward 
auction, and sellers (bidders) compete to provide services to buyers. A scoring auction is a type of 
BD auction, in which the buyer assigns values to both price and non-price attributes according to 
a scoring function, and the buyer picks the bidder that offers the maximum score. 
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description, and soliciting bids by choosing an auction designxii. Among different auction 

designs, bid visibility is a critical design choice that varies both across online labor 

markets and also across auctions within the same labor market.  

Whether auction bids (bid and bidder information) are visible (open bid) or not 

(sealed bid) to other bidders may significantly alter the pattern of interactions among 

bidders and the outcome of the auction (Jap 2002). Notably, despite the difference in bid 

visibility, revenue equivalence theorem in the auction literature states that under the 

condition that both auction designs attract the same pool of bidders, the expected revenue 

(surplus in BD auctions) is equivalent between open bid and sealed bid auctions, a 

property that has been analytically proven and empirically tested in multiple auction 

contexts (e.g., Engelbrecht-Wiggans 1988, Heydenreich et al. 2009, Myerson 1981, Riley 

and Samuelson 1981, Tenorio 1993, Vickrey 1961).  Subsequent work in the auction 

literature focused on how other factors affect the comparison between auction designs, 

such as bidder heterogeneity (Athey et al. 2011), cost uncertainty (Kannan 2012), and 

risk aversion (Cason et al. 2013). Recent experimental studies show that online BD 

auctions may not exhibit revenue equivalence, favoring sealed bid over open bid designs 

(e.g., Haruvy and Katok 2013). In sum, the literature is inconclusive on which online BD 

auction design offers a higher surplus to buyers, and there is no clear evidence that recent 

laboratory studies on the effects of bid visibility on auction performance are generalizable 

to real-world labor market transactions (Jap 2007, Haruvy and Katok 2013).  

Besides academics, industry practitioners are also interested in auction design in 

online BD auctionsxiii. Industry practice treats “sealed bid” as a premium feature and 

                                                
xii Online labor markets often allow buyers to customize the design of BD auctions (e.g., hourly 
rate based versus project-based, non-public versus public, open bid versus sealed bid) to their 
needs. While some of these options are project-related (e.g., payment pattern, public access to the 
project description), others are related to the bidding rules that may have critical implications for 
auction performance in general (e.g., bid visibility). In this study, we focus on the effect of bid 
visibility while controlling for other project-related auction design options. 
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charges extra fees for sealed bid BD auctions ($1 at Freelancer since June 6, 2009, which 

was raised to $9 on April 10, 2013). The rationale behind this practice is that sealed bid 

BD auctions attract more bids and thus offer buyers more choices and presumably higher 

quality services, which is based on an untested assumption that “more choices” are 

equivalent to “higher surplus”. However, it is not clear to us, which BD auction design 

(open versus sealed bid) actually performs better. It is hence necessary to understand the 

effect of auction design, specifically, bid visibility (open bid versus sealed bid) on service 

providers’ entry barriers and buyers’ surplus. 

Accordingly, this paper seeks to address the following research question about the 

effect of bid visibility on bidders’ strategic entry and auction performance in the context 

of BD auctions in online labor markets: 

“What are the effects of BD auction design (bid visibility - open bid versus sealed 

bid BD auctions) on service providers’ strategic entry (number of bids, quality of 

bidders) and auction performance (buyer’s surplus, contract probability, and buyer’s 

satisfaction)?”  

To answer this research question, we present both analytical results and empirical 

evidence on the effect of bid visibility on bidders’ entry barrier and buyers’ surplus in 

online labor markets. To compare between open versus sealed bid BD auctions, we first 

conduct a game theoretic analysis on equilibrium bidding and buyer surplus. To reflect 

the unique characteristics of online BD auctions, we assume that buyers take both the 

                                                                                                                                            
xiii Compared with traditional physical auctions, instead of simultaneous face-to-face bidding in a 
single auction, service providers in online BD auctions use a computer-mediated interface to 
explore multiple projects and CFBs, submit and modify bids, and observe other bidders’ 
information (in the case of open bid BD auctions). Moreover, given the global nature of online 
BD auctions, the bidder pool is significantly larger than that of traditional auctions. On the other 
side of the market, buyers select a service provider from a large number of submitted bids based 
on evaluation of bid price and non-price attributes (e.g., skills and reputation), whom they have 
never met before. Thus, online BD auctions differ from traditional auctions in terms of the 
volume of bids and ease of information access. 
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price and non-price attributes of service providers into consideration in making a discrete 

choice of a provider to contract with. Building on prior work (Carr 2007, Snir and Hitt 

2003) and following a common practice in online labor markets (e.g., Freelancer limits 

the total number of bids per month for all bidders), we incorporate bidders’ bidding cost 

into our analytical model. Guided by our theoretical analysis, we then empirically 

compare open bid versus sealed bid BD auctions with respect to (a) bidders’ entry barrier 

(number of bids attracted), and (b) buyer’s surplus. Beyond buyer surplus, we also 

provide some additional analyses on contract probability and buyer satisfaction, since 

these are important dimensions of auction performance in the context of online labor 

markets.  First, a CFB will become a waste of time and effort for all stakeholders (both 

buyers and service providers) if it does not result in a contract either because the buyer 

cannot find a suitable service provider or if the selected service provider ends up failing 

to complete the contract (Snir and Hitt 2003). After a project is completed, buyer’s 

satisfaction with the actual service delivered is critical, and it was shown to have a 

significant effect on subsequent buyer/bidder participation (e.g., repeated transactions and 

willingness to post/bid on other CFBs) (Mittal and Kamakura 2001).  

Our empirical investigation is carried out based on a unique proprietary data set 

collected from a leading online labor market, Freelancer (www.freelancer.com), with 

72,204 open bid BD auctions and 7,535 sealed bid BD auctions posted by 21,799 unique 

buyers. As our data are collected from a real-life online labor market, the study offers real-

world evidence on the comparison between open and sealed bid auctions. Unlike most 

other auction marketplaces, Freelancer allows CFBs to be auctioned in either an open bid 

or a sealed bid BD format, thus enabling a within-site comparison between these two key 

BD auction designs. Our data cover the entire bidding history of all projects posted on the 

market, which includes proprietary data of all bids in sealed bid BD auctions, that are 

hidden from the public. We also observe the performance outcomes of all auctions in our 
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data, including contract probability and buyers’ post-project evaluations of service 

providers’ performance (buyer satisfaction), which are also not publicly available either.  

Notwithstanding that sealed bid BD auctions do attract more bids, as assumed by 

industry expectations, both our theoretical analysis and empirical findings favor open bid 

design as a superior choice of BD auctions in online labor markets. This is because the 

extra bids do not increase buyer surplus. Accordingly, they are inconsequential, if not 

harmful, to auction performance because of the additional effort required by buyers for 

bid evaluation. Empirically, our results show that on average, open bid BD auctions do 

result in 11.7% fewer bids compared with sealed bid BD auctions. However, on average, 

open bids auctions result in $10.43 higher buyer surplus, and offer a significantly higher 

buyer satisfaction. To argue for causal inference, we implemented instrumental variable 

estimator and propensity score matching analyses.   

Auction design received much theoretical discussion in the economics literature 

(e.g. Athey et al. 2011, Krishna 2009, Vickrey 1961), albeit empirical studies using field 

data are still limited. To our knowledge, this is one of the first large-scale empirical studies 

on the effect of BD auction design on service provider’s strategies and auction performance 

in real-life online labor markets. Most existing empirical studies remain silent on bid 

visibility due to the inability to access or observe the posted bids in sealed bid BD auctions. 

This study contributes to the BD auctions literature in online labor markets and extends our 

understanding of the effect of online BD auctions design on buyers, service providers, and 

auction performance in real-life market transactions. It also offers tangible practical 

guidance to all key stakeholders in online labor markets.  

In what follows, Section 2 describes the background and the context of our study. 

In Section 3, we present our theoretical analysis and derive our hypotheses for empirical 

testing. Our empirical context, data, estimation models, key findings and robustness 

checks are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discusses this study’s contributions 

and implications for theory and practice. 
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3.2 Background and Literature 

Research Context 

Online labor marketplaces, such as eLance and Freelancer, serve as 

intermediaries that bring together buyers and service providers. To match buyers and 

service providers and facilitate service price discovery, these markets typically 

implement Buyer-Determined (BD) auctions, a mechanism in which buyers seek bids 

from service providers and evaluate bids by considering both price and non-price 

attributes, such as providers’ reputation, prior project experience and skills in their 

profiles. In the CFB system of Freelancer, a buyer posts a project description together 

with information about requested expertise, estimated budget, and auction duration.  

Registered service providers read the project descriptions and decide whether and how 

much to bid. Service providers can place a limited number of bids per month, and they 

can purchase additional bids at a cost. Service providers can revise bids before the 

auction ends without an extra cost. Auctions that follow the “open bid” design allow 

service providers to observe both competing bids and the attributes of competing 

providers, while “sealed bid” auctions do not allow providers to observe other price bids 

or other bidders’ information. When an auction ends, the buyer evaluates all price bids 

and service providers’ attributesxiv and makes a decision on whether and to which service 

provider to contract. The winning service provider is then contracted to provide the 

service. After the project is completed, both the service provider and the buyer are 

required to provide feedback on their satisfaction with each other.xv  

 

                                                
xiv These attributes include demographics, self-reported skills, on-site qualification exams, etc. The 
marketplace also maintains a reputation system, which keeps track of all feedback ratings providers 
had received from previous buyers.  
xv Given the distributed global nature of this market, the marketplace provides an escrow service 
to resolve disputes if the buyer is dissatisfied with the service provider.  
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Online Labor Markets 

Academic interest in the emerging online labor markets has picked up in recent 

years. There have been a few theoretical studies on online labor markets. With respect to 

BD auctions in online labor markets, Snir and Hitt (2003) showed that, with non-

negligible bidding cost for providers, low quality providers are more likely to bid for 

higher value projects. Their analysis confirmed that higher-value projects attract 

significantly more bids, albeit of lower quality, and that overbidding for high value jobs 

by low quality providers makes the online labor market less suitable for large projects. 

Carr (2003) modeled the role of bids evaluation cost on equilibrium bidding strategy and 

argued that buyers may disregard perfectly acceptable bids simply because simply they 

cannot evaluate all of them. Stoll and Zöttl (2012) showed that bidders in online BD 

auctions are aware of their rival bidders’ profiles, and they take non-price profile 

information into consideration when posting their bids. The provision of additional 

information was shown to increase the buyers’ welfare.  Finally, Allon et al. (2012) 

discussed the moderating role of online labor markets in facilitating information 

gathering, operational efficiency, and communication. 

Another stream of research discusses buyer’s hiring decision in online labor 

markets. Several studies have focused on the effect of the providers’ reputation. For 

example, Banker and Hwang (2008) and Scholz and Hass (2011) found that information 

of service providers’ past performance could predict their chance of winning future 

contracts. Using a dynamic structural model, Yoganarasimhan (2012) estimated the 

return to reputation in online labor markets. The author found that buyers are forward 

looking, and they place significant weight on the providers’ reputation (as quality signals) 

in selecting winners. Beyond individual reputation, Mill (2011) found the country’s 

reputation had an effect on buyers’ selection. Besides reputation, Gefen and Carmel 

(2008) found that buyers prefer providers with whom they have had prior interactions, 

and Agarwal et al. (2013) confirmed the role of verified work experience on buyers’ 
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selection. Lin and Goes (2012) investigated factors that motivated providers to seek third 

party certification as a quality signal. This line of research is informative in helping us 

estimate buyer surplus and other auction performance outcomes in online BD auctions by 

shedding light on how buyers assess non-price attributes service providers (such as 

reputation signals) in online labor markets. 

In sum, the literature on online labor markets has largely focused on a single type 

of auction mechanism and remained silent on the role of auction designs, specifically, bid 

visibility on bidders’ strategic entry and auction performance. Accordingly, the effect of 

auction design (open bid versus sealed bid) is our focus. 

Online Auction Design and Bid Visibility 

Auction design is an important topic that has been studied extensively by scholars 

in disciplines such as information systems, economics, operations research and 

marketing. Seminal works by Krishna (2009), Milgrom (2004) and Klemperer (2004) 

offer systematic reviews of previous theoretical studies. As one renowned example, 

revenue-equivalence theorem states that, under the assumption that two auctions attract 

the same pool of bidders, open and sealed bid auctions would produce the same amount 

of expected revenue despite differences in strategic actions of the bidders (Vickrey 1961). 

Online markets use a wide variety of auctions for price discovery, such as eBay (forward 

commodity auctions), Google Adwords (keywords auctions), Freelancer (BD auctions 

for labor). Thus, there is a growing interest in mechanism design, bidding behavior, and 

buyer surplus in online auctions in the literature (e.g., Bapna et al. 2008a, b; Bapna et al. 

2010; Goes et al. 2010; Mithas and Jones 2008; Xu et al. 2011; Zhang and Feng 2011).   

An important characteristic that makes BD auctions fundamentally different from 

most other auctions is that price is not the sole determinant of the auction’s winner 

(Haruvy and Katok 2013). In BD auctions, the buyer takes into consideration both price 

and non-price attributes of bids according to an explicit or implicit scoring rule, and 

awards the contract to the service provider whose bid scores the highest utility (Jap 2002; 
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Rangan 1998; Asker and Cantillon 2008, Haruvy and Jap 2013). It is typically assumed in 

the literature that the buyer can clearly weigh price and non-price attributes to compare 

her expected surplus; also, service providers are assumed to know the buyer’s scoring 

rule (Engelbrecht-Wiggans et al. 2007; Kostamis et al. 2009). Notably, Engelbrecht-

Wiggans et al. (2007) compared BD and Price-Determined (PD) auctions and found BD 

auctions to generate a higher buyer surplus than PD auctions when bidder pool is large.  
Table 13. 

Study 2: Related Empirical Studies on Bid Visibility Effect 
Paper Empirical 

Methodology 
Sample Outcome 

Variable(s) 
Type 

Millet et al. 
(2004) 

Observational 
study 

14,188 online 
procurement auctions 
conducted by a 
multinational firm 

Buyer savings PD auction 

Jap (2007) Observational 
study 

25 online procurement 
auctions conducted by 4 
companies 

Buyer-provider 
relationship 

PD & BD 
auction 

Mithas and 
Jones (2008) 

Observational 
study 

700 auctions conducted 
by a leading online 
auctioneer 

Buyer surplus PD auction 

Athey et al. 
(2011) 

Observational 
study 

3,297 timber sales held in 
Kootenai and Idaho 
Panhandle National 
Forests (1982-1990) and 
California (1982-1989) 

Bid price PD auction 

Cason et al. 
(2011) 

Lab 
experiment 

16 sessions (50 periods in 
each session) 

Bidder competition PD auction 

Shachat and 
Wei (2012) 

Lab 
experiment 

8 sessions (32 rounds in 
each session) 

Mean and variance 
of bid prices 

PD auction 

Elmaghraby 
et al. (2012) 

Lab 
experiment 

30 auctions Bid price PD auction 
(quality 
adjusted) 

Wooten and 
Ulrich (2013) 

Field 
Experiment 

8 contests in 
crowdsourcing contests 

Number of 
participants, 
solution similarity 

CFP Contests 

Haruvy and 
Katok (2013) 

Lab 
experiment 

40 rounds Average buyer 
surplus 

BD auction 

Current 
Study 

Observational 
study 

116, 097 auctions in an 
online labor market 

Number of bids, 
Buyer surplus 
Contract rate 
Buyer satisfaction 

BD auction 
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With respect to auction design, bid visibility is among the most critical design 

features. There has been growing interest, from both practitioners and academics, in the 

manipulation of bid visibility in auctions (See Table 13 for a summary of related 

empirical studies on bid visibility effect). Theoretically, Kannan (2012) found 

information revelation policies (revealing only the winning bid or all bids) in 

procurement auctions to have an effect on bidder learning. Using data from over 14,000 

auctions, Millet et al. (2004) found that revealing the lowest bid and bid rank to bidders 

can yield greater savings than less visible formats (i.e., low bid only or rank bid only). 

Jap (2007) showed that partial price visibility formats (particularly rank format over low 

price format) are better at preserving the buyer–provider relationship (e.g., minimizing 

opportunism, ensuring satisfaction, and maintaining future expectations) than full price 

visibility formats. This is because full bid visibility raises service providers’ beliefs that 

the buyer is using such auctions to opportunistically gain price concessions. There are 

some recent experimental and observational studies on the effect of auction design on BD 

auction performance. Notably, Cason et al. (2011) found information revelation policy to 

have an effect on bidders’ behavior and prevented an opponent from learning private 

information in a sequential procurement auction setting. On bid visibility, Elmaghraby et 

al. (2011) found that, contrary to game theoretic predictions, rank feedback results in 

lower average prices than full-price feedback due to bidder impatience. Shachat and Wei 

(2012) found the mean and variance of prices to be lower in a first-price sealed-bid 

auction than in an English auction for the procurement of commodities. Haruvy and 

Katok (2013) compared dynamic open bid auctions and sealed bid auctions with different 

information structures in a laboratory experiment. The authors found that sealed bid 

auctions provided greater buyer surplus, and they thus stated that higher price 

transparency resulted in a lower buyer surplus. In contrast to their lab environment where 

a small number of subjects served as bidders and no bidding costs were considered, 

online BD auction in real-life markets cast to a much larger and more heterogeneous pool 
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of bidders who bare actual bidding costs. Also, we include other dimensions of auction 

performance that is critical in practice (e.g., contract probability and buyer satisfaction). 

Our study is based on a large-scale field data set (more than 1 million bid-level 

observations) collected from a real-life online labor market, thus offering real-world 

evidence on the comparison between open and sealed bid BD auctions.   

3.3 Theoretical Analysis 

Model Set-up 

To understand the differences between open bid and sealed bid BD auctions in 

online labor markets and to guide our empirical investigation, we first analyze the 

following theoretical model.  In the model, we focus on a single BD auction and compare 

sealed bid and open bid BD auctions under the same model. Our objective is to 

understand the differences between sealed bid and open bid BD auctions in terms of: (1) 

the service provider’s entry and bidding strategies that determine price and quality of 

service providers, and (2 auction performance---buyer surplus, contract probability 

(whether the buyer selected any provider; whether a provider was contracted, and 

whether the project was completed), and buyer satisfaction.  

Consider a setting where N risk-neutral service providers compete to provide 

services to a buyer by participating in a BD auction. The contract is indivisible. Service 

providers are heterogeneous in quality (in terms of non-price attribute) and service 

provider i has private knowledge about his quality 𝑞!, which is drawn from a common 

distribution 𝐹 𝑞 . The value that the buyer derives from a provider of quality 𝑞! is 

denoted by 𝑉 𝑞! , 𝑏! = 𝑣×𝑞! − 𝑏!, where 𝑏! is the bid submitted and 𝑣 is value derived 

from quality.  

To serve the contract, service provider i incurs a cost of 𝑐!. We assume that the 

cost of serving the contract is linear in quality, i.e., 𝑐! = 𝑐×𝑞!. In other words, it is more 

costly for service providers of higher quality to serve the contract. We further assume that 
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𝑣 > 𝑐, that is, the project is value adding. Similar set up has been used in Snir and Hitt 

(2003) in a comparable sealed bid BD auction setting.  
During the BD auction, each service provider (bidder) submits a bid at a bidding 

cost of 𝑐!. A total of n bidders enter an auction. Providers are allowed to revise their bids 

at no additional cost.xvi In equilibrium, a bid reveals the quality of the provider to the 

buyer; in open bid BD auctions, it also reveals the quality of the service provider to its 

competitors. The contract is awarded to the bid that generates the highest expected 

buyer’s surplus 𝑉 𝑞! , 𝑏! . The winning service provider will be paid according to its bid 

(𝑏!).   

Equilibrium Bidding Strategy 

In open bid auctions, since both the buyer and the service provider 𝑖 know 𝑞!, we 

can think of the provider as bidding in the score space of 𝑣𝑞! − 𝑏!  where 𝑏! ≥ 𝑐𝑞!. The 

dominant strategy for each service provider, conditional on bidding, is to bid up to the 

maximum value offer 𝑣! = 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑞!. Thus, 𝑏! 𝑞!;𝑛 = 𝑐𝑞! , and the service provider 

with the highest offer of buyer’s surplus wins the auction. Open bid auctions thus achieve 

efficient allocations. With bidding costs, only providers with non-negative expected 

profit will bid. Provider 𝑖’s expected profit conditional on bidding and quality 𝑞! is given 

by: 

𝜋!!∗ 𝑞!;𝑛 = 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑞! − 𝑞 𝑑 𝐹 𝑞 !!!
!!

!!!
+ 𝑣𝑞!! − 𝑐𝑞!! 𝐹 𝑞!! !!! − 𝑐!                (1) 

In the open bid BD auction setting described above, only bidders with quality 𝑞!!  

that satisfies 𝑣𝑞!! − 𝑐𝑞!! 𝐹 𝑞!! !!! ≥ 𝑐! will submit bids. 

                                                
xvi Bidding cost includes both the cost of bidding, communication and opportunity cost. For 
example, in our empirical context, the number of projects that a service provider can bid per 
month is limited and could be increased at a cost. After submitting a bid, the service provider 
needs to maintain communication with the buyer and to monitor bids from others and revise their 
bids accordingly. In our data, we observed more than 7% of the bids were revised. Meanwhile, 
we do not observe a significant number of “last-minute” bidding (snipping) in this context. 
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In sealed bid BD auctions, however, service provider 𝑖 is only informed about his 

own cost and quality. The expected profit from bidding in sealed bid BD auctions is: 

𝜋!! 𝑞!;𝑛 = max
!!!!!

𝑏 − 𝑐𝑞! 𝐺! 𝑏;𝑛
!∈!\!

                             (2) 

where 𝐺! 𝑏;𝑛 = 𝐹! 𝑏!!! 𝑏;𝑛  denotes the probability that provider j will bid a 

surplus that is less than b. The following bidding function represents the equilibrium in 

sealed bid BD auctions (Snir and Hitt 2003):  

𝑏! 𝑞!;𝑛 =

𝑁𝑜  𝐵𝑖𝑑       𝑖𝑓  𝑞 < 𝑞!!

𝑣𝑞!!        𝑖𝑓  𝑞 = 𝑞!!

𝑐𝑞 +
1

𝐹 𝑞 !!! 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝐹 𝑧 !!!�𝑧
!

!!!
+ 𝑐!    𝑖𝑓  𝑞 > 𝑞!!

       (3) 

In this auction game, there exists a symmetric, pure strategy, Nash, subgame 

perfect equilibrium provider bidding strategy in which only service providers with quality 

above threshold 𝑞!!  satisfying 𝑣𝑞!! − 𝑐𝑞!! 𝐹 𝑞!! !!! = 𝑐! will enter the auction. 

Provider 𝑖’s expected profit, given that 𝑞! ≥ 𝑞!!  is:  

𝜋!!∗ 𝑞!;𝑛 = 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝐹 𝑧 !!!𝑑𝑧
!

!!!
                                               (4) 

Equilibrium bidding strategy 𝑏! 𝑞!;𝑛  is no less than 𝑐𝑞!. Compared with open 

bid BD auctions, service providers are more prone to hide their true cost in sealed bid BD 

auctions.  

Number of Bidsxvii 

Despite the difference in bidding format, theoretically the entry thresholds for 

open bid and sealed bid BD auctions are the same (quality above threshold 𝑞!, which 

satisfies 𝑣𝑞! − 𝑐𝑞! 𝐹 𝑞! !!! = 𝑐!). Therefore, under our model setting, both 

formats will attract the same pool of potential service providers. Since bids are submitted 

sequentially rather than simultaneously, in open bid BD auctions, once a service provider 

                                                
xvii We do not include revised bids. Hence, the number of bids equals the number of distinct bidders 
entering an auction.  
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of quality q has placed a bid, all other providers with quality level lower than q are less 

likely to bid on the same job. In other words, the bidder pool in the open bid BD auctions 

depends on the existing bidsxviii. We label this as the “screening effect” of open bid BD 

auctions. This screening effect of prior bids, which does not exist in sealed bid BD 

auctions where prior bids are not publically observable, results in fewer bids being 

submitted in open bid BD auctions than sealed bid BD auctions. Therefore, we propose: 

Hypothesis 1: Open bid BD auctions will receive fewer bids than sealed bid BD 

auctions, ceteris paribus. 

Buyer Surplus 

The “screening effect” of open bid BD auctions suggests that the entry barrier for 

low quality bidders will escalate over the course of the auction. To save the cost of 

bidding, low-quality providers are likely to refrain from entering an open bid auction to 

compete with existing high quality providers. Therefore, although open bid BD auctions 

may attract fewer bids (H1), the bids are more likely to be submitted by higher quality 

bidders. Despite the theoretical prediction from the model, in practice, sealed bid BD 

auctions are beneficial to providers by protecting the proposed solution from a public 

view. Thus, when the need to protect intellectual property from imitation is high, such as 

crowdsourcing open innovation tournaments where full solutions needs to be submitted 

during the time of bid entryxix (e.g., Terwiesch and Xu 2008), sealed bid BD auctions 

could attract more bids from high quality providers who would prefer to hide their 

solutions. However, in sealed bid BD auctions, providers work on the projects after a 

contract is reached, thus revealing little information about their intended service solutions 

                                                
xviii We can show that, for example, under a Poisson arrival process, the expected number of bids 
is lower, and average bid quality is higher in open bid BD auctions. 
xix The literature also refers to this type of online auctions as Call for Proposal (CFP), or an open 
innovation contest. 
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at the time of bid entry. Participation cost and winning probability are main drivers for 

the entering/bidding decision.  

Based on the equilibrium bidding strategy, we can calculate and compare the 

expected buyer’s surplus in open bid and sealed bid BD auctions. Expected buyer surplus 

(𝑞(!) is the kth order statistics) is calculated as follows (please see Appendix I for the 

derivation for buyer surplus). 

 
Open Bid: 𝐸 𝑉!"# = 𝐸 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑞 !!! |𝑞 !!! ≥ 𝑞!!                (5) 

 

Sealed Bid: 

𝐸 𝑉!"# = 𝐸 𝑣𝑞 ! − 𝑏𝑞 ! |𝑞 ! ≥ 𝑞!!

= 𝐸 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑞 !!! 𝑞 ! ≥ 𝑞!!

−
𝑛𝑐!

1− 𝐹 𝑞!! ! 𝑓 𝑞 𝑑𝑞
!

!!!
         

(6) 

Thus, the expected buyer surplus in open bid BD auctions is higher than that from 

the sealed bid BD auctions given that at least two bids are observed. In sealed bid BD 

auctions, the service provider does not see other bids, and his bidding decision is made at 

the same time of bidding, every service provider takes a potential loss in bidding cost 𝑐! 

into their bidding function, as shown in Equation (3), which increases all bids received. 

However, in open bid BD auctions, submitting the first bid is costly, but bid revisions are 

not. Entry cost (bidding cost) 𝑐!   only affects entry decision in open bid BD auctions. 

Once service providers decide to bid, their bidding function is not affected by the bidding 

cost 𝑐! any more. For example, in open bid BD auctions, if Provider A has a reservation 

value of 10 for a project, he could bid $20 at the first shot (and he can then revise the bid 

later at no additional bidding cost), but when another (of the same quality) provider beats 

him by bidding $11, Provider A needs to bid $11− 𝜖  (𝜖 > 0) in order to win, even if his 

bidding cost is $1. Theoretically, the bidding cost in open bid BD auctions is a sunk cost, 
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which does not affect the bidder’s equilibrium bid. However, in a sealed bid BD auction, 

Provider A will take into account that some other provider may bid $11 when he decides 

to bid. Although bid revisions are free in both open and sealed bid BD auctions, as a 

bidder does not see other bidders’ information in sealed bid BD auctions, he has no 

incentive to revise the bid after it is submitted. Summarizing this logic, in sealed bid BD 

auctions, the buyer pays for the incurred bidding cost 𝑐! of the service providers 

(bidders). Therefore, we propose: 

Hypothesis 2: Open bid BD auctions will result in higher buyer’s surplus than 

sealed bid BD auctions, ceteris paribus. 

3.4 Empirical Methodology 

In this section, we relate bid visibility in auction design (open bid versus sealed 

bid) on bidders’ entry barrier (measured by number of bids) and auction performance 

(measured by buyer surplus). We also provide some additional analyses auction 

contract/completion probability, and buyer satisfaction as secondary analyses about 

auction performance. 

Data Set 

Our dataset is retrieved from a proprietary database of a leading online labor 

market (Freelancer.com). The dataset spans the period between May 2009 and February 

2010. And it contains 72,204 open bid BD auctions and 7,535 sealed bid BD auctions 

posted by 21,799 unique buyers. We focus on four major categories of projects, namely, 

software development, graphical design, content writing and data coding. These four 

major categories of projects account for more than 90% of all the projects during the 

sampling window. Special projects, such as projects open only to gold members, trial 

projects, long-term hourly based (as opposed to fixed price) contracts, “featured” projects 

and non-public projects are excluded from the sample. Projects that are deleted by the 
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marketplace, and are considered to be submitted by “robots” as spams are also excluded 

from the sample. 

The level of analyses in this paper is project (auction)-level. For each project, we 

obtain data regarding the buyer’s characteristics (e.g., buyer project experience, buyer 

average feedback rating, buyer gold member status, buyer’s location), project 

characteristics (e.g., project budget, project type such as featured project, project 

category), auction characteristic (e.g., auction duration, auction format), project outcome 

(e.g., project completion, post-purchase satisfaction and other information calculated 

from raw data (e.g., number of total bids, average bidding price, buyer surplus). Also, 

each project is time-stamped. Additionally, we obtain the buyers’ residing country’s 

Purchasing Power Parity adjusted GDP per capita (GDP_PPP) from the CIA World 

Factbook.xx We also obtained PPP data from the International Monetary Fundxxi and 

World Bankxxii for countries not included in the CIA World Factbook. GDP_PPP data 

were merged to the main transaction data set by buyer’s residing country. And GDP_PPP 

will be used as an instrumental variable, which we discuss along with our econometric 

identifications. In our sample of 79,739 projects, 45,486 projects’ buyers reported their 

country information.  

Table 14 summarizes the definition and descriptive statistics for our key variables 

based on project level data, and in Appendix I provide the correlation matrix. In our 

sample, a project received around 15 bids, on average, among which about 40% were 

from service providers that are new to the market. On the other hand, buyers in our 

sample had completed an average of 18 projects before. The average auction is about 11 

days. Ten (10) percent of the auctions in our sample used sealed bid format.  

 

                                                
xx CIA World Factbook (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/index.html).  
xxi International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Database. Data for 2010. 
xxii World Development Indicators database, World Bank - 29 September 2010. 
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Table 14.  
Study 2: Definition and Summary Statistics of Key Variables (project-level) 

Variable Variable Definition Mean SD Obs. 

number_bids Total number of bids received in 
an auction. 15.06 19.98 79739 

surplus_max 

Buyer surplus with maximum 
buyer budget as proxy for 
buyer’s Willingness to Pay 
(WTP). 194.41 112.05 47739 

selected Whether the buyer selected any 
provider.  0.66 0.47 79739 

awarded Whether the buyer awarded the 
contract to the provider. 0.60 0.49 79739 

completed Whether the project was 
completed. 0.42 0.49 79739 

open_bid Whether the project was posted 
as an open bid auction. 0.91 0.29 79739 

satisfaction The satisfaction rating a buyer 
left for a provider. 9.87 0.75 28932 

max_budget The higher bound of buyer’s 
budget. 347.81 198.34 79739 

min_budget  73.04 87.27 79739 

auction_duration Number of days an auction was 
live. 10.74 16.02 79739 

buyer_experience Number of projects the buyer 
has contracted. 18.51 64.36 79739 

buyer_goldmember Whether the buyer was a gold 
member at that time. 0.29 0.45 79739 

buyer_GDP_PPP 
The purchasing power parity 
adjusted GDP per capita of the 
buyer’s residing country. 24965.18 16201.21 45486 

pc1 Website, IT & Software projects 0.46 0.50 79739 
pc2 Writing & Content projects 0.19 0.39 79739 

pc3 Design, Media & Architecture 
projects 0.24 0.43 79739 

pc4 Data Entry & Admin projects 0.10 0.31 79739 

 

Econometric Identification and Estimations 

We provide three analyses that complement each other to identify the effect of bid 

visibility of auction format (open versus sealed bid) on bidder entry barrier and auction 

performance. First, after reporting baseline results with ordinary least squares (OLS), a 

buyer fixed effect (FE) model is implemented to rule out buyer level selection bias.  
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Second, we use propensity score matching (PSM) to further show the robustness 

of the results.  

Third, we use an instrumental variable (IV) approach to alleviate the endogeneity 

concern of the key variable of interest (auction format). The IV identification strategy 

hinges on the exogenous variation of the buyers’ GDP_PPP and price change of the 

sealed bid auction. 

Besides the key econometric identifications, we also provide a series of additional 

robustness checks in Appendix II. 

Entry Barrier (Number of Bids) 

We first estimated the effect of auction design on aggregate bidder entry barrier 

measured by the number of bids received. Ceteris paribus, the fewer bids an auction 

receives, the higher entry barrier it imposes to bidders.  

Equation 9 outlines our empirical model for estimation. This empirical model 

includes the main variable “Open Bid” (Open equals to 0 if the auction is sealed bid and 

1 if the auction is open bid); buyer fixed effects, 𝛿!; project category fixed effects, 𝜆!; 

time fixed effects, 𝜓!; time-variant buyer control variables including average buyer 

feedback rating; buyer experience and a dummy for gold membershipxxiii; and 

auction/project level control variables including project budget, auction duration, featured 

project, and nonpublic projects. In Equation (9), i is used to index projects, j is used to 

index project categories, q is used to index buyers and t is used to index the time periods 

(year-month pairs). Since the number of bids can be seen as a count variable with a non-

normal distribution with a long tail and high dispersion, we provide an additional 

robustness check using fixed effect Poisson estimation. 

                                                
xxiii Gold members enjoy premium services and deduction in transaction fees that are not available 
to standard users. 
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𝐧𝐮𝐦_𝐛𝐢𝐝𝐬𝒊𝒋𝒒𝒕 = 𝛽! + 𝛽!×𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛_𝐵𝑖𝑑!"#$ + 𝛽!!!× 𝐴𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!

+ 𝛽!!!"× 𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!" + (𝛿!)+ 𝑡! ∗ 𝛼!
!

+ 𝑐! ∗ 𝛾!
!

+ 𝜀!"#$ 

(9) 

Note: 1. In the IV estimation with GDP_PPP as the IV, buyer FE 𝛿! was not included, as there 
is no variation within a buyer for the instrumental variable GDP_PPP.  2. t=(1, 2, 3, …8) indexes 
eight monthly dummy variables; j=(1, 2, 3, 4) indexes four project category dummy variables. 

Buyer Surplus 

Buyer Surplus: Buyer surplus is defined as the difference between buyer’s 

willingness to pay (WTP) and the actual price paid (for a product or service). Since the 

contract price is given (selected bid), in order to measure buyer surplus, we need to 

estimate buyers’ WTP. We considered two measures for WTP:  

Following Bapna et al. (2003) and Mithas et al. (2008), we used buyer’s posted 

budget for WTP.  In labor markets, when buyers post jobs, they need to specify their 

estimated budget range with a maximum and a minimum budget. Although the stated 

budget range may not represent their exact WTP, it can be an accurate proxy as buyers 

has an incentive to correctly specify the budget according to their WTP as bidders take 

that information into account when evaluating the project and placing bids (Hong and 

Pavlou 2012).   We used the maximum budget the proxies for WTP, and we estimated 

buyer surplus as 𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡!"# − 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑖𝑑, the difference between stated upper bound 

of the budget and the price offered by the selected bid. As Table 1 shows, buyers in our 

sample reap an average surplus of $194.75 (STD=$112.54) when using the maximum 

budget as a proxy for WTP.  Because the buyer surplus measure is skewed, we log-

transformed this variable in our subsequent estimations. We provide additional 

robustness check using the average budget as buyer WTP in Appendix II. 
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With these two measures of buyer surplus, we estimated the effect of auction 

design on buyer surplus using OLS with buyer fixed effect and similar specifications as 

analyses for other outcome variables.  

 
𝑩𝑺𝒊𝒋𝒒𝒕 = 𝛼 + 𝛽!×𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛_𝐵𝑖𝑑!"#$ + 𝛽!!!× 𝐴𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!

+ 𝛽!!!"× 𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!" + (𝛿!)+ 𝑡! ∗ 𝛼!
!

+ 𝑐! ∗ 𝛾!
!

+ 𝜀!"#$   

(11) 

Note: in the IV estimation with GDP_PPP as the IV, buyer FE 𝛿! was not included, as there is 
no variation within a buyer for the instrumental variable GDP_PPP. 

Estimation Results 

Baseline Results and Fixed Effects (FE) 

We report results of OLS and FE analyses in Table 3. Overall, when we examine 

within-buyer variation, the sign of parameter estimates and the statistical significance of 

the parameter estimates remain the same, indicating the data is not seriously subject to 

between-buyer selection bias. As the results in Table 3 attest, on average, open bid BD 

auctions attract 1.75 fewer bids (p<0.01) than sealed bid BD auctions, translating to an 

11.7% difference.  

As Table 15 attest, on average, buyers in open bid BD auctions enjoy $10.43 

higher surplus than buyers in sealed bid BD auctions, translating to an 5.4% difference. 

The results are based on estimation results where the maximum budget is considered as 

the proxy for buyer’s WTP using the IV estimation. As a robustness check, the difference 

between the budget and average bid price is considered as another measure of consumer 

surplus (the results are reported in Appendix II). Therefore H2 is thus supported.  
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Table 15. 
Study 2: Effect of Bid Visibility of Auction Design  (OLS and FE) 

 Num_Bids Num_Bids Buyer_Surplus Buyer_Surplus 
Estimation Methods: OLS FE OLS FE 
Open Bid Auction -1.326*** -1.749*** 7.617*** 10.43*** 
 (0.330) (0.389) (2.449) (3.573) 
Project Budget 0.00646*** 0.00507*** 0.346*** 0.405*** 
 (0.000520) (0.000484) (0.00609) (0.00824) 
Auction Duration 0.190*** 0.211*** -0.610*** -0.672*** 
 (0.00993) (0.0102) (0.0752) (0.0980) 
Buyer Experience -0.0143*** 0.0305*** 0.0103 -0.174*** 
 (0.00424) (0.0115) (0.0111) (0.0601) 
Buyer Gold Member -0.693*** 0.176 -2.035 1.366 
 (0.219) (0.183) (1.481) (1.531) 
Constant 17.73*** 19.82*** 97.70*** 90.94*** 
 (0.688) (0.751) (3.506) (5.589) 
Buyer Fixed Effect No Yes No Yes 
Time Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Category Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Num. of Observations 80,112 80,112 47,832 47,832 
R-squared 0.083 0.064 0.226 0.268 
Number of Buyers -- 22,037 -- 15,506 

Notes: 1. Cluster robust standard errors are reported for OLS and FE models. 2. 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  
 

Propensity Score Matching (PSM) 

In our main analyses, control variables as well as multiple fixed effects were 

included in the model specification to assure proper identification of the effect of bid 

visibility and to alleviate concerns about omitted variables and buyer selection bias. 

Although our empirical observation is robust to different model specifications and 

estimators, we cannot fully rule out endogenous buyer selection of certain auction design. 

In other words, the assignment of the auction design to buyers may not be random, 

leading to difficulty in identifying a causal effect. To alleviate this concern, we 

implemented Propensity Score Matching (PSM) (e.g., Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983; 

Abadie and Imbens 2006). Notably, Athey et al (2011), in estimating the effect of sealed 

bid auctions’ effect in US timber auctions, used PSM as an identification strategy. 

Matching estimators are commonly used to address self-selection issues by creating a 
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quasi-experimental condition for identification purposes. The basic idea is to create a 

sample of the control group (open bid BD auctions) that is statistically equivalent to the 

treatment group (sealed bid BD auctions) in all relevant observed pre-treatment 

characteristics. And PSM is shown to be able to estimate the average treatment effect on 

the treated, and it is more precise than regression analyses in finite samples (Angrist and 

Pischke 2008). The method has been utilized in recent IS studies to address selection 

issues in archival data observational studies (e.g., Aral et al. 2009, Oestreicher-Singer and 

Zalmanson 2013, Rishika et al. 2013). We conducted PSM by following Caliendo and 

Kopeinig (2008), Guo and Frasier (2010), and Rishika et al. (2013). 

First, we identified the observed buyer, auction and project characteristics that are 

statistically different across the two groups, including buyer rating, buyer experience, 

buyer gold membership, auction duration, project budget, featured project, nonpublic 

project and project categories dummies. We also included the year-month pair dummy 

variables (ym1-ym6). Second, we conducted the propensity score analysis using a probit 

model formulation because the treatment variable (Sealed vs. Open) is binary (same 

results will be produced using a logistic model). Specifically, we estimated the 

conditional probability of receiving a given treatment (open bid auction) given a vector of 

observed covariates. The groups of open bid auctions and sealed bid auctions with similar 

propensity scores are then expected to have similar values across all observed covariates, 

in aggregate. The results along with fit statistics are reported in Table A1 in Appendix II. 

We then performed the process of matching the open bid auctions (control observations) 

on sealed bid auctions (treatment observations) using the estimated propensity scores. 

Multiple matching algorithms are available.  Descriptive statistics and covariate 

comparison before and after 1-1 matching are reported in Table 16. We were able to 

match 4,792 open bid auctions to 4,792 sealed bid auctions. Next, we checked the 

assumptions of using PSM. We tried to detect if there was substantial overlap in the 

variables used in the matching process. As in Rishika et al. (2013), we used methods 
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suggested by Lechner (2002) by visualizing the propensity score distributions of both 

sealed and open bids auctions, before and after.  Tables in Appendix provide evidence 

that sealed and open bid auctions have common support for the distributions of 

propensity scores. Also, we checked if the covariates are balanced between the treatment 

and control groups before and after matching. Table A1 in Appendix II shows the results: 

the mean difference for each covariate is calculated by subtracting the mean of the 

control group from the mean of the treatment group; the t statistics for these differences 

in mean are also reported. The mean differences were not significant from zero after 

matching, indicating improvement in covariate balancing due to matching. 

After matching on propensity scores, we were able to identify the average 

treatment effect on the treated (sealed bid auction vs. control of open bid auction) on our 

performance measures. The results of our matching analyses using 1-1 matching, Kernel 

matching, Radius matching (with different caliper values), and nearest neighbor matching 

(n=4), as reported in Table 4. Different matching algorithms yielded parameter estimates 

that are qualitatively the same, further strengthening the robustness of our findings 

concerning the effect of bid visibility on bidder strategic entry and auction performance.  

 
Table 16. 

Study 2: Matching Estimates (Effect for Open Bid) 
 Number of 

Bids 
Buyer 
Surplus 

1-1 matching (N=9,584) -1.35*** 
(0.41) 

13.30*** 
(2.77) 

Kernel matching (N=47,832) -2.44*** 8.23** 
 (0.200) (2.96) 
Radius matching (pscore sd=0.1)   
Caliper: 0.05 * Std. Dev. (N=47,806) -2.56*** 

(0.347) 
8.42*** 
(3.03) 

Caliper: 0.01 * Std. Dev. (N=47,702) -2.6*** 
(0.35) 

8.09*** 
(3.06) 

Nearest neighbor matching, n=4 (N=47,832) -2.57*** 9.15** 
 (0.40) (3.48) 
Notes: 1. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in parentheses. 2. *** 
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Instrumental Variable (IV) 

We conduct two instrumental variable analyses. The first instrumental variable we 

consider for the main analyses (number of bids, average bid price, buyer surplus) is the 

buyers’ purchasing power parity adjusted GDP per capita (GDP_PPP). GDP_PPP is 

an economic measure for the relative value of per capita income after adjustment of 

purchasing power of the country’s currency. We use buyer’s GDP_PPP as the instrument 

for the two dependent variables for two reasons. First, a buyer chooses the auction format 

(open or sealed bid auction). Although a buyer fixed effect estimator partially eliminates 

most of the concerns about selection bias of an auction format, the endogeneity concern 

lingers because different buyers may be using different auction formats with an 

expectation of receiving a certain outcome. Second, a standard approach is using an 

instrumental variable that is exogenous to the auction outcome, but correlated with the 

variable suspected to have endogeneity (auction format). And buyer’s purchasing power 

adjusted per capita income, conditional on his observed characteristics and auction 

characteristics, should serve as a reasonable instrumental variable because (a) Within our 

sample window, sealed bid auctions cost $1 to post since June 6, 2009; while open bid 

auctions are free to post. As buyers from high GDP_PPP countries on average have more 

disposable income, they are more likely to use sealed bid format (see Figure 8). However, 

GDP_PPP should not be correlated with the error term because it is unobserved by the 

bidders. Our chosen instrumental variance, therefore, identifies the cross-sectional 

variance in the choice of auction format. On the other hand, GDP_PPP as an economic 

measure, has been widely used in information systems (Gefen and Carmel 2008) and 

economics field (Lee and Tang 2000, Lothian and Taylor 1996).  
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(a) PPP_GDP around the World (b) Linear Prediction Plot 

Figure 8. 
Study 2: PPP_GDP 

We use another instrumental variable to provide additional identification. The 

second instrumental variable is an exogenous system change (price change from free to 

$1 on June 6, 2009, herein referred to “price_change”). As discussed earlier, GDP_PPP is 

a reasonable instrument for identifying cross-sectional variance of the usage of open 

versus sealed bids format, price_change will allows us to identify within-buyer variance 

of the choice of auction format with a fixed effect IV estimator, conditional on auction, 

project and buyer time-varying characteristics. Figure 9 shows this relationship. 

 

 
Figure 9. 

Study 2: Daily Percentage of Sealed Bids auctions before and after Price Change 

 

The results of the IV estimations provide further support for the robustness of the results. 

The validity of the instrument is verified by a series of tests reported in Table 17. 
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Table 17. 
Study 2: Estimation Results for IV Analyses 

  Num_Bids Num_Bids Buyer_Surplus Buyer_Surplus 
Estimation Methods:  IV 

(GDP_PPP) 
IV 
(Price_Change) 

IV 
(GDP_PPP) 

IV 
(Price_Change) 

Open Bid Auction  -5.692*** -2.432** 13.20*** 13.34** 
  (0.677) (1.179) (0.954) (6.200) 
Project Budget  0.00347*** 0.245*** 0.344*** -0.344*** 
  (0.000528) (0.0381) (0.00351) (0.0766) 
Auction Duration  0.137*** 0.00278** -0.330*** 0.412*** 
  (0.0103) (0.00113) (0.0484) (0.00627) 
Buyer Experience  -0.00369 -0.0137 -0.0362*** -0.692*** 
  (0.00259) (0.0646) (0.0120) (0.241) 
Buyer Gold Member  -0.633*** -0.0116 -3.426*** 1.499 
  (0.202) (0.519) (1.263) (2.474) 
Constant  34.46*** 20.02*** 69.03*** 81.93*** 
  (2.201) (1.383) (4.254) (6.000) 
Buyer Fixed Effect  No Yes No Yes 
Time Effect  Yes No Yes No 
Category Effect  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
# of Observations  45,716 23,682 27,220 14,381 
R-squared  0.08 0.08 0.252 0.265 
Number of Buyers  -- 11,280 -- 6,875 
F-Statistic (1st Stage)  12.54 421.72 12.54 252.05 
Cragg-Donald Wald 
F 

 25.03 2498.56 24.96 1365.12 

Notes: 1. Cluster robust standard errors are reported in parentheses. Stock and Yogo 
(2005) critical value for relative bias > 10% is 16.38. 
2. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  
3. For Model (3), data from 05/07/2009-07/05/2009 are used. 
4. Caution should be taken that R-squared for IV estimations have no natural 
interpretation. 
 

 
4.3.4 Additional Analyses: 

 

Contract Probability and Buyer Satisfaction: For contract probability and buyer 

satisfaction with the service provided, we formulated the following empirical models to 

understand the effect of bid visibility (open bid versus sealed bid). Again, we included 

buyer fixed effects, project category and time dummies, as well as auction/buyer controls 

in the model specifications. 
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𝐥𝐨𝐠𝐢𝐭 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒋𝒒𝒕 = 𝟏
= 𝛼 + 𝛽!×𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑!"#$ + 𝛽!!!× 𝐴𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!
+ 𝛽!!!"× 𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!" + 𝜓! + 𝛿! + 𝜆! + 𝜀!"#$       (12) 

𝐒𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐬𝐟𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝒊𝒋𝒒𝒕
= 𝛼 + 𝛽!×𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑!"#$ + 𝛽!!!× 𝐴𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!
+ 𝛽!!!"× 𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!! + 𝜓! + 𝛿! + 𝜆! + 𝜀!"#$ (13) 

To reflect critical stages in service contract in online labor market, we consider 

three contract outcomes (binary), namely, selected (whether the buyer selected a winner 

from bids received), awarded (whether the winner and the buyer successfully signed a 

contract), and completed (whether the project contracted was complete successfully). 

After a buyer receives bids for his project, she first need select a winner to contact. The 

buyer may choose not to select a winner if the auction fails to attract appropriate bids, or 

if the buyer is overwhelmed by the large number of bids that she need to evaluate.  After 

a buyer selects a winning bidder, they need to reach an agreement and sign the formal 

contract. A service contract may fail to be awarded to the winning bidder if the buyer 

revokes the selection, or the service provider refuses to accept the contract. After a 

contract is signed, the contracted service provider will provide the service and get paid 

accordingly. The project is left incomplete if the service provider fails to deliver the 

promised service. All three stages are critical to the successful delivery of a service 

contract in online labor markets and may be influenced by how the project is auctioned. 

In the empirical implementation, we consider three sequential stages of contract 

probability (1) whether a winner was chosen (selected); (2) whether the winner and the 

buyer signed a contract (awarded); and (3) whether the project was successfully 

completed (completed). Estimation results are shown in Columns 1, 2 and 3 in Table 5. 

We found consistently significant effect for auction design across the three contract 

outcomes. Using odds ratio to interpret the Logit estimation results, open bid BD auctions 

have 50% higher odds of having a winning bid selected, 47% higher odds of getting 
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contracted, and 38% higher odds of completion than sealed bid BD auctions. Therefore, 

H4 was supported. 

Buyer satisfaction in a completed project is measured by self-reported feedback 

ratings (integer ratings from 1 to 10). Considering its ordinal nature, we estimated the 

model using an ordered Logit model with fixed effect. To consistently estimate the fixed 

effect ordered Logit model, we followed the “blow-up and cluster” (BUC ordered Logit) 

method proposed by Baetschmann et al. (2011). As shown in Column 4 of Table 18, our 

estimation results suggest that sealed bid BD auctions offer less satisfactory results than 

open bid BD auctions (𝛽 = −0.124,𝑝 < 0.05), thus supporting H5.  

 
Table 18. 

Study 2: Effect of Bid Visibility on Contract probability and Buyer Satisfaction 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
DV: Selected Awarded Completed Satisfaction 
Open Bid Auction 0.412*** 0.407*** 0.315*** 0.159** 
 (0.0656) (0.0642) (0.0648) (0.0665) 
Project Budget -0.0266*** -0.0285*** -0.0269*** -0.0105*** 
 (0.000927) (0.000956) (0.00107) (0.00144) 
Auction Duration -0.00219*** -0.00214*** -0.00255*** -0.00176*** 
 (6.85e-05) (6.86e-05) (7.63e-05) (9.46e-05) 
Buyer Experience -0.0190*** -0.0230*** -0.0246*** -0.0195*** 
 (0.00245) (0.00227) (0.00201) (0.00675) 
Buyer Gold Member 0.00519 0.0127 0.0282 0.0193 
 (0.0307) (0.0297) (0.0298) (0.0340) 
Period Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Project Category 
Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Buyer Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Num. of Observations 46,172 47,798 47,188 335,921 
Number of Buyers 5,569 5,905 5,721 5,005 
Notes: 1. Cluster standard errors are reposted in parentheses. 2. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 
p<0.1 

 

We also found that projects that have a higher budget and longer auction duration, 

restrain public access, and are posted by experience/reputable buyers are less likely to 

have a winner selected, be awarded, and be completed, while they result in lower buyer 
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satisfaction. Featured projects are also less likely to result in higher buyer satisfaction. 

We also observe experienced buyers to become more selective in winner selection and 

are more critical in the evaluation of the service provided. 

 

3.5 Conclusion and Implications 

Key Findings 

In this study, we compared open versus sealed bid BD auctions in the context of 

online labor markets. Our theoretical analysis shows that whereas the sealed bid BD 

auctions are indeed able to attract more bids, open bid BD auctions attract higher quality 

bids that are more likely to be contracted and offer a higher buyer surplus and 

satisfaction. This is because high quality bids in open bid BD auctions helps “screen out” 

low quality bids and avoid bidding costs to providers and corresponding bid evaluation 

costs to buyers.   Our empirical results based on a unique proprietary dataset from 

Freelancer with both sealed and open bids confirm our analytical results and find 

significant effects of auction design (bid visibility) on strategic entry and auction 

performance. Notably, we quantified the economic effects of auction design on BD 

auctions. Compared with sealed bid BD auctions, although open bid BD auctions attract 

11.7% fewer bids, they are 50% more likely to get contracted, and they extract $10.43 

more in buyer’s surplus per project. They also result in significantly higher buyer 

satisfaction.  

Implications for Theory 

This research contributes to the literature on (a) auction design and (b) online 

labor markets by proposing an extended theoretical model and providing unique real-life 

empirical observations. Specifically, we seek to fill the research gap in the literature on 

auction design between sealed and open bid BD auctions in online labor markets with 

respect to bidder strategic entry, bidder quality, and auction performance. 
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First, our study provides insights to auction design theory. Based on our 

theoretical analyses and empirical observations, in the context of BD auctions such as 

ones adopted by most online labor markets, open bid creates a “screening” mechanism 

that affect bidders’ equilibrium entry and bidding strategy. Therefore, we observe that 

open bid BD auctions consistently outperform sealed bid BD auctions with various 

different performance measures, such as contract probability, buyer surplus, and buyer 

satisfaction. Our empirical validation confirms the existence of the screening effect of 

open-bids BD auction format, which renders the assumptions for revenue equivalence 

theorem invalid in the context of BD auctions (Vickrey 1961), mainly due to the non-

negligible cost of bidding (Snir and Hitt 2003), which is prevalent in online labor 

markets. Our study thus extends Athey et al. (2011)’s work on comparing auction designs 

in terms of bidder entry strategy from the context of forward commodity auction (US 

timber auctions ) to reverse BD auctions (online labor markets). We empirically show the 

effects of “bid visibility” in a distinct auction context (BD auctions) and empirical 

context (labor markets) with more observations and additional important performance 

measures. Compared with the research design (lab experiments) and results from Haruvy 

and Katok (2013), our study incorporates the notions of both bidding sequence and 

bidding costs and also bid evaluation, both of which have a significant impact on bidders’ 

strategic entry. Our large-scale observational data also renders enough power for rigorous 

econometric identification and estimation.  

Second, our study examines auction design as an important theoretical problem 

for BD auctions and online labor markets. Auction design is a prime example of 

information system design that involves the moderation of the marketplace (Allon et al. 

2012), which has a significant effect on bidding strategy of the service providers and 

resulting surplus of the buyers.  Despite the proliferation of online labor markets, there is 

a dearth of research on the optimal design and corresponding performance effects of 

these markets. Our study links auction design with the service providers’ entry strategy 
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and provides theoretical support for open bid BD auction as an increasingly popular 

auction design in online labor markets. As labor markets are usually buyer (demand) 

driven, the intermediary’s proper incentives for buyers in terms of selecting appropriate 

auction mechanisms have practical consequences for the sustainability of such markets.  

Finally, we proposed several new and important performance measures for online 

labor markets, such as bidder quality, inexperienced bidder ratio, and estimated buyer 

surplus. These performance measures can be used by future research that seeks to 

understand effect of other auction designs on auction performance. 

Implications for Practice 

This study has concrete and actionable implications for practitioners as well:  

First, the number of bids has been seen as a measure for auction success as more 

bids indicate more choices for buyers, potentially increasing buyer surplus. Therefore, it 

is a common practice for online labor market intermediaries to charge a fee when posting 

jobs using the sealed bid BD auction format. The direct implication for practitioners is 

that more bids do not translate into a higher surplus or better performance. We found that 

open bid BD auctions consistently outperform sealed bid BD auctions, despite fewer bids 

received. Charging fees for sealed bid auctions may be misleading, and even harmful for 

intermediaries.  

Second, for buyers, blindly pursuing more bids by using sealed bid auctions may 

not be a good strategy. First, posting jobs using sealed bid BD auction usually comes at a 

cost (e.g., Freelancer used to charged $1 for posted a sealed bid BD auction, and the cost 

has recently increased to $9), which can be avoided by using the default open bid format. 

Second, more bids entail a higher evaluation cost. If the buyer cannot afford to evaluate 

all bids (especially low quality bids), posting jobs with open bid BD auctions will be a 

superior choice. Nevertheless, one caveat merits mention in terms of the selection of 

auction design. Poorer auction performance notwithstanding, the sealed bid BD auction 

design still has its attractiveness in some cases. For example, potential for collusive 
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bidding (Athey et al. 2011) among service providers can be mitigated by sealed bids. In 

addition, when providers are concerned about opening their bids to the public (potentially 

due to privacy reasons), sealed bid design should be used to alleviate provider concerns. 

Finally, this study has implications for other practical contexts as well. What we 

found in this study was that the visibility of bids could filter out low quality bidders and 

indirectly reduce buyers’ evaluation costs. The open auction design can be used in 

contexts such as grant proposal submission and job market postings, and other similar 

contexts that the screening effect is needed to weed out low-quality bidders.  

Limitations and Future Research 

The current study is not without limitations, which create interesting opportunities 

for future research:  

First, for analytical tractability and our focus on empirical comparisons, we chose 

a relatively restricted partial equilibrium theoretical model set up. While this set up 

allowed for clear theoretical comparisons to be readily made, it may be inadequate to 

capture the general equilibrium and subtleness of the marketplace. For example, bidder 

quality may not be fully revealed to the buyer, which generates signal heterogeneity 

among bids in addition to the inherent quality difference across service providers. Future 

research could derive more general and flexible models to allow for incomplete 

information. For example, risk aversion might lead service providers in sealed bid 

auctions to bid a higher price as they have imperfect information.  

Second, we focus our attention on CFBs where little pre-contract investment on 

the project is required. There are other examples of CFBs where significant pre-contract 

investment is needed to form a proposal. For example, some online labor markets employ 

open innovation tournaments (Terwisch and Xu 2008) where service providers not only 

bid with a price quote, but they also submit a final product with their bid. It would be 

interesting for future research to extend the analysis of auction design to open 

innovations.  
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Third, buyers choose to select either “sealed” or “open” auction designs to post 

their CFBs. Although we employed both buyer fixed effects and propensity score 

matching to parse out potential selection bias, the identification is not perfect since we 

cannot control for unobserved, time variant buyer attributes, or hidden project 

characteristics. Although this limitation is typical for observational studies and should not 

seriously jeopardize our findings, future research could use other approaches besides 

econometrics for identification. For example, future studies might implement field 

experiments to further confirm findings from archival data analysis. It might also be 

interesting for the marketplaces (intermediaries) themselves to experiment with 

alternative designs to enhance auction performance. 

Fourth, as bidders observe the winner in open bids auctions, therefore there may 

exist “learning effects” in open bid auctions. When providers accumulate experience on 

the marketplace, they may get to know the exact preference of buyers and optimize their 

chance of winning a contract. Future research could study the learning effect using 

dynamic structural models on how providers update their bidding strategy over time. 

Fifth, we did not examine service provider profits, as we are not able to estimate 

the providers’ costs. Future research could consider market efficiency by incorporating 

both buyer surplus and provider profits. 

 

3.6 Concluding Remark 

Online labor markets have changed the way firms and service providers interact 

and the way labor is exchanged globally. One key issue facing online labor markets today 

is how auction design (bid visibility) would affect market competition and auction 

performance. Despite recent progress, the role of bid visibility in bidder entry and auction 

performance in BD auctions remains unclear. Leveraging unique proprietary data on both 

open and sealed (hidden from the public) bid auctions, we identify the “screening effect” 
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of open bid BD auctions. Interestingly, open bid auctions attract fewer but higher quality 

bids, thus being a superior option for buyers in online labor markets. As many other 

design features are being proposed by practitioners to facilitate labor exchange, our study 

invites IS scholars and practitioners to look at the effect of auction design on the strategic 

behavior of bidders and auction performance in online labor markets. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
QUALITY-ADJUSTED CONSUMER SURPLUS: MEASUREMENT, 

EFFECTS, AND ANTECEDENTS IN ONLINE MARKETS 

 

Abstract 

The traditional measure of consumer surplus (CS) (willingness to pay minus price 

paid) is captured at the time the transaction takes place, implicitly assuming that actual 

quality received (ex-post) is identical to quality expected (ex-ante). However, when the 

exchange of goods does not occur simultaneously when the transaction takes place, and 

for services whose quality is difficult to be fully specified ex-ante, the traditional measure 

of CS may be biased because quality received ex-post may differ from quality expected 

ex-ante. In this paper, by relaxing the assumption that consumers receive, ex-post, the 

identical quality they expected ex-ante, we propose and test a quality-adjusted measure of 

CS (termed CS’) in the context of online markets for IT services.  

Our empirical results first show that the traditional measure of CS systematically 

over-estimates surplus than the quality-adjusted measure CS’. Second, quality-adjusted 

CS’ better predicts consumers’ subsequent transactions (i.e., consumer continuance in the 

online market, number of future contracts, and total spending) than the traditional 

measure of CS, which fails to predict consumers’ subsequent transactions. In addition, 

building upon expectation confirmation theory, we examine the difference between these 

two measures of CS (termed ∆CS) that reflects “surprise utility” from ex-post (positive or 

negative) confirmation of expectations. Surprise utility (∆CS) is determined by market 

immaturity, consumers’ lack of experience in the online market, and consumers’ lack of 

familiarity with IT service providers. Implications for developing a more conservative 

(quality-adjusted) measure of consumer surplus that better reflects economic reality are 

discussed. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Consumer surplus (CS), as an important metric of societal welfare, has long been 

of interest to scholars in business and economics (Breslaw and Smith 1995, Hausman and 

Newey 1995, Marshall 1920, Song 2007, Vartia 1983). The original definition of CS was 

proposed by Alfred Marshall (Marshall 1920): 

    ... [the consumer] derives from a purchase a surplus of satisfaction. The excess 

of the price which he would be willing to pay rather than go without the thing, over that 

which he actually does pay, is the economic measure of this surplus of satisfaction. It 

may be called consumer's surplus.  

Later, Burns (1973) proposed the expression of “gain in utility” to substitute 

“surplus of satisfaction” to make it measurable in dollar terms. Building upon these 

concepts, the literature has formally measured CS as the difference between consumers’ 

willingness to pay (WTP), defined as the utility from consuming a product, and the actual 

price paid (p) for the product: 𝑊𝑇𝑃 𝑞 − 𝑝(𝑞). The aggregation of individual CS 

amounts to societal welfare, graphically represented by the integral above the equilibrium 

price and below the demand curve.  In theory, this definition of CS is appealing and 

makes logical sense. However, empirically it remains a challenge to estimate CS because 

it is not always easy to reliably estimate WTP (or the demand function), especially for 

heterogeneous products or services. The implicit fundamental assumption behind the 

definition of CS is that the product received ex-post is identical to the product expected 

ex-ante. This assumption may be valid in spot transactions for commodities (what you 

pay is what you get). However, in cases where actual product qualityxxiv received may 

differ from quality expected (ex-ante quality is also termed reputation in the economics 

literature (Mailath and Samuelson 2001)), there is a theoretical gap and potential 

                                                
xxiv Quality is used in a general sense to include all aspects related to a product, such as features 
and functionalities.   
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measurement bias because WTP is conceptualized as an ex-ante concept. True CS should 

reflect ex-post utility derived, not the utility the paid price was expected to derive ex-ante. 

For transactions where the exchange of goods and payment does not occur 

simultaneously (i.e., subject to moral hazard) or for idiosyncratic servicesxxv that cannot 

be perfectly contracted (i.e., subject to adverse selection), it is possible that the quality of 

the product the consumer receives ex-post differs from what was expected ex-ante, 

violating this fundamental assumption.  

This bias can be very problematic in practice, such as in online markets for IT 

services. For example: consider a consumerxxvi who requests a website development 

service and is willing to pay $250 for the website. Assuming the request attracts ten 

service providers with bids ranging from $100 to $300. Also assuming the chosen 

provider receives $200 in compensation, offering a $50 surplus to the consumer, in 

theory. However, the simple math of deriving $50 in surplus may not be accurate in 

practice because the actual quality of the IT service may be worse (or better) than the ex-

ante expected quality for the price of $250.   More generally, a consumer who receives a 

product/service that does not meet her expectations may suffer a loss of surplus (Lawton 

2008), even if she paid a price for the product/service lower than her ex-ante WTP.  In 

such cases, the traditional measure of CS does not reflect economic reality. To calculate 

CS to reflect economic reality, an adjustment for actual ex-post quality of the 

product/service received relative to ex-ante quality is needed.  

While this example conveys the theoretical limitation of the traditional measure of 

CS, the bias may be systematic in nature. First, consumer dissatisfaction is common in 
                                                

xxv Services are customized products that require consumer involvement and interactions with the 
service provider, and the ultimate quality of the service depends on the interaction. Therefore, for 
services that are tied to their providers, CS is related to the provider’s quality to a larger degree 
than commodity products.  
xxvi In an online market for IT services, the consumer is also called “employer” or “buyer”; a 
service provider is also called “vendor”, “seller” or “freelancer”. In this study, we refer to 
consumer and (service) provider, respectively.  
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markets with asymmetric information (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002). Accordingly, 

when actual quality received ex-post may not perfectly equal quality expected ex-ante 

due to variations in consumption experience, the traditional measure of CS may 

misrepresent (either over-estimate or under-estimate) the true surplus online markets 

offer to consumers. Accordingly, the fundamental issue the literature has not yet 

adequately addressed is the simple phrase: “what you pay is not necessarily what you 

get”. Online market for IT services is a prime example of such markets with asymmetric 

information. Understanding the real surplus received by consumers is important because 

it has implications for consumer satisfaction and market success. If consumers 

consistently receive ex-post lower surplus from an online market than they expected ex-

ante, the market will not be sustainable.  

 By reflecting true surplus received by consumers, the proposed quality-adjusted 

CS should lead to a better understanding of consumers’ future transactions in the market 

(continuance in the market, number of future contracts, total spending). Therefore, we 

compare the predictive power of the quality-adjusted CS to that of the traditional CS on 

future transactions in the market to examine if the quality-adjusted CS indeed better 

predicts market success. Moreover, an interesting question to ask is whether and when 

quality-adjusted CS differs from traditional CS.  The difference between the traditional 

(CS) and quality-adjusted (CS’) measures (termed ∆𝐶𝑆) reveals the difference in 

expected and realized utility experienced by a consumer, i.e., ∆𝐶𝑆 measures the amount 

of (either positive or negative) “surprise utility” for consumers due to ex-post 

disconfirmation of their ex-ante expectation of product/service quality. It is important to 

identify the factors that cause ∆𝐶𝑆, especially in the case when quality-adjusted CS’ is 

significantly lower than traditional CS (implying that consumers are not as satisfied as 

they had expected). By knowing the factors that may close this “gap” in ∆𝐶𝑆 has design 

implications for more efficient markets where consumers would experience less negative 

surprise utility but more positive surprise utility. We propose three factors that may lead 
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to ∆𝐶𝑆: (1) market immaturity, (2) consumers’ lack of experience in the market, and (3) 

lack of dyadic familiarity with service providers. First, immature markets are more 

susceptible to moral hazard as service providers’ actions cannot be perfectly monitored 

(Hölmstrom 1979). Second, when consumers lack project experience in the market, they 

may be subject to adverse selection and inexperienced consumers may be unable to 

differentiate among providers and make poor selection choices. Finally, lack of dyadic 

familiarity with service providers exacerbates the possibility of 

interaction/communication problems between consumers and service providers (Pavlou 

and Gefen 2005), potentially creating an ex-post disconfirmation of their ex-ante 

expectations.  

In summary, we seek to answer the following four research questions: 

How can we construct a quality-adjusted measure of CS to reflect economic 

reality in markets with asymmetric information?  

What is the level of traditional CS versus quality-adjusted CS’ in online markets 

for IT services? 

How does the quality-adjusted measure of CS’ predict consumers’ subsequent 

transactions (continuance, number of contracts, total spending) relative to the traditional 

measure of CS? 

What factors predict the difference between CS and CS’ (∆𝐶𝑆) in online markets 

for IT services? 

To answer these research questions, we first derived a quality-adjusted measure of 

CS to include consumer ex-post actual quality received. While it is generally difficult to 

measure CS (Bapna et al. 2008), using micro-level data from an online market for IT 

services allowed us to include measures of both ex-ante expected utility and actual ex-

post utility received. While rarely available in offline markets, data on signals of provider 

quality and consumer satisfaction are collected, aggregated, and maintained in online 

markets by marketplace intermediaries in the form of feedback ratings.  Accordingly, 
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these micro-level data on service provider quality create an opportunity to empirically 

apply our model of quality-adjusted CS to derive a measure of CS’ in the context of 

online markets. Our empirical studies offer the following results: First, while online 

markets for IT services do provide significant surplus to consumers, the two measures of 

CS differ systematically, with the traditional CS measure over-estimating surplus relative 

to the proposed quality-adjusted CS’ (that is, consumers are not as satisfied as they had 

originally expected), validating the difference between ex-ante and ex-post quality. 

Second, we compare the effects of the two measures of CS on consumers’ subsequent 

transactions (consumer continuance in the market, number of future contracts, total 

spending), and we confirm that the quality-adjusted CS’ measure is a better predictor of 

consumers’ subsequent transactions, implying quality-adjusted CS’ indeed better reflects 

consumers’ satisfaction level. Third, we identify the antecedents of ∆𝐶𝑆 (that is, negative 

or positive “surprise utility” for consumers) and show market immaturity, consumers’ 

lack of experience in the market, and consumers’ lack of familiarity with IT service 

providers to decrease surprise utility ∆𝐶𝑆, but increase the absolute value of ∆𝐶𝑆. 

In what follows, we describe our research context (online markets for IT 

services), and briefly introduce our data.  We next review the literature on CS and 

integrate it with the literatures on satisfaction and expectation confirmation.  We then 

derive a quality-adjusted measure for CS following the original definition of CS, and we 

compare the quality-adjusted measure (CS’) with the traditional measure (CS). Then we 

present the empirical study, data, and results. We conclude by discussing the study’s 

theoretical and practical implications for using a more conservative measure of CS that 

reflects economic reality. 
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4.2 Context: Online Markets for IT Services 

In online markets for the outsourcing of services (herein referred to as “online 

markets for IT services”), such as eLance, oDesk, and Freelancer (Malone and 

Laubacher 1998), consumers and small firms can outsource services, such as IT, 

graphical design, content writing or even their taxes. The potential of these markets was 

widely touted (Howe 2006) since their inception, and they have been expanding at an 

astounding pace despite the economic crisis (Economist 2010).  These markets usually 

operate in the form of reverse auctions, where consumers post “Call for Bids” (CFB) and 

service providers bid to offer IT services. Online markets for IT services thus help match 

consumers with service providers across the globe at low search costs. The Bureau of 

Labor Statistics estimates that more than 30 million people now work as independent 

professionals in the US alone, and the dynamics of online markets have drawn increasing 

attention in the academic literature (Banker and Hwang 2008, Gefen and Carmel 2008, 

Snir and Hitt 2003). 

In these markets, consumers choose service providers by weighing the expected 

quality of providers relative to their bids (Banker and Hwang 2008). Due to the nature of 

the transactions, consumers may suffer from moral hazard since the services are not fully 

contractible.  Thus, one important function of these markets is a feedback system to 

maintain the quality ratings of providers. The average quality rating is the numeric 

average of all ratings received from consumers on projects the providers have completed 

in the past on this market. These ratings are usually on an interval scale of 1-10 (or 1-5). 

The availability of these detailed quality rating data allow us to factor consumers’ ex ante 

expectations of provider quality and actual ex post consumer experience into a quality-

adjusted CS’ measure. The focal online market for IT services in this study has about 2 

million active users, over 1 million projects contracted and awarded, and over $100 

million in total spending by the end of March 2012. The random sample used for our 
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study has a total of 159,730 project-level observations from 38,315 consumers spanning 

six years (2004-2010). 

4.3 Theoretical Background  

Consumer Surplus (CS) 

CS was defined as “the excess of the price which he (the consumer) would be 

willing to pay rather than go without the thing, over that which he actually does pay” 

(Marshall 1920, p.124). Since individual CS aggregates to consumer welfare, research on 

CS laid the foundation for welfare economics (Marshall 1920). There is considerable 

interest in CS in terms of both theoretical models (Cicchetti and Freeman 1971, Goolsbee 

and Petrin 2004, Nevo 2003, Randall and Stoll 1980, Turnovsky et al. 1980) and also 

empirical applications (Bapna, Jank and Shmueli 2008, Brynjolfsson 1996, Harris and 

Blair 2006). In the economics literature, CS has often been measured and estimated with 

pure-characteristic demand model (Song 2007) with structural demand estimation 

methods (BLP) developed by Berry et al. (1995). Economists also developed other 

methods; Hausman and Newey (1995) used non-parametric methods to estimate the 

welfare loss from tax on gasoline. Irvine and Sims (1998) proposed a measure based on 

Slutsky compensated demand when Hicksian demands are unknown. Overall, the 

literature has been estimated consumer surplus as an ex-ante concept without substantive 

consideration for actual ex-post quality. 

Measurement and Antecedents of Consumer Surplus in the IS Literature 

In the IS literature, CS has been viewed as a criterion for how much IT helps 

enhance societal welfare (Grover and Ramanlal 1999), evaluating the societal impact of 

IT (Hitt and Brynjolfsson 1996), and how much benefits online markets provide to 

consumers (Bapna, Jank and Shmueli 2008). Brynjolfsson (1996) examined the 

contribution of IT to CS and found that IT spending generated over $50 billion in net 

value and increased economic growth by 0.3% per year in the US. Following classical 
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economics, Hitt and Brynjolfsson’s approach to CS was to add up individual surpluses of 

infra-marginal consumers who paid less than they would be willing to pay (integrating 

the area under the demand curve between old and new price – before and after the IT 

investment). Ghose et al. (2006) utilized a compensating variation measure by Hicks 

(1942), and found used books on Amazon.com to increase consumer surplus by 67.12 

million annually. All these approaches are appropriate for explaining the societal impact 

given a homogeneous product, but they are less effective for deriving a realistic measure 

of CS for individual idiosyncratic products or services. Recently, CS has been estimated 

at the individual level when individual WTP could be estimated at the time of purchase. 

For example, Bapna et al. (2008) publicly deployed a sniping agent (called cniper.com) 

on eBay and derived unobservable insights from data generated by the usage of the 

sniping agent. Besides, Ghose et al. (2012) designed a CS-based hotel ranking system 

with structural estimations of hotel characteristics. The literature also tried to identify the 

antecedents of CS. For example, Bapna et al. (2008) found auction characteristics, such 

as auction duration and consumer experience (winning rate), to positively affect CS. In 

the context of business-to-business procurement reverse auctions, Mithas and Jones 

(2007) found no effect for auction duration, but found bidding competition, reserve price 

and information sharing, to affect CS. These studies laid the foundation for guiding the 

measurement of CS.  

Consumer Satisfaction, Expectation Confirmation Theory and Consumer Surplus 

Consumer satisfaction is a post hoc evaluation of consumption experience (Oliver 

1980). The literature has established two variables – performance expectation, and 

expectancy confirmation and disconfirmation – that play a role in consumer satisfaction 

(Anderson and Sullivan 1993, Oliver 1977). Also known as Expectation-Confirmation 

Theory (ECT), the ECT literature has concluded that “satisfaction is a function of an 

initial standard and some perceived discrepancy from the initial reference point” (Oliver 

1980, p. 460). ECT was studied in many areas, such as measurement of consumer 
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satisfaction (McKinney et al. 2002), the effect of application services on satisfaction 

(Susarla et al. 2003), systems continuance (Bhattacherjee 2001), business relationships 

(Kim et al. 2009), complaints and repurchases (Robinson 1979), and switching 

(Keaveney 1995).  

The satisfaction literature offers a theoretical basis to adjust the traditional 

measure of CS. Simply put, when actual ex-post quality falls below ex-ante expectations, 

the consumer is likely to be dissatisfied, and this disconfirmation can impose an 

additional negative effect on CS beyond the lower-than-expected quality imposes. While 

relaxing this key assumption that ex-ante expectation does not equal ex-post satisfaction 

is bound to put forth some measurement challenges, it is a modest step toward economic 

reality.  

IT Services 

Today’s economy has been characterized as a services economy (Vargo and 

Lusch 2008). Research on services, goes back to 18th century when Adam Smith (1961) 

proposed the term “non-productive economic activities”. Later the revolutionary role of 

services in the industrial economy was conjectured by scholars (Chandler 1977, Clark 

1983). By reviewing the literature on services, Chase and Apte (2007) concluded that 

“service performances cannot be guaranteed since they are generally delivered by human 

beings who are known to be less predictable than machines” (p. 380). Needless to say, 

services require intense involvement and interactions, and the evaluation of their 

performance is multi-faceted (Grönroos 1993). Thus, service quality expected could 

deviate from actual service received due to asymmetric information or other reasons (e.g., 

differences in expectations, random errors in service delivery, etc.). The literature 

highlighted the characteristics of IT services. Compared to commodities, IT services are 

idiosyncratic, complex (Snir and Hitt 2003), non-contractible (Brynjolfsson and Smith 

2000), with highly variable quality (Rust et al. 1999).  Unlike the purchasing of 

commodities in online markets that can be easily contracted on product descriptions and 
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warranties, services have multiple complex components that cannot be perfectly 

described (Spence 1973), nor can they be easily contracted.  Accordingly, a natural 

outcome is that consumer’s ex-ante expectations of a service provider’s quality may not 

realize in reality ex-post.  

4.4 Measure Development  

In this section, we describe the development of the proposed quality-adjusted 

measure of CS. Building upon Marshall’s (1920) original definition of CS, we derive an 

ex-post utility-based measure of CS with two important modifications: First, we 

differentiate ex-ante quality expectation (q) and ex-post delivered quality (𝑞′). Second, 

following the tenets of the satisfaction literature, we incorporate the effect of 

disconfirmation of expectations and asymmetric disconfirmation to construct the utility 

function to capture a consumer’s actual experience with the quality of the service. We use 

the following notations: 

 
Table 19. 

Study 3: Notations 
Variable Description 

𝑉 Consumer’s willingness to pay (lower bound) 
𝑉 Consumer’s willingness to pay (higher bound) 
𝑞 Highest quality a provider can perform the service 
𝑞 Acceptable provider quality 
𝑞 A consumer’s ex-ante quality expectation of a provider 
𝑞′ A consumer’s ex-post quality assessment of a provider 
P Contract price 

U() A consumer’s utility function 
 

Quality-Adjusted Measure of Consumer Surplus 

As noted earlier, measuring CS with the difference between WTP and price may 

be biased because the assumption in the literature that the service/product a consumer 

receives ex-post is the same level of quality as what she expects and paid ex-ante for may 

not hold. This implies two measures of product/service quality: expected quality versus 
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actual quality; and in consequence, ex-ante expected utility (or WTP) versus ex-post 

actual utility. The literature uses ex-ante expected utility of a known quality to construct 

the traditional CS measure without considering heterogeneity in service/product quality 

and consumer ex-post satisfaction.  

Consider a setting with a consumer i, who posted a project j, with a pre-defined 

budget, received N bids and finally selected service provider j. Consumer i contracted 

with provider j on bid price pj at time t.  Hence, consumer i expects provider j to have 

quality 𝑞!. Provider j delivered the service with quality 𝑞!!  at time t’. We look at the 

process by checking the consumer’s WTP for a service at each stage of the transaction.  

Before contracting, the consumer may have an ex-ante budget estimate (or WTP) 

for a service/product with a certain quality, denoted as ex-ante WTP. Upon contracting, 

the consumer’s WTP becomes specific to her expected quality of the chosen service 

provider. When the service is provided, the consumer has an ex-post utility reflecting 

actual quality provided and her satisfaction level with the actual service received. Given 

our notation, the traditional measure of CS, according to the economics literature, is: 

                              𝐶𝑆! = 𝑉! − 𝑝!                                  (1) 

𝑉! is the expected value of the service performed by provider j, i.e., the 

consumer’s WTP for provider j for completing the project.  𝑝! is the price that provider j 

bids to offer the requested service. Here, both 𝑉! and 𝑝! are monetary measures in a unit 

of a currency, such as US dollars.  Since before the transaction, due to service uncertainty 

and complexity, the consumer does not know the exact real value of the service to be 

offered by provider j, it can only be an expected value. We use 𝑉! as the consumer’s WTP 

for the expected service performed by provider j.  Because WTP is an ex-ante concept, 

Equation [1] can only precisely measure CS if a consumer would be willing to pay the 

same amount 𝑉! when she received and evaluated the service (or product). The 

assumption is prone to be violated when actual quality 𝑞!!  is susceptible to deviate from 

expected quality 𝑞! given provider’s moral hazard or imprecise consumer expectations. 
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Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that a consumer’s ex-ante WTP is tied to expected 

provider quality (𝑞!). Therefore, the general form of traditional measure of CS becomes: 

    𝐶𝑆! = 𝑉 𝑞! − 𝑝 𝑞!     (2) 

And the ex-post quality-adjusted measure of CS is given by:  

   𝐶𝑆!! = 𝑉 𝑞!! |𝑞 − 𝑝 𝑞!     (3) 

As we seek to construct a measure that reflects economic reality as much as 

possible, an appropriate form of the utility function with regard to expected or 

experienced quality is necessary. The literature has either made the linearity assumption 

(Banker and Hwang 2008), or a concave functional assumption used in utility theory 

(Fishburn 1970) and the satisfaction literature (Oliver 1980). The limitation of a linear 

function is that it assumes that each unit of increase in quality will result in the same 

amount of utility increase without decrease in marginal utility. The satisfaction literature 

provides the rationale for deriving a monotonically increasing and concave function to 

represent risk-averse consumers (Rust, Inman, Jia and Zahorik 1999). As prospect theory 

(Kahneman and Tversky 1979) argues, people place more emphasis on losses than gains. 

Thus, a monotonically increasing and concave function is considered suitable to represent 

the utility function. With a non-linear concave utility function, we follow Rust et al. 

(1999) and Anderson and Sullivan (1993), assuming that utility is a function of quality, is 

continuous, twice differentiable, monotonically increasing, and concave.  This 

assumption implies that consumers are risk-averse. This assumption is supported by 

much empirical evidence in the satisfaction and service quality literatures (Anderson and 

Sullivan 1993, DeSarbo et al. 1994, Inman et al. 1997, Rust et al. 1995). A commonly 

used functional form that meets the assumption is a log utility functionxxvii: 𝑉 𝑞! = 𝑣! +

𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞! , where 𝑣! is a constant that indicates the reservation utility, and 𝑣! is a 

constant that indicates the sensitivity to service quality. Therefore:  

                                                
xxvii Other commonly used quasi-linear functions include quadratic utility functions.  
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𝐶𝑆! = 𝑣! + 𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞! − 𝑝!  (4) 

Equation [4] is what the literature usually assumes, which we denote as the 

traditional measure of CS with a single dimensional quality. However, since ex-ante 

quality may not carry over because of moral hazard (provider slacking off after 

contracting), and the actual service received may either be worse (or better) than the ex-

ante service quality expectation. We construct the following quality-adjusted measure for 

CS using the same log utility function: 

𝐶𝑆!! = 𝑣! + 𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞!! − 𝑝!    (5) 

Equation [5] is the general form of a quality-adjusted measure for CS, which is 

formally denoted as CS’.  In practice, when a consumer posts a CFB, it is plausible to 

assume that she has a priori valuation (or WTP) (e.g., the consumer is willing to pay 

$250 if the provider delivers a website of a reasonable quality level). This valuation is 

usually in the form of a budget (Snir and Hitt 2003), which captures an estimated amount 

a consumer is willing to pay for a given service.  This ex-ante WTP could have an upper 

and lower bound due to quality variations (e.g., the consumer is willing to pay $200 for a 

minimally satisfactory website, but is willing to pay $300 if the website design is really 

good). Therefore, we make a second assumption that a consumer’s posted budget 

indicates her willingness to pay for a service/product of a certain level. The upper bound 

of budget assumes a fully satisfying expected quality, while the lower bound of budget 

assumes an acceptable level of expected quality. We denote 𝑉  as the WTP for the service 

with fully satisfying quality (i.e., the quality that achieves the highest WTP for the 

consumer). It is rational to assume that the consumer’s upper bound of WTP 𝑉 can be 

tied to a quality level, e.g., the highest quality in the market (that is10 on a scale of 1-10).  

We denote this corresponding quality as 𝑞, and we use it to illustrate the measurement 

development (in reality any meaningful value for satisfying quality can be used). By the 

same token, we argue that the lower bound of WTP 𝑉 would correspond to a lower but 

acceptable quality in the market, 𝑞 (the same also applies here that any meaningful value 
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for acceptable quality can be used). We further assume that consumers are homogenous 

in terms of sensitivity to quality. Therefore, we have the following constraints: 
𝑉! = 𝑣! + 𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞  and 𝑉! = 𝑣! + 𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞 . Accordingly, for each service, we derive 

𝑉! − 𝑉! = 𝑣! ∙ 𝑙𝑛 𝑞 𝑞  and to consolidate the equations: 

𝐶𝑆! = 𝑉! +
!!!!!

!" !
!

∙ 𝑙𝑛 !!
!
− 𝑝!    (6) 

where q is the consumer’s expectation of provider j’s quality; 𝐶𝑆! is expected CS. 

If we adjust for quality, similarly we can derive a quality-adjusted CS measure (CS’): 

𝐶𝑆!! = 𝑉! +
!!!!!

!" !
!

∙ 𝑙𝑛
!!
!

!
− 𝑝!     (7) 

In sum, compared with the traditional measure of CS, the proposed quality-

adjusted measure CS’ takes into consideration the actual service provided and ex-post 

satisfaction, thus integrating the actual value the service renders to a consumer. Besides 

services, this measure is expected to generalize to products where ex-ante expectation of 

product quality and ex-post actual satisfaction with the product may differ.  

Effects of Traditional versus Quality-Adjusted Consumer Surplus (CS’) 

Given that quality-adjusted CS’ better reflects consumers’ actual experience, 

theoretically it should better predict consumers’ subsequent transactions that the 

traditional measure of CS, which does not do so. This prediction serves as a test of 

whether quality-adjusted CS’ measure indeed captures economic reality better than the 

traditional CS measure. We identify three measures of consumers’ subsequent 

transactions: consumer continuance in the market (whether the consumers continues 

posting CFBs in the market after the first posting), number of future contracts (total 

number of CFBs posted in the market after first posting), and total spending (total 

amount paid in the market after the first posting) that denote retention in the market. 

Consumer retention is a key driver of consumer lifetime value and profitability (Gupta 

and Zeithaml 2006). Understanding the effect of the two competing CS measures on 
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consumer retention in the market can shed light on the relative predictive power of the 

quality-adjusted CS measure over the traditional measure. Because the quality-adjusted 

measure of CS’ includes post-purchase satisfaction and is likely to capture whether the 

consumer is satisfied with the product/service after experiencing the product/service, and 

a satisfied consumer is more likely to continue posting CFBs in the market, we propose: 

H1: The quality-adjusted measure of CS’ better predicts consumers’ subsequent 

transactions --- (a) consumer continuance in the market, (b) number of future contracts, 

and (c) total spending --- than the traditional measure of CS. 

 

Effects of ∆𝑪𝑺 (“Surprise” Utility from Expectation Confirmation) 

The deviation in ex-post received quality from ex-ante expected quality leads to a 

difference between the proposed quality-adjusted CS from the traditional measure of CS 

(termed ∆𝐶𝑆). This difference essentially measures the extent of (dis)confirmation of 

expectations in terms of consumer utility. A positive value of ∆𝐶𝑆 implies the amount of 

pleasant “surprise” utility the consumer receives, while a negative value of ∆𝐶𝑆  implies 

the amount of negative surprise utility that the consumer suffers. Therefore, we formally 

define ∆𝐶𝑆 as “ex-post surprise utility a consumer experiences for a product or service 

due to the (positive or negative) disconfirmation of expectations”, and we write the 

difference in the two measure of CS as follows:  

∆𝐶𝑆 = 𝐶𝑆! − 𝐶𝑆 = 𝑉 𝑞!|𝑞 − 𝑉 𝑞     (8) 

Drawing upon the satisfaction and ECT literatures, as a utility measure of 

expectation (dis)confirmation, ∆𝐶𝑆 captures a consumer’s satisfaction (Anderson and 

Sullivan 1993). ∆𝐶𝑆 arises when ex-post actual quality deviates from ex-ante expected 

quality, and ∆𝐶𝑆 can be viewed as a positive or negative surprise, that arises from 

confirmation or disconfirmation of expectations. We expect ∆𝐶𝑆 to predict consumers’ 

subsequent transactions beyond both traditional CS (expected surplus in utility) and 
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quality-adjusted CS’ (actual surplus in utility). ∆𝐶𝑆 is a function of ex-ante quality 

expectation and ex-post quality assessment, reflecting “surprise” utility that is likely to 

affects consumers’ subsequent transactions. We thus propose:   

H2: The difference between the quality-adjusted and the traditional measures of 

CS (∆𝑪𝑺) predicts consumers’ subsequent transactions: (a) consumer continuance in the 

market, (b) number of future contracts, and (c) total spending, beyond the traditional and 

quality-adjusted measures of CS.  

Antecedents of ∆𝑪𝑺 

Identifying factors that determine the difference between the quality-adjusted CS’ 

and the traditional CS measures of surplus has implications for capturing how unrealistic 

expectations (either positive or negative) can be reduced in a market. First, moral hazard 

due to asymmetric information between providers and consumers prevents the most 

suitable service providers to be matched with consumers (Lee 2013). Moral hazard in 

online markets for IT services may occur when the provider’s performance in the market 

cannot be perfectly monitored, which mainly comes from market immaturity. Second, in 

our case, adverse selection refers to the situation that the undesired service providers are 

more likely to be selected due to consumer lack of experience. Third, we propose the 

consumer’s lack of dyadic familiarity with a service provider could affect ∆𝐶𝑆 due to 

diverse expectations between the two parties by not having worked together before.  We 

identify and theorize a set of factors (market immaturity, experience in the market, dyadic 

familiarity) that are proposed to determine ∆𝐶𝑆 in the context of online markets for IT 

services. 

Market Immaturity 

As a market grows mature, two concurrent forces jointly reduce the effect of 

moral hazard in tandem. First, most markets have a reputation system for service 
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providers. The reputation system accumulates and maintains the service providers’ 

feedback rating and text comments from previous consumers over time (Ba and Pavlou 

2002). The reputation system serves as a sanctioning system to opportunistic providers, 

thus reducing the opportunity for moral hazard. Second, as the market matures, more 

service providers enter to compete for the same projects. The competition effect makes 

providers likely to exert more effort to fulfill the project’s requirements; therefore, moral 

hazard is less likely to occur. In sum, we propose: 

H3a: Market maturity reduces the disparity between the quality-adjusted (𝑪𝑺′) 

and the traditional measure (CS) of consumer surplus in absolute terms (𝒂𝒃𝒔∆𝑪𝑺). 

Since market maturity is expected to reduce moral hazard, we also expect market 

maturity to increase positive surprise utility and decrease negative surprise utility. 

Consumer’s Experience in the Market 

Inexperienced consumers are subject to adverse selection in markets with 

asymmetric information. Consumers accumulate knowledge to understand how the 

market works and how to select providers when they gain more experience in the market.  

First, consumers learn to discern high quality providers from low quality ones. Low 

quality providers may try to hide their quality, but experienced consumers can identify 

providers who are more likely to perform better. Second, experienced consumers have a 

better sense of their project needs. Therefore, they form more realistic expectations of 

provider quality and they are able to assess whether the provider’s qualifications match 

their needs (Hong and Pavlou 2014). Hence, experienced consumers are more likely to 

receive what they expect and avoid both a negative and a positive disconfirmation of their 

expectations. Hence, we propose:  
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H3b: Consumer experience in the market reduces the disparity between the 

quality-adjusted (𝑪𝑺′) and the traditional measure (CS) of consumer surplus in absolute 

terms (𝒂𝒃𝒔∆𝑪𝑺). 

Given the dual effect of consumer learning on both better provider selection and 

more accurate project budget estimation, we expect consumer experience to reduce both 

positive and negative surprise utility. 

Consumer’s Dyadic Familiarity with IT Service Provider 

Once a service provider agrees to work for the consumer, the two parties develop 

a working relationship in terms of communication style (does she prefer talking on the 

phone or emails?), turnaround speed (does she prefer daily reporting?), and working 

schedule (does she work after hours?), among others. Dyadic familiarity between a 

consumer and a service provider is likely to increase the probability the consumer getting 

what she wanted since the service provider is more likely to perform up to par with her 

prior expectations. In contrast, lack of prior familiarity between the provider and the 

consumer is likely to create differences in expectations with potential for (either negative 

or positive) disconfirmation. Hence:  

H3c: Consumer-provider dyadic familiarity reduces the disparity between the 

quality-adjusted (𝑪𝑺′) and the traditional measure (CS) of consumer surplus in absolute 

terms (𝒂𝒃𝒔∆𝑪𝑺). 

Since a consumer’s dyadic familiarity with the IT service provider makes her 

expectations more precise, we expect dyadic familiarity to reduce both positive and 

negative surprise utility. Although our focus is to identify the key antecedents to the 

absolute difference between traditional CS and quality-adjusted CS’ (𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆), in the 

empirical analyses, we also estimate the proposed effects of the same set of variables on 

CS, CS’ and ∆𝐶𝑆, to provide a comprehensive set of insights on the role of these 

proposed antecedents. 
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4.5 Empirical Methodology 

Data Set 

We obtained data from the proprietary database of a leading online market for IT 

services (www.freelancer.com).  We obtained a random sample of 159,730 CFBs 

(projects) from 38,315 consumers, which took place between February 4, 2004 - 

September 24, 2010. Services included IT (50%), graphical design (26%) and writing 

(13.5%).  

Measures for Key Variables of the Effects Model 

In the effects model, we examined the effects of CS (using two different measures 

of surplus, plus ∆𝐶𝑆) on the three dimensions of consumers’ subsequent transactions. The 

three CS measures (CS, CS’, and ∆𝐶𝑆) were log-transformed to achieve normality with 

the following equation: 

𝑙𝑛𝑐𝑠 =
ln 𝐶𝑆 ,                  𝑖𝑓  𝐶𝑆 > 0
0,                                        𝑖𝑓  �𝑆 = 0
− ln −𝐶𝑆 , 𝑖𝑓  𝐶𝑆 < 0

 

Measures for the dependent variables of the effects model are described as follows: 

Consumer continuance in the market (continuance): It was measured with a 

binary variable indicating whether the consumer posted any new projects after the first 

project.  

Number of future contracts (sub_contracts): It was measured with a discrete 

variable capturing the total number of future contracts the consumer posted on the market 

after the first project. Since this variable is measured with count data, and it is highly 

skewed, we used a negative binomial estimator. 

Total spending (ln(spending)): It was measured with a continuous variable 

capturing the total amount of money paid on the marketplace by the consumer after the 
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first project. We employed a natural logarithmic transformation for the variable to 

achieve a less skewed distribution. 

Measures for Key Variables of Proposed Antecedents  

For the antecedents model, the first dependent variable is the difference between 

the traditional measure of CS and the quality-adjusted measure (CS’) weighed by 

maximum project budget. The deviation was measured with Equation (13). In the 

analyses, we also estimated CS, CS’, and ∆𝐶𝑆 as dependent variables, to obtain a 

comprehensive set of insights. The second dependent variable is expectation-

confirmation. It was measured as a categorical variable with numerical values ‘1’ 

indicating positive confirmation (q’>q), ‘0’ indicating no confirmation (q’=q) and ‘-1’ 

indicating negative confirmation (q’<q). Below we discuss the key independent variables 

in the antecedents model. 

Market Maturity (market_maturity) was measured with an integer value for the 

number of days the market was active (online). 

Consumer Experience in the market (ln(consumer_exp)) was measured with an 

integer value for the number of projects the consumer has finished on the marketplace. 

Due to the skewness of its distribution, we took the natural logarithm transformation with 

the following equation:  

𝑙𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟_𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟!𝑠  𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  𝑜𝑓  𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 + 1  

Consumer dyadic familiarity with IT service providers (familiarity) was measured 

with a dummy variable indicating whether the consumer and service provider had any 

prior dyadic transactions (yes=1, no=0). 
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Table 20. 
Study 3: Measurement of Control Variables 

Consumer-level Controls: 
Consumer Type: Individual or organizational consumers may have different needs 

for IT services. Thus, we controlled for whether the consumer is an organizational (a firm) 
(1) or an individual consumer (0). 

Consumer Tenure: This is measured with number of days between the day she 
register an account in the market and the last day of our data (September 24, 2010). The 
rationale of this control variable is that the longer the consumer is on the market, the more 
likely he is going to post additional IT service projects. 
Service Provider-level Controls: 

provider_ppp was measured by the provider’s purchasing power parity-adjusted 
GDP per capita in dollar value. We obtained the PPP adjusted GDP per capita indices and 
the official language data from the CIA World Factbookxxviii (Gefen and Carmel 2008). We 
also obtained PPP data from the International Monetary Fundxxix and the World Bankxxx to 
amend the CIA World FactBook data because PPP data were not available in the CIA 
World Factbook. We compared indices from the three data sources to ensure consistency. 
We combined the PPP-adjusted GDP data with the proprietary transaction dataset. 

ln(provider_exp) was measured with natural logarithm of the number of projects the 
provider has finished on the marketplace.  

provider_rating was measured with the average of all the ratings a provider received 
from previous consumers at the time he bided on a project. 
Auction-level Controls: 

auction_duration was measured with an integer capturing the number of days the 
auction was live. 

featured_auction was measured with a dummy variable capturing whether the 
auction is featured on the first page of the online marketplace portal. 

nonpublic_auction was measured with a dummy variable capturing whether the 
auction/project is indexed in google archive and can be searched outside of the marketplace 
system. 

auction_total_bids was measured with an integer capturing the total number of bids 
received in an auction. 
Project-level Controls: 

project_budget was measured with an integer capturing the dollar value of the upper 
bound of consumer self-estimated project budget.  

project_categories were measured with three dummy variables indicating whether a 
project is an IT, or design, or writing project. 

                                                
xxviii CIA World Factbook: http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ae.html/.  

xxix International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook Database. 2010 data. 
xxx World Development Indicators database, World Bank - 29 September 2010 
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Table 21. 
Study 3: Summary Statistics of Key Variables  

Variables Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
CS-related Variables 
lnCS 4.27 2.17 -9.36 8.16 
lnCS_adj 4.14 2.45 -9.22 8.24 
ln∆𝐶𝑆 0.33 2.07 -9.36 9.36 
Dependent Variables 
consumer_continuance 0.880 0.325 0 1 
sub_projects 49.880 146.045 0 1176 
total_spending 4972.967 12006.980 18 89597.25 
Confirmation 0.490 0.603 -1 1 
Independent Variables 
consumer_type 0.98 0.10 0 1 
consumer_tenure 832.85 573.255 14 2405 
market_maturity 1720.408 494.448 30 2421 
consumer_exp 50.24 154.09 0 1234 
repeat_contract 0.353 0.478 0 1 
Control Variables 
provider_ppp 11375.430 14211.180 370 78409 
provider_exp 84.74 174.09 1 1603 
provider_rating 9.842 0.367 1 10 
same_country 0.109 0.312 0 1 
maxbudget 313.906 356.500 10 5000 
auction_duration 7.298 11.267 1 60 
Featured 0.034 0.182 0 1 
Nonpublic 0.107 0.309 0 1 
number_of_bids 12.106 16.431 1 458 
project_design 0.259 0.438 0 1 
project_writing 0.136 0.342 0 1 
project_IT 0.501 0.500 0 1 

Estimating the Level of Consumer Surplus (CS) 

Operationalization of CS Measures  

As explained in Section 3, Equations [7] and [12] are the general forms of the 

proposed quality-adjusted measure of CS. For empirical tractability, we employed a 

proxy for service providers’ quality. Similar to the service quality literature (Anderson 
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and Sullivan 1993), we used feedback ratings as a proxy for quality. Specifically, we 

used the average rating of the provider received in the market as a proxy for ex-ante 

expectation of quality q, while we used the rating the consumer left for him for a service 

as an indication of his actual performance in that specific service, 𝑞′.  Same as Anderson 

and Sullivan (1993), the quality ratings are on a discrete 1-10 interval scale (1 indicates 

lowest quality and 10 highest quality). For WTP, the literature has used “maximum bid 

price” as a proxy (Bapna, Jank and Shmueli 2008). The main difference between 

maximum budget and maximum bid is that the latter is the actual maximum amount the 

consumer pays for the service, while the former reveals ex-ante WTP.  In practice, the 

service provider can bid over the maximum budget, potentially leading to negative CS. 

The budget was chosen as a proxy for WTP since it not only reveals the amount the 

consumer is willing to pay, but it also affects the service providers bid for the service. 

Although either deflating or inflating the budget could potentially be the consumer’s 

strategic decision to maximize CS, we argue that either choice is not optimal. As per our 

debriefing with several respondents in a consumer survey, consumers are aware that 

posting an inflated upper bound of budget would attract higher bids, which works against 

their intention to reap a higher CS; posting a low budget would result in fewer or no bids. 

Accordingly, rational consumers are motivated to post their true WTP.  

To make sure that our results are not dependent on the values we chose as 

acceptable quality level (𝑞), we experimented with different values, including lowest 

rating (most liberal), mid-point of the scale, and a high scale (most conservative) (any 

value between 1-10 may be acceptable quality), and the highest possible rating (10). We 

found that, irrespective of acceptable quality level (𝑞), the level of CS’ was consistently 

lower than CS, indicating that the traditional measure of CS would over-estimate surplus.  

We plotted the distribution of average rating of service providers who won projects, and 

over 90% had an average rating of 8 or above. Also, most consumers initially chose a 
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provider with an average rating of 8 or higher. Therefore, we assumed that on average, 

the acceptable quality rating would be 8. 

As we calculated, when assuming an acceptable level quality of 8 on a scale of 1 

to 10, average traditional CS was $159.3 per project (STD=$229.5), and average quality 

adjusted CS was $139.3 (STD=$551.6).  We also found that technical projects, which are 

presumably more complicated than other projects, had a higher difference between the 

traditional measure and quality-adjusted measure of CS’, indicating that for highly 

technical projects, actual quality received is more likely to deviate from the ex-ante 

expected quality because ex-post quality assessment is more likely to deviate from the ex-

ante quality expectation (Appendix II). As a robustness check, we also derived a multi-

dimensional quality measure based on consumers’ discrete choice estimations to obtain 

WTP (please see Appendix I for details), and it serves a robustness check for calculating 

the difference between quality-adjusted CS’ and traditional CS (Table 22). 

Table 22. 
Study 3: Two Measures of CS with Different Acceptable Quality Level  
 𝑞 = 7 𝑞 = 8 𝑞 = 9 Multi-dimensional Quality  

CS 166.8 (203.4) 159.3 (229.5) 136.9 (356.1) ∆𝐶𝑆= -$18.6 
CS’ 154.3 (365.9) 139.3 (551.6) 94.4 (1,147.3) 
H0: CS’=CS p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.001 

We then plotted traditional CS (cs_8 in Figure 10) and quality-adjusted CS’ 

(cs_adj_8 in Figure 10). Figure 1 has two implications for CS in online markets. First, 

over time, both measures of CS have been increasing, indicating that the particular online 

market for IT services is functioning well as the market grows mature, validating Joel 

Waldfogel’s (2007) intuition that through the proliferation of online markets, consumer 

satisfaction will be enhanced (p. 102).  Second, over time, ∆𝐶𝑆 did decrease; indicating 

that consumers, on average, are getting more satisfied with IT services, and they are 

getting what they expected. However, the market is not fully correcting the bias since we 

observe a large variance of ∆𝐶𝑆 over time. Therefore, it is still important to examine the 
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factors that determine the differences between the quality-adjusted CS’ and the traditional 

CS measure (∆𝐶𝑆).  

 
Figure 10. 

Study 3: Trend of CS by Year 

We employed paired t-tests to examine the difference between the means of the 

two measures of CS.xxxi The results indicate that, although these two measures yielded a 

qualitatively comparable level of surplus at the aggregate level, the traditional CS 

measure is systematically biased toward inflating the level of surplus with all paired t-

tests (p<0.001 level). We must note that some projects are highly satisfactory, thus 

allowing consumers to reap extra surplus while others are less than satisfactory, thus 

consumers suffer from a loss of surplus. Still, at the aggregate level, the positive and 

negative terms cancel out. Given that the higher bound budget is $316, surplus is very 

high, indicating notable economic benefits for online markets for IT services.  

Effects of Consumer Surplus 

Econometric Specification and Estimation Methods 

Consumer’s continuance in the market 

To examine how CS, CS’, and ∆𝐶𝑆 determine the consumers’ subsequent 

transactions in the market (continuance in the market, number of future contracts, and 

total spending), given that consumer continuance in the market (whether a consumer 
                                                
xxxi To test whether the CS level changes significantly when potential outliers are dropped 

from the analysis, we analyzed the holdout samples with top and lowest 5%. The result is shown to 
be robust to potential outliers. 
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continues posting CFBs after her first project) is a binary variable, logistic specification 

with maximum likelihood estimation was first chosen (Wooldridge 2002).  To further 

identify the “country” effect (e.g., US consumers may be more likely to continue posting 

in the market), we control for country specific effect using country dummy variables. 

𝑃𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡!"#!|  𝑙𝑛 𝑐𝑠!"! , 𝑐𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"�! , 𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒!"#! ,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"#! , 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!"#!

=
1

1+ 𝑒! !!!!!∗!" !"!!"! !!!∗!"#$%!"#!!!!!"#$%&#!"#!!!!∗!"#$%&''(!%!!"!!!!!!!∗!"#$%"&'!"#!!!!!!!"#!
 

Number of Future Contracts 

The number of future contracts in the market is a non-negative, discrete variable. 

Over-dispersion was observed for the distribution of the number of future contracts. 

Thus, a properly specified count model was needed, and a negative binomial model was 

chosen to estimate the relative effect of CS, CS’, and ∆𝐶𝑆 on the number of future 

contracts. This is considered a more flexible form for overly dispersed count data. To 

further identify the “country” effect (e.g., US consumers may be more likely to post more 

projects in the market), we controlled for country specific effect using within 

transformation fixed effect. 

𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠!"#!
= 𝛽! + 𝛽! ∗ ln 𝑐𝑠!"!! + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"#!
+ 𝛽! ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒!"#! + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"#! + 𝛽!!!!

∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!"#! + 𝛼! + 𝑢!"#! 

Total Spending 

Total spending is another measure for consumers’ subsequent transactions in the 

market, which takes transaction amount into account in addition to number of contracts. 

It is a non-negative ratio variable; therefore, we employed ordinary least squares 

estimation with robust standard error for coefficient estimation. To further identify the 

“country” effect (e.g., US consumers may be more likely to spend more money in the 

market), we control for country specific effect using within transformation fixed effect. 
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ln  (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔!"#!)

= 𝛽! + 𝛽! ∗ ln 𝑐𝑠!"!! + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"#! + 𝛽!

∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒!"#! + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒!"#! + 𝛽!!!! ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!"#!
+ 𝛼! + 𝑢!"#! 

We re-constructed our sample for the needs of the analysis of the effects models. 

We retrieved all the first-time contracts, calculated the consumer continuance in the 

market, number of future contracts, and total spending following those first-time 

contracts, and matched the data. Overall, 38,311 first-time projects (6,362 of these 

projects are one-time projects) were obtained for the analysis.  

Estimation Results for the Effects Model 
 

Table 23. 
Study 3: Results for Consumer Continuance in the Market (Logistic Estimator) 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 
Lncs 0.0066   0.008  
 (0.005)   (0.005)  
lncs_adj  0.0189***   0.0105** 
  (0.00442)   (0.00478) 
ln∆𝐶𝑆   0.0293*** 0.0298*** 0.0247*** 
   (0.00503) (0.00504) (0.00545) 
consumer_type 1.320*** 1.317*** 1.313*** 1.313*** 1.313*** 
 (0.135) (0.135) (0.135) (0.135) (0.135) 
consumer_tenure 0.0004*** 0.0004*** 0.0004*** 0.0004*** 0.0004*** 

 (1.9e-05) (1.9e-05) (1.9e-05) (1.9e-05) (1.9e-05) 
project_IT -0.00402 -0.00266 -0.00826 -0.00683 -0.00636 

 (0.0387) (0.0387) (0.0387) (0.0387) (0.0387) 
project_writing 0.243*** 0.242*** 0.247*** 0.246*** 0.245*** 

 (0.0482) (0.0482) (0.0482) (0.0482) (0.0482) 
project_design -0.0827** -0.0854** -0.0840** -0.0848** -0.0855** 

 (0.0415) (0.0415) (0.0415) (0.0415) (0.0415) 
Country Dummies Yes  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Constant -3.416*** -3.456*** -3.377*** -3.414*** -3.418*** 

 (0.793) (0.791) (0.796) (0.794) (0.794) 
Wald chi2(7) 855.76 871.19 887.77 890.05 892.00 

Notes: The total number of observations is 38,369. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 24. 

Study 3: Results for Subsequent Projects (FE Negative Binomial Estimator) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Lncs 0.00260   0.00380  
 (0.00334)   (0.00333)  

lncs_adj  0.0118***   0.00595* 
  (0.00301)   (0.00328) 

ln∆𝐶𝑆   0.0192*** 0.0195*** 0.0166*** 
   (0.00340) (0.00341) (0.00371) 

consumer_type 1.097*** 1.095*** 1.091*** 1.091*** 1.091*** 
 (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) (0.121) 

consumer_tenure 0.000330*** 0.000340*** 0.000330*** 0.000334*** 0.000336*** 
 (1.25e-05) (1.24e-05) (1.20e-05) (1.25e-05) (1.25e-05) 
project_IT -0.0208 -0.0198 -0.0226 -0.0221 -0.0217 
 (0.0263) (0.0263) (0.0263) (0.0263) (0.0263) 
project_writing 0.177*** 0.176*** 0.180*** 0.179*** 0.179*** 
 (0.0322) (0.0322) (0.0322) (0.0322) (0.0322) 
project_design -0.0728** -0.0744*** -0.0731*** -0.0734*** -0.0739*** 

 (0.0283) (0.0283) (0.0283) (0.0283) (0.0283) 
Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Constant -2.749*** -2.793*** -2.738*** -2.757*** -2.766*** 

 (0.124) (0.124) (0.123) (0.124) (0.124) 
Wald chi2(7) 898.45 913.83 929.91 931.17 934.05 

Notes: Total number of observations is 38,274. We report cluster robust standard errors 
in parentheses.   26 groups (26 observations) were dropped because of only one observation per 
group; 4 groups (11 observations) were dropped because of all zero outcomes.  *** p<0.01, ** 
p<0.05, * p<0.1 

First, we found strong support for H1. As shown in Tables 23-25, only the 

quality-adjusted CS’ and ∆𝐶𝑆 positively predicted consumer continuity in the market 

(β>0, p<0.001), number of future contracts (β>0, p<0.001), and total spending (β>0, 

p<0.001). Surprisingly, the traditional measure of CS did not have a significant effect on 

any of the three dependent variables. The results stand to testify three points: first, the 

quality-adjusted measure CS’ has better predictive validity over the traditional measure 

of CS, suggesting that quality-adjusted CS’ better reflects consumers’ satisfaction, and is 

a more reliable measure of actual consumer surplus. Second, the difference between the 

two measures (∆𝐶𝑆) is a meaningful and impactful measure of consumer’s ex-post 
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positive/negative surprises, which has a significant effect on consumers’ subsequent 

transactions. Notably, ∆𝐶𝑆 has an additional effect on all three measures of consumers’ 

subsequent transactions beyond quality-adjusted CS’ and traditional CS, providing 

support for H2. 
Table 25. 

Study 3: Results for Total Spending (Fixed Effect OLS Estimator) 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Lncs -0.00407   -0.000916  
 (0.0104)   (0.0104)  

lncs_adj  0.0204***   0.00335 
  (0.00611)   (0.00772) 

ln∆𝐶𝑆   0.0514*** 0.0514*** 0.0500*** 
   (0.00603) (0.00604) (0.00764) 

consumer_type 1.511*** 1.509*** 1.502*** 1.502*** 1.502*** 
 (0.0879) (0.0883) (0.0906) (0.0907) (0.0905) 

consumer_tenure 0.000807*** 0.000833*** 0.000817*** 0.000816*** 0.000820*** 
 (4.85e-05) (4.57e-05) (4.24e-05) (4.82e-05) (4.64e-05) 

project_IT -0.00784 -0.00449 -0.0126 -0.0128 -0.0120 
 (0.122) (0.123) (0.123) (0.122) (0.122) 

project_writig 0.296*** 0.294*** 0.301*** 0.301*** 0.301*** 
 (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) (0.105) 

project_design -0.148 -0.152 -0.152 -0.152 -0.152 
 (0.0943) (0.0938) (0.0930) (0.0937) (0.0937) 

Constant 0.634*** 0.512*** 0.603*** 0.608*** 0.587*** 
 (0.107) (0.0949) (0.0900) (0.108) (0.0990) 

R-squared 0.029 0.029 0.030 0.030 0.030 
Notes: total number of observations is 38, 311. We report the cluster robust standard 

errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Antecedents of CS and ∆𝑪𝑺 

Econometric Specifications 

The dependent variables were modeled as a function of market maturity, 

consumers’ experience in the market, and familiarity with IT service providers as 

covariates. Consistent with the analytical derivation, we used i to index consumer and j to 

index project. Since our data contains information of the same consumer’s different 

projects at different times, there may be correlations among the projects of the same 

consumer because of time-invariant factors. To account for unobserved, time-invariant 
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heterogeneities of consumers (e.g., consumer education), we constructed the panel data 

with repeated cross-sections with regard to consumers. A consumer fixed-effects model 

(within transformation) was used to account for the unobserved time invariant in the error 

terms. Our major objective is to estimate the effect of the key antecedents to the absolute 

∆𝐶𝑆; and we also performed the estimations for ∆𝐶𝑆, CS and CS’ with the same 

econometric specifications and estimators to provide a comprehensive set of insights. 

Specifically, we estimated our antecedents model with the following equation: 
𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆!"
𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 𝛽! + 𝛽! ∗𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦!"   + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑙𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟_𝑒𝑥𝑝!" + 𝛽!

∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦!" + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!" + 𝛽! ∗ 𝑎𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!"

+ 𝛽! ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠!" + 𝛼! + 𝜀!" 

Results of the Antecedents Model 
 

Table 26. 
Study 3: Antecedents Model 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
DV: 𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆/𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡 ∆𝐶𝑆/𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡 CS/budget CS’/budget 

Antecedents     
market_maturity -1.58e-05** 4.69e-05*** 0.000166*** 0.000212*** 

 (7.72e-06) (8.04e-06) (5.07e-06) (9.61e-06) 
ln(consumer_exp) -0.00917*** 0.0108*** 0.00473*** 0.0155*** 

 (0.00291) (0.00304) (0.00128) (0.00326) 
Familiarity -0.0376*** 0.0405*** -0.0437*** -0.00323 

 (0.00446) (0.00463) (0.00237) (0.00532) 
Provider Controls Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  
Auction Controls Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  
Project Controls Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  
Consumer FE Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  
Constant 4.942*** 3.657*** -4.531*** -0.874*** 

 (0.147) (0.185) (0.127) (0.139) 
     

Observations 159,730 159,730 159,730 159,730 
R-squared 0.065 0.038 0.337 0.021 
Number of consumer_id 37,643 37,643 37,643 37,643 

Notes: We report cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses. Standard errors are 
adjusted for 38,315 clusters in consumer identifier. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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The estimation results for DV - absolute difference between the quality-adjusted 

measure CS’ and the traditional measure of CS - are reported in Column (1). We report 

the results for the proposed related DVs (∆𝐶𝑆, CS, and CS’ weighted by project size) in 

Columns (2) - (4). 

First, market maturity (β=-1.58e-05, p<0.05) negatively affected 𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆. This 

supports our claim that as time goes by, the market will correct itself and become more 

efficient, and the traditional measure of CS is likely to converge to the quality-adjusted 

CS’. Therefore, H3a was supported. Also, the regression results (Columns 2-4) show 

market maturity to positively affect the absolute value of ∆𝐶𝑆 (and also CS and CS’), 

suggesting that over time, consumers tend to get more satisfied with IT service providers. 

Second, consumer experience (β=-0.009, p<0.01) negatively affected 𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆; thereby, 

H3b was also supported. Interestingly, we also found consumer experience to positively 

affect the signed value of ∆𝐶𝑆, CS and CS’, indicating that consumers tend to be more 

satisfied with the providers’ service when they gain more project experiences. Note that 

in our sample, consumer experience and market maturity are not correlated, and we have 

controlled for consumer fixed effects. Third, prior dyadic familiarity (β=-0.0376, p<0.01) 

negatively affected 𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆, therefore, H3c was supported. We also found prior 

familiarity to increase ∆𝐶𝑆, reduce the traditional measure of CS, but not have a 

significant effect on quality-adjusted CS’. 

In addition, we performed additional estimations for robustness purposes. Based 

on the distribution of 𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆, the dependent variable was continuous, zero inflated, and 

right-skewed. In this case, a Poisson or negative binomial model would be suitable if the 

dependent variable was based on count data. According to Gourieroux et al. (1984)’s 

Pseudo Maximum likelihood, in theory, the dependent variable does not need to be an 

integer for the estimator (based on the Poisson likelihood function) to be consistent. Silva 

and Tenreyro (2006) also showed that Poisson worked well in zero inflated cases based 

on a simulation study. Therefore, we use zero inflated Poisson (ZIP) estimator as the 
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main estimation strategy. We compared the estimates with OLS with fixed effects and 

found them to be consistent in the same level of significance. 

Asymmetric Effects of the Proposed Antecedents 

We also tested the asymmetric effects of the antecedents of ∆𝐶𝑆. Specifically, we 

examined how these antecedents lead to a positive ∆𝐶𝑆 (confirmation) or a negative ∆𝐶𝑆 

(disconfirmation). We employed a multinomial Logit estimation to test this relationship. 

In our estimation, the base outcome is zero-confirmation. The estimates in the left and 

right columns of Table 27 are to be interpreted relative to the base outcome (zero-

confirmation case). Interestingly, first, we found market maturity to decrease the 

probability of negative confirmation but to increase the probability of positive 

confirmation, attesting to our proposition that market maturity reduces moral hazard and 

enhances quality-adjusted CS’. We then changed the base outcome to negative 

confirmation, and we were able to compare and find evidence that market maturity leads 

to more cases of positive confirmation than negative confirmation. Second, consumer 

experience reduced both negative and positive confirmation, indicating that consumers 

become more realistic about their expectations when they gain more experience. The 

effect size of consumer experience was larger for negative than for positive confirmation. 

Third, we found dyadic familiarity to reduce both negative and positive confirmation. 

The effect size of dyadic prior familiarity was larger for negative disconfirmation than for 

positive confirmation. This indicates that dyadic familiarity reduces both positive and 

negative surprise, but it has a stronger effect on preventing negative surprise from 

happening. 
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Table 27. 
Study 3: Multinomial Logit Analyses of Asymmetric Effects of Antecedents 

DV: Negative Confirmation Positive Confirmation 
Antecedents   
market_maturity -5.40e-05*(2.93e-05) 9.82e-05***(1.69e-05) 
ln(consumer_exp) -0.279***(0.00955) -0.0543***(0.00527) 
Familiarity -1.285***(0.0438) -0.250***(0.0193) 
Provider Controls   
provider_ppp -9.64e-06***(1.17e-06) -7.64e-06*** 
lnprovider_ratecount 0.426***(0.0312) 1.005***(0.0250) 
provider_rating -47.61***(5.294) -49.00***(5.309) 
same_country -0.392***(0.0545) -0.168*** 
Auction Controls   
auction_duration 0.00353***(0.00119) 0.00240***(0.000683) 
Featured 0.166**(0.0723) 0.0923*(0.0492) 
Nonpublic -0.0197(0.0461) -0.00809(0.0259) 
bid_count 0.00230***(0.0008) 0.00068(0.0005) 
Project Controls Yes Yes 
Constant 471.5***(52.97) 485.3***(53.10) 
Observations 158,848 158,848 

Note: For the multinomial Logit estimation, the base outcome value is set as 0 (neutral 
confirmation). Robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Economic Effect Sizesxxxii 

We also examined the economic effects of the independent variables in these 

models, as the statistical significance may be an artifact of the large sample size that 

enabled the estimations to detect even small effects. For the effects model, on average, 

the quality-adjusted measure CS’ was more than three times more predictive than the 

traditional measure of CS.  ∆𝐶𝑆 had the strongest effect on the three outcomes, even 

when traditional CS and quality-adjusted CS’ were controlled for. A $10 increase in ∆𝐶𝑆 

in the first project would increase the odds of a consumer continuing to post CFBs on the 

market by 1.25%; and a $10 increase in ∆𝐶𝑆 in the first project would increase 2% of 

total spending. In terms of antecedents, 100 days increase in market maturity would 

decrease the absolute value of ∆𝐶𝑆 by 0.16% of the project budget (average=$314); 10% 

                                                
xxxii The economic effects should be interpreted cautiously since there might be non-linear effects.  
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increase in consumer project experience (average=85) decreases the absolute value of 

∆𝐶𝑆 by 0.1% of the project budget; and having any prior transactions reduces the 

absolute value of ∆𝐶𝑆 by 4% of the project budget. These three antecedents also predict 

traditional CS and quality-adjusted CS’, 3-month market maturity increases traditional 

CS by $4.7 and quality-adjusted CS’ by $6, which suggests that the market maturity 

increases surplus; 10 more projects increase traditional CS by $0.3, and the quality-

adjusted CS’ by $1; having a prior dyadic familiarity reduces traditional CS by $13.72, 

meaning that consumers are willing to pay more for service providers with whom they 

are familiar; however, familiarity does not have an effect on quality-adjusted CS’. In 

sum, the analysis of the economic effects sizes shows that our CS as predictors (for 

consumer subsequent transactions) and three antecedents for ∆𝐶𝑆 not only show 

statistical significance, but they are economically meaningful as well.  

4.6 Discussion 

Key Findings and Contributions 

This study theorized and proposed a quality-adjusted measure of consumer 

surplus for markets with asymmetric information. Due to asymmetric information or 

unrealistic expectations, actual ex-post received quality may deviate from ex-ante 

expected quality, which would impact consumer utility and thereby her consumer surplus 

(CS). The study drew upon the satisfaction and ECT literatures to revisit the traditional 

concept of CS and extend existing research on measuring CS. We provided empirical 

evidence to support its value using data from an online market for IT services.   

Furthermore, building upon ECT, the difference between the traditional CS measure, and 

the quality-adjusted measure of CS’ (∆𝐶𝑆) was proposed as a new measure that reflects 

the ex-post “surprise utility” from either positive or negative confirmation of the 

consumer’s ex-ante quality expectations. This study has three notable findings: 
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First, results of this study showed a significant difference between the quality-

adjusted CS’ and the traditional CS in terms of their level, effects, and antecedents. 

Although online markets for IT services offer many benefits to consumers, given the 

economic reality of consumer post-purchase satisfaction, our results show that the 

traditional CS measure systematically over-estimated the quality-adjusted CS’, which is 

undeniably a more conservative measure of CS. Most importantly, our results supported 

the predictive power of the quality-adjusted CS’ measure. Out of these two competing 

measures of CS, only the proposed quality-adjusted measure CS’ was shown to predict all 

three aspects of consumers’ subsequent transactions.  

Second, ex-post surprise utility ∆𝐶𝑆 was shown to predict consumer subsequent 

transactions beyond the effect of CS and CS’. We also find that key antecedents - market 

maturity, consumer’s experience in the market, and consumer’s dyadic familiarity with 

IT service providers - are shown to reduce both positive or negative consumer surprise 

utility (𝑎𝑏𝑠∆𝐶𝑆) by reducing the disconfirmation of consumer’s expectations. 

Third, from a practical perspective, we show the economic value of online 

markets for IT services by quantifying the surplus they accrue to consumers. Using the 

conservative quality-adjusted measure of CS’, the consumer still reaps an average surplus 

of $94 - $154 per project depending on her acceptable quality, which is about 30% - 49% 

lower than the consumer’s posted project budget ($314) (the amount she was initially 

willing to pay for the project). This amounts to approximately $75.5 to $124.4M in 

surplus during the 6-year period of data (a total of 800,000 projects), testifying to the 

practical value of online markets.  

Implications for Consumer Surplus 

The proposed quality-adjusted CS’ has significant implications. Substantial 

practical evidence has shown that a large number of transactions end up in dissatisfaction, 

product returns (Blanchard 2005, Blanchard 2007), and disputes, due to products not 

matching consumer needs (Hong and Pavlou 2014), product defects, and low quality 
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service (such as fulfillment delays) (Lawton 2008). Therefore, when consumer ex-post 

satisfaction is accounted for, previous research using the traditional CS measure may 

have over-estimated the true level of CS. By incorporating the notions of ex-post quality 

and post-transaction satisfaction to the measurement of CS, we conceptually showed that 

the traditional measure of CS might either overestimate or underestimate the level of 

surplus considering it is a concept historically measured at the time of the transaction. 

Given the proliferation of e-commerce and online markets that result in a time delay 

between transaction and delivery (fulfillment), a quality-adjusted CS’ is needed in order 

to measure the true surplus the consumer received. Therefore, prior studies may have 

either inflated or deflated CS for the implicit assumption that consumers are ex-post 

receiving what they have ex-ante expected, albeit reality is that consumer satisfaction is 

dependent on the confirmation/disconfirmation of their expectations of product/service 

quality. Empirically, in the context of online markets for IT services, we found the 

traditional measure of CS to inflate surplus and not predict consumer subsequent 

transactions, implying that the traditional measure of CS does not accurately reflect true 

consumer experience. Thus, it is important to include consumption experience and ex-

post satisfaction when calculating CS to avoid the estimation bias for both individual 

surplus and overall societal welfare. Despite our focus on online markets for IT services, 

our quality-adjusted measure CS’ could be applied to virtually all products and services, 

especially experience and credence products in online markets where actual 

product/service received may deviate from expected product/service. Given the 

availability and accessibility of data on consumer ratings in online markets, our model 

may be generalizable. For example, consumer ratings and reviews for products on most 

online markets, such as eBay and Amazon, are recorded in the form of a 5-point Likert-

type scale, and our quality-adjusted CS’ measure could be readily adapted to 

accommodate these ratings. 
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Finally, since the function and sustainability of online markets for IT services 

depend to a large extent on “job supply”, it is important for these markets to increase CS 

with superior designs. For example, the reputation system could help reduce asymmetric 

information on provider quality, and should be enhanced to maintain its credibility and 

provide other useful dimensions of quality information to alleviate consumer adverse 

selection. The marketplace could also implement proper monitoring systems to avoid 

moral hazard. Since experienced consumers are more likely to reap the surplus they 

expected, the marketplace should educate new consumers how to effectively navigate the 

marketplace and discern high quality providers from low quality ones, so that they do not 

suffer from low surplus that may cause them to exit the market.  

Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research 

This paper has several limitations that open up opportunities for future research. 

First, in the empirical part, we operationalized the budget as a proxy for ex-ante buyer 

WTP. Although we assume providing her true WTP as the budget is incentive compatible 

for the consumer, consumers could strategically inflate or low ball their budget. Future 

research could examine whether and how heterogeneous consumers (e.g., experienced 

versus inexperienced consumers) strategically design their CFBs (low versus high 

budget) to maximize their CS. Second, we made an assumption that provider average 

feedback rating is a consumer’s ex-ante expectation of quality. It is a reasonable 

assumption based on prior literature and our analyses: the aggregate measure of 

reputation (average of the prior ratings) is a most salient aspect of quality. To test the 

validity of this assumption, we provide a multi-dimensional measure of quality-adjusted 

CS’ by using a discrete choice analysis (Appendix I), as a robustness check. This analysis 

allows the preference estimation (conditional Logit model) to estimate WTP, and we 

could then use the consumer preference function to construct a WTP measure. Future 

research could further improve the measure for WTP with consumer characteristics (e.g., 

individual versus firm, consumer experience) by using a structural modeling approach 
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(Ghose et al. 2012). Third, instead of directly modeling expectation-confirmation into the 

quality-adjusted measure, we propose the difference between quality-adjusted CS’ and 

traditional CS as “surprise utility” that is economically important. Future research could 

build ECT into the quality-adjusted CS’ measure.  

Concluding Remark 

This study aims to capture how and by how much CS is accrued in markets with 

asymmetric information, where actual ex-post quality received by consumers is likely to 

deviate from their ex-ante expectations. Extending prior studies that measure CS in 

online markets (Bapna et al. 2008, Ghose 2006), we propose a more conservative 

measure of CS to better reflect economic reality. To better understand the quality-

adjusted measure empirically, we analyzed and compared the level, effects, and 

antecedents of CS and CS’ in the context of online markets for IT services. Moreover, we 

quantified the economic benefits of online markets for IT services in terms of both 

traditional CS and the proposed quality-adjusted CS’. We also proposed and empirically 

measured ∆𝐶𝑆 as “surprise utility” due to the (dis)confirmation of ex-ante expectation. 

∆𝐶𝑆 is another distinct measure in its own right that has a significant effect on 

consumers’ subsequent transactions in the market beyond both the traditional and the 

quality-adjusted measures of CS. In sum, this study aims to entice future research on the 

measurement, antecedents, and consequences of consumer surplus that arises from more 

reliably capturing consumers’ ex-ante expected quality and ex-post received quality, by 

taking advantage of the increasingly available user-generated data on consumer 

perceptions such as product quality evaluation and post-purchase satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 5:  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The first essay makes four key contributions. First, it empirically tests the “flat 

world hypothesis” by looking at the dual angle of transactions between service providers 

and employers in global online labor markets for the outsourcing of software 

development services. I find that due to geographical dispersion, global online labor 

markets are not a level playing field because of global frictions, primarily language 

differences. Second, this study contributes to the literature on the outsourcing of software 

development services by empirically showing that both service providers and employers 

take global frictions into consideration when they make their pricing and selection 

decisions, respectively, indicating that the communication and coordination hurdles in 

distributed environment (especially for software development) are still important in 

online labor markets. Third, this study revisits the role of global labor arbitrage. Since 

PPP indicates relative production costs, providers from high PPP countries bid higher 

prices for their services. Still, high PPP may also signal better education and training 

competitiveness, offsetting the negative effect of higher bid price on the probability of 

service providers from high PPP countries will be awarded a contract. Fourth, I theorize 

and validate the role of reputation signals in mitigating adverse selection and moral 

hazard due to geographical dispersion, assuring that high quality service providers reap a 

“rent”, preventing a global labor market of “lemons”.   

The second essay contributes to the theoretical literature on (a) auction design and 

(b) online labor markets by proposing an extended theoretical analysis and exploring 

unique empirical observations. Specifically, we fill the research gap in the literatures in 

market mechanism selection and empirical comparison between market mechanisms with 

respect to participation, bidding, and market performance. 

First, this study provides insights to auction design theory. Based on my 

theoretical analyses and empirical observations, in the context of buyer-determined (BD) 
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auctions such as ones adopted by most online labor markets, open bids format creates a 

“screening” mechanism that affect bidders’ equilibrium entry and bidding strategy. 

Therefore, we observe that in the context of online labor markets, open format buyer-

determined (OBD) auctions consistently outperform sealed format buyer-determined 

(SBD) auctions with various different performance measures. The empirical validation 

confirms the existence of the screening effect of open-bids format, which renders the 

assumptions for revenue equivalence theorem invalid in the context of BD auctions, 

mainly due to the nature of sequential bidding associated with OBD auction format. This 

study extends Athey et al. (2011)’s discussion on comparing auction mechanisms in 

terms of bidder entry strategy in the context of US Timber auctions. We show evidence 

of “auction format effect” in a different auction context (BD auctions) and empirical 

context (labor markets) with more observations and more outcome measures. Compared 

with the research design and results from Haruvy and Katok (2012) who used lab 

experiments, this study incorporates the notions of bidding sequence and bidding cost, in 

which the real-world auction context has a significant impact on bidders’ behavior. The 

large-scale observational data also provided enough power for rigorous econometric 

identification and estimations. Second, this study examines auction format as an 

important theoretical problem for online labor markets. Auction design is an information 

system design. Due to the emerging nature of online labor markets, there is a dearth of 

research on the optimal design and performance effects of these markets. This study links 

auction mechanism design with provider entry strategy, and provide theoretical support 

for OBD format auction as a popular auction format among auctioneers. In addition, the 

performance measures such as bidder quality, new bidder ratio, proxied and estimated 

buyer surplus can be used in future research that try to understand effect of other auction 

designs on auction performance. 

The third essay theorized consumer surplus (CS) in the context of online markets 

for the outsourcing of services. Given the nature of services, we stress the difference 
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between ex ante quality expectation and ex-post quality confirmation; nevertheless, we 

expect the quality-adjusted measure of CS to be generalizable to other markets with 

asymmetric information (such as eBay.com) since every purchase has a major part of ex-

ante expectation and ex-post evaluation (satisfaction with product/service). As nearly all 

products and services have a post-purchase evaluation aspect, it is important to take 

consumer ex post satisfaction into account when estimating CS. Third, the results also 

stand to confirm the significant difference between the quality-adjusted measure and 

traditional measure of CS (∆CS) in terms of their level, effects, and predictors. Though 

markets with asymmetric information offer great benefits to buyers, given the economic 

reality of consumer post-purchase satisfaction, we provide evidence that online markets 

may actually be producing lower surplus when using the quality-adjusted than the 

traditional CS measure. The results provide support for the predictive superiority of the 

quality-adjusted measure. Most important, only the quality-adjusted measure of CS and 

∆CS are shown to predict market performance. Finally, buyer’s experience, repeat 

transactions, and the lack of a language barrier are shown to positively affect the ex-post 

extra utility (∆CS) received by the buyer.  

Online labor markets are a new form of labor marketplace. In this setting, the 

novelty of online labor contracting is compounded with the availability of inordinately 

rich information about participants, different format of auction mechanisms and the 

global nature of the market. The studies outlined and summarized herein help to shed 

light on behavior, performance and welfare of three entities of the market: providers, 

marketplace, and buyers, respectively. It is my hope that this work will inform service 

providers, employers, marketplace purveyors and researchers about, best practices in 

design and management, policy and oversight, to ensure the sustainability of this new, 

valuable phenomenon. 
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APPENDICES 

 
A. 

STUDY 1: CONTEXT DESCRIPTION 
In online markets for the outsourcing of services, such as www.freelancer.com, 
www.eLance.com, and www.guru.com (Malone and Laubacher 1998), people can 
outsource different types of services, such as software development, graphical design, 
content writing or data entry. The potential of these markets was widely touted; since their 
inception, they are expanding at an astounding pace despite the economic crisis. Forbes 
Magazine calls these markets “an escape hatch for unemployed professionals”. These 
markets serve as intermediaries for services (outsourcers post call for bids (CFBs) for 
services and providers offer bids for services) that help match employers with service 
providers across the globe at low search costs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates 
that more than 30 million people now work as independent professionals in the United 
States alone. Simply looking at the publicly available statistics for one of the major 
players – Freelancer - we can see that the scale of the “freelancer economy” is anything 
but trivial. 

Our specific research site - Freelancer - acts as a global market that connects millions of 
employers and providers for outsourcing service jobs. It began operating in 2004 and 
quickly evolved into a leading reverse auction type outsourcing and crowdsourcing 
market for services. Until September 2013, over 8.7 million service providers completed 
about 4.9 million service contracts ($1.2 billion in transaction volume). Freelancer 
acquired vWorker (formally www.rentAcoder.com) in November 2012. Freelancer has 
been widely reported and covered by media, such as Wall Street Journal, New York 
Times, and Forbes. The three largest project categories on Freelancer are website and IT 
(software development), graphics design and content writing. Other types of projects 
include data entry, engineering and the sciences, sales and marketing, and accounting and 
legal services. 

Figure A1a shows a typical CFB page posted by an employer on a typical online market for 

services. Figure A1b shows a typical project contracting process. Figure A1c shows the 

composition of major project types on Freelancer. 
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Figure 11. 

Appendix A: A Sample CFB Posted by an Employer 
 

 
Figure 12. 

Appendix A: Project Process 
 

 
Figure 13.  

Appendix A: Composition of Major Project Types on Freelancer 

Stage 1. 
Before Project 

Stage 2. 
Contracting 

Stage 3. 
Post-Project 

The employer posts 
a project (job) onto 
the market, with 
requirements and an 
estimated budget. 

Providers bid for the 
job with a bid price, and the 
employer chooses a provider 
to work with her. A contract 
is now in effect. 

The provider finishes the job 
and sends the deliverable. 
The provider and the 
employer provide feedback 
to each other. 
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B. 
STUDY 1: DERIVATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

Let 
 

 

 
 

 

 

We solve: 

 

 

 

The second order condition of concavity 

is satisfied. 

 
  

F Xij,Zi,Wit, pijt( ) =1+ exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpijt( )+λ pijt − cZi − c
wWit( )

Fp = λ exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpij( )+1!" #$< 0

FZ = δ exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpij( )−λc

FW = γ exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpij( )−λcw

FXij = β exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpij( )

let  exp Xijβ + Ziδ +Witγ +λpij( ) =Q,  Q > 0

∂pijt
∂Zi

= −
Fp
FZ
= −

λ Q+1( )
δQ−λc

∂pijt
∂Wit

= −
Fp
FW

= −
λ Q+1( )
γQ−λcw

∂pijt
∂Xij

= −
Fp
FX

= −
λ Q+1( )
βQ

∂2π ijt

∂p2ijt
= λ 1+ exp Witγ + Xijβ + Ziδ +λpij( )( ) < 0
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C. 
STUDY 2: DERIVATION OF BUYER SURPLUS 

For open bid BD auctions, the provider with the highest quality bids to match the 

surplus provided by the provider with the second highest quality who bid at the level of 

service cost. As a result, the expected surplus is the expected surplus to be generated by 

the provider of the second highest quality. 
For sealed bid BD auctions, from Equation 3, we have: 

𝐸 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑉!"#  
= 𝐸 𝑣𝑞 ! − 𝑏𝑞 ! |𝑞 ! ≥ 𝑞!!  
= !

!! ! !!!
! 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝐹 𝑞 !!!𝑑𝑞!

!!!
− 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝐹 𝑧 !!!𝑑𝑧!

!!!
𝑑𝑞!

!!!
−

𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝑐!𝑑𝑞
!
!!!

   
= 

!

!! ! !!!
! 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝐹 𝑞 !!!𝑑𝑞!

!!!
− 𝑣 − 𝑐 𝑛 𝐹 𝑞 !!! − 𝐹 𝑞 ! 𝑑𝑞!

!!!
−

𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝑐!𝑑𝑞
!
!!!

  

= !

!! ! !!!
! 𝑣 − 𝑐 1 − 𝐹 𝑞 ! + 𝑛𝐹 𝑞 !!! 1 − 𝐹 𝑞 𝑑𝑞!

!!!
− 𝑛𝑓 𝑞 𝑐!𝑑𝑞

!
!!!

  

= !

!! ! !!!
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!!!
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!
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D. 
STUDY 2: ROBUSTNESS CHECKS 

 

  
(a) Box Plot (b) Kernel Density Plot 

Note: The figure shows the box plots and kernel density of propensity score distributions 
for the treatment group, and control group before and after matching. Visually we observe 
before matching the distribution of treatment and control groups are very different; 
however, after matching, they were identical. Additionally, we conduct a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test to compare 1-1 optimal matched samples, the p-value of the KS-test 
between treatment group and control group after matching is 0.998, as opposed to the p-
value of the KS test between treatment and control group before matching (p<0.001). 

Figure 14. 
Appendix D: Distribution of Propensity Score Before and After Matching 
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Table 28. 
Appendix D: PSM Balance Check 

Variable Unmatched(U) Mean %bias %reduct 
|bias|      

t-test 
Matched (M) Treated Control t p>t 

        Maxbudget U 338.73 314.26 13.6  6.77 0 
 M 338.95 333.47 3.1 77.6 1 0.318 
Minbudget U 69.043 58.274 13.6  6.77 0 
 M 69.14 66.728 3.1 77.6 1.00 0.318 
Budget Scope U 269.69 255.99 13.6  6.77 0 
 M 269.81 266.75 3.1 77.6 1 0.318 
Auction 
Duration 

U 10.298 7.7268 18.9  9.79 0 

 M 10.16 9.7007 3.4 82.1 1.07 0.287 
Experience U 15.364 19.847 -11.5  -4.47 0 
 M 14.125 12.584 4 65.6 1.15 0.23 
Gold Member U 0.27198 0.31228 -8.9  -4.1 0 
 M 0.27572 0.26518 2.3 73.9 0.82 0.414 
GDP_PPP U 30086 25812 28.4  12.59 0 
 M 30404 31038 -4.2 85.2 -1.63 0.104 
pc2 U 0.47751 0.41289 13  6.15 0 
 M 0.48019 0.49747 -3.5 73.2 -1.19 0.234 
pc3 U 0.17788 0.21946 -10.4  -4.75 0 
 M 0.18002 0.15725 5.7 45.2 2.09 0.036 
pc4 U 0.26785 0.24229 5.9  2.79 0.005 
 M 0.26138 0.27698 -3.6 39 -1.21 0.226 
pc5 U 0.07676 0.12536 -16.2  -7 0 
 M 0.07841 0.0683 3.4 79.2 1.34 0.181 
ym1 U 0.15023 0.13754 3.6  1.72 0.085 
 M 0.14966 0.15346 -1.1 70.1 -0.36 0.716 
ym2 U 0.14981 0.15167 -0.5  -0.24 0.808 
 M 0.14671 0.13954 2 -285.4 0.7 0.481 
ym3 U 0.15023 0.16639 -4.4  -2.04 0.041 
 M 0.15008 0.14629 1 76.5 0.37 0.713 
ym4 U 0.15105 0.15286 -0.5  -0.24 0.813 
 M 0.15093 0.14292 2.2 -342.5 0.78 0.436 
ym5 U 0.1234 0.12471 -0.4  -0.19 0.853 
 M 0.12563 0.12774 -0.6 -61.2 -0.22 0.827 
ym6 U 0.14115 0.13979 0.4  0.18 0.854 
 M 0.14123 0.15346 -3.5 -800.3 -1.19 0.235 
ym7 U 0.13413 0.12704 2.1  1 0.319 
 M 0.13575 0.13659 -0.3 88.1 -0.08 0.933 
Note: Buyer countries are coded into 143 dummy variables, and 80 of these dummy variables 
shows reduction of bias, while the rest countries could not find matches due to limited 
observations per group (country). 
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Table 29. 
Appendix D: PSM First Stage Logit Analysis 
VARIABLES Open Bid 

project_maxbudget -0.000551***(7.84e-05) 
auction_duration -0.0102***(0.000876) 
experience_buyer 0.00100**(0.000445) 

buyer_gold_membership 0.0887**(0.0373) 
buyer_ppp -0.000875***(0.000316) 

Project category dummies Yes 
Time dummies Yes 

Country dummies Yes 
Constant -6.779**(3.275) 

Wald Chi2(105) 1153.43 
Pseudo R2 0.18 

 

 
Table 30.  

Appendix D: IV First Stage Analyses 
VARIABLES Open Bid 
buyer_ppp -4.53e-06***(5.68e-07) 
project_maxbudget -0.000182***(4.29e-05) 
auction_duration -0.00688***(0.000492) 
experience_buyer 0.00131***(0.000274) 
buyer_gold_membership 0.0435**(0.0190) 
lambda 2.520*(1.416) 
Constant 1.862***(0.0283) 
Observations 45,716 

 

 
Table 31. 

Appendix D: Additional Analysis for Num_bids (xtpoisson) 
 num_bids 
open_bid -0.127***(0.0265) 
project_maxbudget 0.000357***(3.00e-05) 
auction_duration 0.0123***(0.000502) 
project_nonpublic -0.00365(0.0255) 
project_feature 0.430***(0.0443) 
avg_rating_buyer -0.00811***(0.00220) 
experience_buyer 0.00709***(0.00174) 
buyer_gold_membership 0.00999(0.0121) 
Time Effect Yes 
Category Effect Yes 
Observations 69,332 
Number of users_id 11,257 
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Table 32. 
Appendix D. Robustness Check Using Different Measures of DV 
 (1) (2) 
VARIABLES lnbids lnsurplus_max 
open_bid_instrumented -0.286*** 0.181*** 
 (0.0258) (0.0161) 
project_maxbudget 0.000232*** 0.000774*** 
 (2.66e-05) (5.92e-05) 
auction_duration 0.00575*** -0.00695*** 
 (0.000435) (0.000816) 
avg_rating_buyer -0.0211*** 0.0198*** 
 (0.00149) (0.00252) 
experience_buyer -0.000789*** -0.000363* 
 (0.000126) (0.000203) 
buyer_gold_membership -0.0357*** -0.0381* 
 (0.0105) (0.0213) 
Time Effect Yes Yes 
Category Effect Yes Yes 
Constant 3.275*** 4.345*** 
 (0.0850) (0.0685) 
Observations 39,007 27,220 
R-squared 0.084 0.025 

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

 
Table 33. 

Appendix D: Robustness Check Using Sub-samples (DV: num_bid) 
 (1) (2) (3) 
DV: num_bid IT Writing Design 
FE OLS -2.062*** 

(0.538) 
-2.067*** 

(1.165) 
-3.69*** 
(1.388) 

FE Poisson -0.172*** 
(0.044) 

-0.165** 
(0.08) 

-0.223*** 
0.075 

IV -1.880*** -6.253*** -7.18*** 
 (0.515) (0.908) (0.818) 
Project Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Buyer Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Time Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Avg Number of Bids  12.34 

(14.07) 
12.74 

(16.36) 
19.82 
(22) 
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Table 34. 
Appendix D: Robustness Check Using Sub-samples (DV: buyer surplus) 

 (1) (2) (3) 
DV: buyer surplus IT Writing Design 
FE OLS 15.62*** 

(6.03) 
5.91* 
(3.51) 

11.22** 
(5.55) 

IV  13.26*** 
(1.595) 

18.55*** 
(1.863) 

8.640*** 
(1.685) 

Project Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Buyer Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Time Dummies Yes Yes Yes 
Constant 34.49*** 21.40*** 64.10*** 
 (6.339) (7.007) (6.913) 
    
Observations 11,444 5,857 6,631 
Average Project Budget 370.98  

(213.74) 
312.61  

(166.04) 
332.60  

(186.47) 
Notes: Category 1: Website, IT and Software; Category 2: Writing & Content; 

Category 3: Design, Media & Architecture 

 
Table 35. 

Appendix D: Estimations Using Alternative Measure of DV 
 surplus_avg surplus_avg surplus_pref surplus_pref 
VARIABLES FE IV FE IV 
     

open_bid 12.01*** 19.87*** 11.41** 22.02* 
 (2.030) (4.478) (5.797) (12.90) 

auction_duration -0.530*** -0.518*** -1.504*** -1.488*** 
 (0.0519) (0.0523) (0.141) (0.143) 

project_maxbudget 0.376*** 0.377*** -0.618*** -0.618*** 
 (0.00753) (0.00753) (0.0114) (0.0113) 

experience_buyer -0.480** -0.516** -0.925 -0.973 
 (0.208) (0.224) (0.585) (0.611) 

buyer_gold_membership 0.528 0.481 -5.382 -5.447 
 (1.865) (1.867) (5.300) (5.300) 

category2 -43.17*** -43.19*** 9.122 9.095 
 (3.063) (3.051) (8.290) (8.288) 

category3 3.725 3.858 34.20*** 34.38*** 
 (3.096) (3.082) (9.390) (9.396) 

category4 -20.77*** -20.77*** 37.43*** 37.42*** 
 (3.180) (3.170) (8.854) (8.852) 

price_change 2.658  3.593  
 (1.637)  (4.789)  

Constant 77.64***  247.1***  
 (4.724)  (11.95)  

Observations 23,492 15,988 23,517 16,005 
R-squared 0.438 0.438 0.209 0.209 
Number of buyer_id 11,170 3,666 11,178 3,666 
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Table 36. 

Appendix D: Additional Descriptive Statistics For Study 2 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1. number_bids 1 

        2. surplus_max 0.05 1 
       3. completed 0.00 0.01 1 

      4. open_bid -0.05 0.02 0.00 1 
     5. satisfaction -0.02 0.01 0.06 0.00 1 

    6. project_maxbudget 0.05 0.55 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 1 
   7. auction_duration 0.13 -0.03 0.02 -0.04 -0.01 0.06 1 

  8. buyer_experience -0.10 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.04 -0.02 0.02 1 
 9. buyer_goldmember -0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1 
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E. 
STUDY 2: ESTIMATING BUYER SURPLUS USING DISCRETE CHOICE 

MODELS 

We estimate buyer surplus from an auction using discrete choice framework. 

Mathematically, buyer surplus associated with a set of alternatives takes a closed form 

solution that is possible to calculate (Train 2009) as: 

𝐶𝑆! =
1
𝛼!
𝑚𝑎𝑥! 𝑈!" + 𝜀!"                            (A1) 

where 𝛼! is the marginal utility of income. In the discrete choice framework, we do not 

directly observe the utility of a buyer. Rather, we assume that the buyer’s choice maximizes 

his utility and thus reveals his utility. Following McFadden (1974)’s discrete choice 

framework with conditional Logit specification, let I=i client t awards the project to bidder 

i in particular, then we assume that among the N providers who bid on the project, provider 

i maximizes client t’s utility for project j. Hence, 𝑈!" > 𝑈!" for all 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖. Assuming the 

error term 𝜀!" follows a Gumbel (Type I extreme value) distribution (McFadden 1974), 

then the probability that the winning bidder for the project is i (and not any of the other 

providers) is: 

Pr 𝐼 = 𝑖 =
exp  (𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒!"×𝛽 − 𝑝!"𝜆)
𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒!"×𝛽 − 𝑝!"𝜆!

!!!
               (A2) 

Therefore, we estimate the following equation: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 𝐼 = 𝑖 = 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒!"×𝛽 − 𝑝!"𝜆 + 𝑐!

+ 𝑢!";𝐸 𝑢!"# 𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒!" , 𝑐! = 0, 𝑗 = 1,2,… ,𝑁   
(A3) 

In this conditional Logit estimation equation, 𝑐! is the auction fixed effect. 𝜆 is the cost 

coefficient that indicates the utility rise due to an one-dollar decrease in costs. A one-

dollar reduction in cost is equivalent to a one-dollar increase in income, since the buyer 

gets to spend the dollar that he saves in project costs just the same as if he got the extra 

dollar in income. 𝜆  is therefore the same as marginal utility of income. By estimating this 

buyer preference function, we are able to estimate the effect of other bidder related 

variables on her expected utility. In estimating the preference function, we include the 

significant variables that influence bid selection decisions as identified in the literature 
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(e.g., Banker and Hwang 2008, Gefen and Carmel 2008, Hong and Pavlou 2013b), 

including bid price, days to finish a project, whether a bid is hidden, bidder’s rating, 

bidder’s project completion rate, whether a bid is highlighted, bidder project experience, 

whether bidder is gold member, whether bidder and the buyer are in the same country, 

whether the bidder is invited, and bidder’s PPP. Estimation results are summarized in 

Table 36. 

Table 37. 
Appendix E: Buyer Preference in Bid Selection a 

 (DV=whether a bid is selected to contract with) 
Bid Price -0.0019***(0.0001) 

Days to Finish -0.0027***(0.00065) 
Hidden Bid -3.768***(0.063) 

Bidder Rating 0.114***(0.002) 
Bidder Completion Rate 0.742***(0.018) 

Highlighted Bid -9.871***(1.000) 
Bidder Experience 0.0009***(2.58e-05) 

Bidder Gold Member 0.0483***(0.011) 
Same Country 0.486***(0.032) 
Invited Bidder 2.409***(0.047) 
Bidder PPP b 0.014***(5.23e-04) 

Num. of Observations 683,662 
Pseudo R-squared 0.172 

Note: 
a. We estimate buyer preference using conditional Logit model. 
b. PPP denotes the purchasing power parity adjusted GDP per capita. PPP 
data is collected from the CIA World Factbook and merged into the main 
dataset. 
Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Based on the above buyer preference estimates, we calculate estimated buyer surplus for 

each bids as: 
𝑬 𝑪𝑺 = −0.027×𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠𝑇𝑜𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ − 3.768×𝐻𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛𝐵𝑖𝑑

+ 0.114×𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 0.742×𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
− 9.87×𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑖𝑑 + 0.0009×𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 0.0483×𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐺𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 + 0.4861×𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦
+ 2.409×𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 0.014×𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃   
/  0.0019  –𝐵𝑖𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 

(A4) 
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F. 
STUDY 3: THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL QUALITY CASE 

We can also estimate CS using a discrete choice framework, taking multiple 

provider attributes into account. Since a consumer faces a set of bidders (providers) in 

online markets, mathematically, CS associated with a set of alternatives that take a closed 

form solution that is possible to calculate (Train 2009) as: 

𝐶𝑆! =
1
𝛼!
𝑚𝑎𝑥! 𝑈!" + 𝜀!"                            

(

(A1) 

where 𝛼! is the marginal utility of income. In a discrete choice framework, a 

consumer maximizes her utility and reveals her utility by making choices with whom to 

contract with. Following McFadden (1974)’s discrete choice framework with conditional 

Logit model, N providers compete for a contract in an auction and the consumer j awards 

the project to bidder i. Among the N providers who bid on the project, provider i maximizes 

consumer j’s utility for project j. Hence, 𝑈!" > 𝑈!" for all 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖. Assuming the error term 

𝜀!" follows a Type I extreme value distribution (McFadden 1974), then the probability that 

the winning bidder for the project is i (and not any other provider) is: 

Pr 𝐼 = 𝑖 =
exp  (𝑸𝒊𝒋×𝜷− 𝑝!"𝜆)
𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑸𝒊𝒋×𝜷− 𝑝!"𝜆!

!!!
               (

(A2) 

Therefore, we estimate the following equation: 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 𝐼 = 𝑖 = 𝑸𝒊𝒋×𝜷− 𝑝!"𝜆 + 𝑐! + 𝑢!";𝐸 𝑢!"# 𝑸𝒊𝒋, 𝑐! = 0, 𝑗 = 1,2,… ,𝑁   
(

(A3) 

In this conditional Logit estimation equation, 𝑐! is the auction fixed effect. 𝜆 is the 

cost coefficient that indicates the utility rise due to an one-dollar decrease in costs. A one-

dollar reduction in cost is equivalent to a one-dollar increase in income, since the consumer 

gets to spend the dollar that he saves in project costs just the same as if she got the extra 

dollar in income. 𝜆 thus has the same value as marginal utility of income. By estimating 
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this consumer preference function, we are able to estimate the effect of other provider-

related variables on consumer expected utility. In estimating the preference function, we 

include the significant variables that influence bid selection decisions as identified in the 

literature (Banker and Hwang 2008, Gefen and Carmel 2008, Hong et al. 2013), including 

bid price, days to finish a project, whether a bid is hidden, bidder’s average rating 𝑞!, 

bidder’s project completion rate, whether a bid is highlighted, bidder project experience, 

whether bidder is gold member, whether bidder and the consumer are in the same country, 

whether the bidder is invited, and bidder’s PPP. Then we will be able to calculate ex-ante 

CS as: 

𝐶𝑆! = 𝑉 𝑸𝒋 − 𝑝 𝑄! =
𝑸𝒋×𝜷!!!

!
  -  𝑝 𝑸𝒋    (A4) 

The ex-post quality adjusted CS will be calculated as: 

   𝐶𝑆!! = 𝑉 𝑸𝒋! − 𝑝 𝑄! =
𝑸𝒋
!×𝜷!!!
!

  -  𝑝 𝑸𝒋    (A5)  

Note that 𝑸𝒋  is a vector of provider attributes that includes 𝑞! ,  we observe both ex-

ante and ex-post quality ratings of a provider, and all other attributes of the providers are 

the same. Since a buyer’s preference for providers is relatively stable, we can reasonably 

assume the error term 𝑢! does not change. Hence, we can calculate the surprise utility 

∆𝐶𝑆: 

   ∆𝐶𝑆! = 𝐶𝑆!! − 𝐶𝑆! =
!!
!!!! ×𝜷

!
   (A6) 
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Table 38. 
Appendix F. CS for Different Types of Projects at Different Acceptable ex-ante 

Quality 
  Obs.  𝑞=7 𝑞=8 𝑞=9 

Panel A. All projects sample 
CS 159,730 166.8 

(203.4) 
159.3 
(229.5) 

136.9 
(356.1) 

CS_adj 159,730 154.3 
(365.9) 

139.3 
(551.6) 

94.4 
(1,147.3) 

Paired t-test: (H0: CS_adj=CS) -14.3*** -14.3*** -14.3*** 
 
Panel B. IT projects sample 
CS (IT) 80,076 170.38 

(229.65) 
161.91 
(256.30) 

136.65 
(390.74) 

CS_adj (IT) 80,076 152.16 
(424.92) 

132.8 
(661.42) 

74.98 
(1382.86) 

Paired t-test: (H0: CS_adj-CS=0) -12.2*** -12.2*** -12.2*** 
  
Panel C. Writing projects sample 
CS (Writing) 21,627 166.11 

(151.6) 
159.52 
(174.33) 

150.51 
(276.05) 

CS_adj (Writing) 21,627 160.47 
(198.46) 

150.51 
(276.05) 

139.85 
(120.77) 

Paired t-test: (H0: CS_adj-CS=0) -4.74*** -4.74*** -4.74*** 
  
Panel D. Design projects sample 
CS (Design) 41,411 156.39 

(180.65) 
149.9 
(214.15) 

130.52 
(385.79) 

CS_adj (Design) 41,411 151.06 
(276.74) 

141.39 
(404.39) 

112.50 
(823.31) 

Paired t-test: (H0: CS_adj-CS=0) -4.18*** -4.18*** -4.18*** 

Note: *** significant at 0.001 level 

 


